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Felix Tinkov, State Bar No. 234276
2 225 Broadway, Suite 1900
San Diego, CA 92101
3 (619) 862-1761
felix@tinkovlaw.com
4
5 Attorney for Petitioner Voice of San Diego
6

IN THE SUPERIOR COURT OF THE STATE OF CALIFORNIA

7

IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF SAN DIEGO, CENTRAL DIVISION

8
9

VOICE OF SAN DIEGO, a California
10 corporation,

CASE NO.

Petitioner,

11
12 v.

13 CORONADO UNIFIED SCHOOL DISTRICT,
AND DOES 1-10, inclusive,
14
Respondent.
15

VERIFIED PETITION FOR WRIT OF
MANDATE TO COMPEL COMPLIANCE
WITH THE PUBLIC RECORDS ACT,
COMPLAINT FOR DECLARATORY
RELIEF AND PRELIMINARY AND
PERMANENT INJUNCTION
[Cal. Gov. Code §§ 6258 and 6259]

16
INTRODUCTION
17
1.

This action brought pursuant to the California Public Records Act (Gov. Code § 6250

18
et seq.) (“CPRA”) by Petitioner VOICE OF SAN DIEGO (“VOICE”), a local online news service,
19
challenges the determination of Respondent Coronado Unified School District (“DISTRICT”) to
20
withhold and/or redact public records in a manner contrary to the law.
21
2.

On November 21, 2017 VOICE submitted a CPRA request to the DISTRICT seeking

22
“All public records relating to any substantiated claims of sexual misbehavior and related misconduct
23
for any employee, official, contractor, agent or volunteer of the District arising within the last 10
24
years.”
25
3.

DISTRICT initially denied the existence of public records responsive to VOICE’s

26
CPRA request.
27
4.

When VOICE pressed the DISTRICT, it produced a total of four pages of heavily

28
redacted records regarding two individuals alleged to have committed one or more acts of sexual
1
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1 misconduct and claiming that no other responsive records exist.
2

5.

VOICE then repeatedly pressed the DISTRICT to remove redactions as to the

3 identities of the alleged perpetrators of sexual misconduct and to release the balance of the responsive
4 records in the possession or control of the DISTRICT, resulting in the DISTRICT unredacting certain
5 records while keeping others redacted, dribbling out several more responsive records as to an
6 additional alleged perpetrator of sexual misconduct, but ultimately, claiming that no other responsive
7 records exist.
8

6.

VOICE continued to pressure the DISTRICT to release responsive records after

9 learning of reports of serious sexual abuse alleged against a water polo coach employed by the
10 DISTRICT, Randall Burgess, and former Reserve Officers’ Training Corps (ROTC) instructor,
11 Martin Gallegos.
12

7.

The DISTRICT refused to provide records as to either Burgess or Gallegos for several

13 months, but then made a sudden turn and ostensibly agreed to provide responsive records relating to
14 Burgess only.
15

8.

Upon securing DISTRICT’s agreement to release responsive records, VOICE was

16 informed Burgess filed for injunctive relief in San Diego Superior Court Case No. 37-201817 00035086-CU-WM-CTL (“Burgess Litigation”) to prohibit the DISTRICT’s disclosure to VOICE.
18

9.

VOICE joined the Burgess Litigation and successfully overcame all efforts to restrict

19 the DISTRICT’s release of what was understood to be the records responsive to VOICE’s November
20 21, 2017 CPRA request, overcoming both Burgess’s proactive efforts to withhold the release of
21 documents owed to the public and those of the DISTRICT which went so far as to redact and withhold
22 certain of its own filings in the Burgess Litigation from VOICE.
23

10.

On August 7, 2018, during the course of the Burgess Litigation, VOICE submitted

24 another CPRA request to the DISTRICT for:
25

All letters, emails, and other correspondence submitted to Coronado

26

Unified School District with regard to Randall Burgess starting on January

27

1, 2017 through to the present. Such submittals are to include, but not be

28

limited to, those comments delivered to the school board by members of
2
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the public at one or more public hearings.

1
2

11.

Randall Burgess once again challenged the release of records responsive to this

3 request and once again VOICE was successful in securing a court order for the release of documents
4 held by the DISTRICT.
5

12.

On or about January 29, 2019, Burgess filed a request for dismissal of the Burgess

6 Litigation Upon and shortly thereafter received the court’s approval.
7

13.

Thereafter, upon VOICE’s receipt of the last of the public records released by

8 DISTRICT, the materials were reviewed by VOICE and found to contain little information pertaining
9 to the claims of sexual misconduct made against Randall Burgess, the DISTRICT’s investigation into
10 said claims and any records relating to the outcome of said claims (and others that were made against
11 Burgess). Instead, the DISTRICT, in total, disclosed a de minimis set of records including publicly
12 available court filings made by Burgess in response to his suspension by the DISTRICT and public
13 letter and comments made to the DISTRICT relating to Burgess.
14

14.

VOICE has repeatedly made efforts to work with the DISTRICT to secure the balance

15 of the responsive records, or to at least better understand the scope and breadth of the records the
16 DISTRICT withholds in response to each of VOICE’s subject CPRA requests but to no avail as
17 DISTRICT’s legal counsel has refused to comply at every step.
18

15.

VOICE and the public at large are keenly interested in the activities of the DISTRICT

19 and its personnel, specifically in the instant litigation as to all of the sexual misconduct claims made
20 against Randall Burgess and another former employee of the DISTRICT, Martin Gallegos, who was
21 similarly accused, and resulted in the DISTRICT being named as a defendant in a San Diego Superior
22 Court Case No. 37-2017-00008091-CU-PO-CTL.
23

16.

The DISTRICT’s failure to comply with the CPRA, first by refusing to acknowledge

24 the existence of responsive records, then to delay their release, and finally to provide the court in the
25 Burgess Litigation with less than the full complement of responsive records and to release the same
26 limited set of records to VOICE are all actions without legal basis representing clear, direct and
27 repeated violations of the CPRA.
28

17.

This Petition serves to vindicate the public’s right to government records of
3
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1 malfeasance, requiring immediate attention from the Court.
PARTIES

2
3

18.

Petitioner VOICE is an online news service based in and serving San Diego,

4 California. As one of only a handful of investigative local news sources, VOICE devotes extensive
5 coverage to matters of public interest with a focus on local government affairs. Relying upon the
6 donations of an interested and informed public, VOICE has a significant interest in investigating and
7 reporting out to its readership the region’s public agency expenditures, political maneuvering and
8 governance activities.
9

19.

Respondent DISTRICT is a school district operating under its own charter and

10 pursuant to the laws of the State of California and is a “Local Agency” to which the CPRA applies.
11

20.

Respondent Does 1-10 are sued under fictitious names.

Their true names and

12 capacities are unknown to Petitioner. When their true names and capacities are ascertained, Petitioner
13 will amend this petition to assert them. Petitioner is informed and believes that each of the fictitiously
14 named respondents is responsible in some manner for the occurrences herein alleged, and that the
15 damages as herein alleged were proximately caused by their conduct.
JURISDICTION AND VENUE

16
17

21.

Petitioner brings this action, and this Court has jurisdiction, under California

18 Government Code sections 6258 and 6259, California Code of Civil Procedure §§ 525, 1060, and
19 1085 and Article I, § 3(b) and Article VI, § 10 of the California Constitution.
20

22.

Venue is proper in this Court, under San Diego Superior Court Rules, Rule 1.2.2

21 because the causes of action alleged in this Petition arose in San Diego County, where the CPRA
22 requests were made and the documents are located. All parties to this litigation are located within
23 San Diego County.
24

23.

Petitioner has performed all conditions precedent to filing this instant action and has

25 exhausted all available administrative remedies to the extent required by law.
26

24.

Petitioner has no plain, speedy and adequate remedy in the ordinary course of the law

27 unless this Court grants the requested Writ of Mandate declaring Respondent DISTRICT has violated
28 the law through its failure to comply with the CPRA and enjoining Respondent DISTRICT from its
4
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1 refusal to perform its ministerial duty in providing public records under the CPRA without redaction
2 where no legally permissible exemption exists.
STATEMENT OF FACTS

3
4

25.

For more than a decade, VOICE has regularly put forward, and relies heavily on,

5 CPRA requests to local, regional and state agencies to secure information for the public regarding
6 government activities which might otherwise go unnoticed or unreported.
7

26. Education reporting is of particular importance to VOICE (and its readers), with two or

8 more reporters working on local school issues at any given time, and having received awards for its
9 excellence in journalism, including the 2016 San Diego Society of Professional Journalism Journalist
10 of the Year Award for now-departed reporter, Mario Koran, for his expose which led to the ouster of
11 San Diego Unified School District former Board Trustee, Marne Foster, the 2018 San Diego County
12 Taxpayers Association Media Watchdog Award for VOICE’s reporting on the failure of internal
13 policies and lack of transparency at regional school districts in failing to disclose sexual misconduct
14 allegedly perpetrated by educators and the 2019 Society of Professional Journalism San Diego
15 Chapter Sunshine Award for VOICE’s reporting on sexual misconduct at the 43 school districts in
16 the San Diego area.
17

27.

On or around November 21, 2017, VOICE submitted a CPRA request to the

18 DISTRICT seeking all public records from the past 10 years relating to substantiated allegations of
19 sexual misconduct and similar malfeasance by individuals under the DISTRICT’s oversight.
20

28.

On December 1, 2017, the DISTRICT provided its initial response claiming that no

21 responsive records exist. A true and correct copy of the DISTRICT’s December 1, 2017
22 correspondence is attached as Exhibit “A”.
23

29.

On or about December 4, 2017, VOICE, through its counsel, responded to the

24 DISTRICT reminding the agency of its duty to perform a reasonable search of its records before
25 concluding that no documents responsive to VOICE’s CPRA request exist. A true and correct copy
26 of this correspondence, not inclusive of the attachments to the original correspondence which
27 included the DISTRICT’s December 1, 2017 letter, and the two published cases referenced therein,
th
28 Bakersfield City School District v. Superior Court (2004) 118 Cal. App. 4 1041 and Marken v. Santa

5
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th
1 Monica-Malibu Unified School District (2012) 202 Cal. App. 4 1250, is attached as Exhibit “B”.

2

30.

On or about December 15, 2017, the DISTRICT informed VOICE that it would

3 provide responsive records no later than 3 p.m. on January 10, 2018. A true and correct copy of the
4 DISTRICT’s December 15, 2017 letter is attached as Exhibit “C”.
5

31.

On or about January 10, 2018, the DISTRICT informed VOICE that it would delay its

6 response until January 23, 2018. A true and correct copy of the DISTRICT’s January 10, 2018 letter
7 is attached as Exhibit “D”.
8

32.

On or about January 23, 2018, the DISTRICT provided VOICE with two sets of

9 heavily redacted records, totaling four pages, withholding the names of the alleged perpetrators of
10 sexual misconduct.
11

33.

On January 24, 2018, VOICE, through its counsel, Felix Tinkov, corresponded with

12 the DISTRICT’s counsel, Clifford Weiler, informing him of the insufficiency of the DISTRICT’s
13 CPRA responses to date. A true and correct copy of this correspondence is attached as Exhibit “E”.
14

34.

Through January 29, 2018, Tinkov and Weiler communicated further regarding the

15 DISTRICT’s refusal to comply with the CPRA. A true and correct copy of this correspondence is
16 attached as Exhibit “F”.
17

35.

On January 31, 2018, DISTRICT released to VOICE additional responsive records,

18 once again including redactions as to the identity of one or more alleged perpetrators of sexual
19 misconduct. A true and correct copy of the records and the cover letter dated January 31, 2018 is
20 attached as Exhibit “G”.
21

36.

On or about February 7, 2018, DISTRICT released additional responsive records,

22 unredacting the names of certain alleged perpetrators of sexual misconduct but still withholding
23 significant numbers of records which it had in its possession or control. A true and correct copy of
24 the records and the cover letter dated February 7, 2018 is attached as Exhibit “H”.
25

37.

On May 21, 2018, VOICE discovered the DISTRICT had withheld responsive records

26 as to Randall Burgess against whom serious allegation of sexual misconduct had been made and
27 reported on in the media, followed by a response from Mr. Weiler on or about May 24, 2018
28 concluding that the DISTRICT did not have to release those records because Burgess claimed that
6
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1 the allegations against him were false. A true and correct copy of this correspondence is attached as
2 Exhibit “I”.
3

38.

Beginning on July 9, 2018 through July 18, 2018, VOICE corresponded with the

4 DISTRICT to better understand why it continued to refuse to release records pertaining allegations
5 of sexual misconduct directed at Randall Burgess and Martin Gallegos, only to learn that the
6 DISTRICT was being sued by Burgess to enjoin the release of purportedly responsive records to
7 VOICE (records which VOICE had not seen at the time, nor had been informed existed or were to be
8 released.). A true and correct copy of this correspondence is attached as Exhibit “J”.
9

39.

On July 20, 2018, Mr. Tinkov corresponded with Mr. Weiler regarding the

10 DISTRICT’s failure to acknowledge the existence of responsive records relating to Burgess. A true
11 and correct copy of this correspondence is attached as Exhibit “K”.
12

40.

On July 25, 2018, Burgess was granted a temporary restraining order in Case No. 37-

13 2018-00035086-CU-WM-CTL enjoining the DISTRICT from releasing records relating to Burgess
14 to VOICE and VOICE attempted to have its motion to intervene heard but was denied the opportunity
15 at that time by Judge Judith Hayes.
16

41.

On or about August 7, 2018, the DISTRICT dribbled out three additional sets of

17 records relating to sexual misconduct allegations made against individuals employed or previously
18 employed by the DISTRICT, including Gallegos. A true and correct copy of these records and the
19 cover letter thereto is attached as Exhibit “L”.
20

42.

Also, on August 7, 2018, VOICE submitted a new CPRA request to the DISTRICT

21 seeks correspondence submitted to Coronado relating to Burgess in the hopes of securing the
22 complaints made against Burgess.
23

43.

On or about August 8, 2018, Mr. Tinkov further engaged Mr. Weiler and the

24 DISTRICT with respect to evidence of complaints having been filed against Burgess and Gallegos
25 relating to sexual misconduct. A true and correct copy of this correspondence is attached as Exhibit
26 “M”.
27

44.

On August 14, 2018, Mr. Tinkov appeared on behalf of VOICE in the Burgess

28 Litigation and was informed that the DISTRICT had not lodged the records responsive to VOICE’s
7
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1 November 21, 2017 with the court further delaying the matter.
2

45.

On or about September 21, 2018, Mr. Tinkov conferred further with Mr. Weiler

3 regarding the DISTRICT’s failure to provide records relating to Gallegos and its intent to file briefs
4 with the court which were to be filed under seal in a manner not permitting VOICE to review them.
5 A true and correct copy of this correspondence is attached as Exhibit “N”.
6

46.

On October 5, 2018, VOICE was permitted to intervene in the Burgess litigation, and

7 the court accepted VOICE’s arguments requiring the release of the DISTRICT’s records responsive
8 to VOICE’s November 21, 2017 CPRA request, but the court refused to hear any issues relating to
9 the DISTRICT’s malfeasance with respect to its CPRA responses to date, nor to force the DISTRICT
10 to lodge with the court the entire set of records responsive to allegations of sexual misconduct relating
11 to Burgess, and instead opted to rely upon the narrow set of materials Burgess opposed be released.
12

47.

On October 9, 2018, the DISTRICT reluctantly provided the records the court ordered

13 released to VOICE, which records amount to nothing more than Burgess’s complaint against the
14 DISTRICT for the suspension he endured arising from allegations of sexual misconduct and having
15 nothing to do with the underlying allegations, the DISTRICT’s investigation of the allegations, if
16 any, and the outcome of that investigation. A true and correct copy of the records and the
17 correspondence thereto is attached as Exhibit “O”.
18

48.

On or about January 7, 2019, the court in the Burgess litigation ruled in favor of

19 VOICE requiring the DISTRICT to release the records responsive to VOICE’s August 7, 2018 CPRA
20 request be released in its entirety to VOICE.
21

49.

On or about January 28, 2019, the DISTRICT released a portion of the records

22 responsive to VOICE’s August 7, 2018 CPRA request and then delivered the balance of the records
23 after VOICE followed up with a request for the materials withheld on or about February 7, 2019.
24

50.

In sum, the records released on and after January 28, 2019 by the DISTRICT to

25 VOICE offer no additional documents relating to the DISTRICT’s investigation of the claims of
26 sexual misconduct made against Burgess nor the outcome of such an investigation or investigations
27 if they were performed, and instead release only public comments and correspondence relating to
28 Burgess.
8
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1

51.

The DISTRICT continues to withhold records in its possession or control pertaining

2 to the original November 21, 2017 CPRA request filed by VOICE relating to allegations of sexual
3 misconduct made against Burgess.
4

52.

VOICE having no opportunity to have its legal concerns heard regarding the

5 DISTRICT’s failure to comply with the CPRA, and now having reviewed all of the public records
6 the DISTRICT is apparently willing to provide in response to VOICE’s November 21, 2017 CPRA
7 request has now exhausted all avenues available to it and is left with no alternative but to ask the
8 Court to enjoin the DISTRICT from its unlawful practices of withholding and obstructing the release
9 of public records, and declaring that such illegitimate actions have no place in government.
REASONS FOR GRANTING THIS PETITION

10
11

53.

VOICE has no plain, speedy or adequate remedy at law other than the instant Petition.

12 This Petition is specifically authorized under California Government Code sections 6258 and 6259.
13 Section 6258 provides that CPRA matters be heard “at the earliest possible time” and VOICE
14 therefore requests a hearing in this Court as soon as possible.
15

54.

The policy behind the CPRA favors disclosure, and a refusal to disclose information

16 must be justified by the exemptions enumerated in the CPRA. Cook v. Craig (1976) 55 Cal.App.3d
17 773, 781.
18

55.

The courts have consistently held that exemptions must be narrowly construed. New

19 York Times Co. v. Superior Court (1990) 218 Cal.App.3d 1579, 1585. Where, as in the instant matter,
20 the DISTRICT has failed to provide any viable basis for the Court to grant an exemption, the
21 underlying documents requested must be disclosed to VOICE without redaction. Id. at 1585-6.
22

56.

The requested documents are disclosable public records pursuant to the CPRA. A

23 public record is “any writing containing information relating to the conduct of the public’s business
24 prepared, owned, used, or retained by any state or local agency regardless of physical form or
25 characteristics.” Gov. Code § 6252(e). Those documents which relate to the conduct of the public’s
26 business are inherently covered under the CPRA. Braun v City of Taft (1984) 154 Cal.App.3d 332,
27 340. [“Only purely personal information unrelated to ‘the conduct of the public’s business’ could be
28 considered exempt from this definition, i.e., the shopping list phoned from home, the letter to a public
9
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1 officer from a friend which is totally void of reference to governmental activities.”] Those documents
2 which specifically relate to the activities of public officials are particularly apt for disclosure under
3 the CPRA. Id. at 347; See also, BRV, Inc. v. Superior Court (2006) 143 Cal.App.4th 742, 746.
4 [Californians have a constitutional right to access the records of their public agencies. They have a
5 strong interest in knowing how government officials conduct public business, particularly when
6 allegations of malfeasance by public officers are raised.]
7

57.

The CPRA requires that complaints and/or investigations into the performance of

8 public employees are to be disclosed whether discipline is meted or not, if they are well-founded or
9 reasonably reliable based upon the sources provided in the course of the investigation or if something
10 as minor as a letter of reproval is issued to the public employee regarding such the claims. Bakersfield
th
11 City School District v. Superior Court (2004) 118 Cal.App.4 1041, 1046-7; BRV, Inc., supra, 143

12 Cal.App.4th at 760.
13

58.

Withholding and obstructing the release of records is anathema to the purpose of

14 CPRA. Gov. Code § 6253(d).
15

FIRST CAUSE OF ACTION

16

(VIOLATION OF CALIFORNIA PUBLIC RECORDS ACT)

17

59.

VOICE hereby incorporates by this reference the allegations of paragraphs 1 through

18 58, inclusive, of this Petition as though fully set forth herein.
19

60.

VOICE has a clear, present and beneficial interest in SDUSD’s compliance with the

20 CPRA, Government Code § 6250 et seq., enforceable through this action under §§ 6258 and 6259.
21

61.

DISTRICT has a clear, present ministerial duty to allow access to all public records

22 in its possession and control that are not otherwise exempt under the CPRA and may not redact,
23 obstruct or delay their release in a manner which would hinder the public’s access to them. Failure to
24 perform this duty is an abuse of discretion correctable by issuance of writ of mandate by the court.
25

62.

DISTRICT has abused its discretion by extensively redacting the release of public

26 records sought by VOICE, frustrating the purpose of the CPRA and impeding the distribution of
27 information to the public in violation of Government Code § 6253(d).
28

63.

DISTRICT has abused its discretion by failing to properly justify the withholding of
10
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1 copies of records as required by Government Code §§ 6254 and 6255.
2

64.

In so doing, DISTRICT is denying VOICE its rights under the CPRA. As a result of

3 these unlawful practices, VOICE has been and/or will be substantially harmed, in part because it is
4 unable to perform its purpose as a news agency.
5

65.

VOICE has no other adequate or speedy remedy at law for the conduct of the

6 DISTRICT described herein. Injunctive and declaratory relief is VOICE’s only means to secure the
7 full extent of the records it seeks under the CPRA.
8

SECOND CAUSE OF ACTION

9

(DECLARATORY RELIEF)

10

66.

VOICE hereby incorporates by this reference the allegations of paragraphs 1 through

11 65, inclusive, of this Petition and Complaint as though fully set forth herein.
12

67.

An actual controversy has arisen between VOICE and DISTRICT, concerning their

13 respective rights and duties.

Because an actual controversy exists between VOICE and the

14 DISTRICT with respect to each party’s rights and duties regarding VOICE’s rights to access and
15 review the records responsive to its CPRA Request, VOICE seeks a judicial determination regarding
16 said rights and duties.
17

68.

A judicial determination is appropriate at this time and under these circumstances so

18 that VOICE may ascertain and preserve its rights.
19

THIRD CAUSE OF ACTION

20

(INJUNCTIVE RELIEF)

21

69.

VOICE hereby incorporates by this reference the allegations of paragraphs 1 through

22 68, inclusive, of this Petition and Complaint as though fully set forth herein.
23

70.

The DISTRICT’s refusal to perform its ministerial duties under the CPRA has and

24 continues to cause VOICE irreparable harm in that VOICE is unable to perform its work as a news
25 agency disseminating important information about local government to the regional community.
26

71.

A temporary restraining order, preliminary injunction and permanent injunction

27 should issue directing the DISTRICT to release the responsive records sought by VOICE free of
28 redaction where required by law.
11
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1

72.

VOICE is likely to prevail on the merits and establish that the DISTRICT, by their

2 ctions, violated Government Code § 6250 et seq.
3

73.

VOICE has no plain, speedy and adequate remedy at law, in that unless the DISTRICT

4 is enjoined by this Court, as set forth herein, VOICE will lose credibility in the community (and much
5 eeded donations and grant funds) if it is not permitted to perform its sole corporate function - the
6 gathering and dissemination of news.

PRAYER FOR RELIEF

7

8 WHEREFORE, VOICE PRAYS FOR JUDGMENT AS FOLLOWS:

9
10

1.

That the Court immediately order disclosure of the public records sought through

OICE' s November 21, 2018 CPRA request for a 10-year accounting of the sexual misconduct with

11

12

2.

Alternatively, if the records are not ordered released immediately, that this Court

13 eview in camera the requested documents pursuant to Gov. Code § 6259 to determine whether the
14
15

aterials should be released to the VOICE.
3.

That this Court order the DISTRICT to pay Petitioner' s reasonable attorneys' fees and

osts of the suit pursuant to Gov. Code§ 6259, Code of Civ. Proc. § 1021.5 and any other applicable
rovisions of law; and
18

4.

For such other and further relief as the court deems just and proper.

19
20
21

22

ated: March 7, 2019

LAw OFFICE-OD

By•~
FeTIX:

TINKOV

LJ

Tinkov
Attorney for Petitioner Voice of San Diego

23

24
25
26

27
28
12
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VERIFICATION

1
2

I am Sara Libby, Managing Editor of Petitioner VOICE OF SAN DIEGO. I have read the

3 bove Petition and know its contents. All facts alleged in the p .tition are true of my own personal
4
5

owledge, except those alleged on information and belief.
I declare under penalty of perjury that the foregoing is true and correct, under the laws of the

6 State of California.
7

tvb.vch
Executed in San Diego, California on ¥eer1:1ttry 7-,2019.

I

I

8

I
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10

11

12
13
14
15

16
17
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19
20
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22
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27
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Exhibit A

Karl Mueller
Superintendent of Schools
201 6th Street, Coronado, CA 92118
(619) 522-8900 www.coronadousd.net

December 1, 2017
Ashly McGlone
Voice of San Diego
110 West A Street, Suite 650
San Diego, CA 92101
Re:

Public Records Act Request (November 21, 2017)

Dear Ms. McGlone:
We received your request of November 21, 2017, to inspection of the following records:

All public records relating to any substantiated claims of sexual misbehavior and related
misconduct for any employee, official, contractor, agent, or volunteer of the District arising
within the last 10 years.”
You request a response within 10 days, with an estimate as to the time and date when the requested material will be made available.
I recognize that the materials need not be provided within the initial 10 days. However, in an attempt to expedite a response, I provide
the following information. Our initial research indicates that there are no public records relating to “any substantiated claim of sexual
misbehavior and related misconduct” as you request in your correspondence of November 21, 2017. For example, I believe and
understand that had any person engaged in sexual misbehavior and related misconduct which was substantiated, within the last 10
years, someone in the District administration would be aware. Our preliminary investigation indicates no one is aware of any such
substantiated claims.
Because of the duration and scope of your request, we will continue to search. However, under those circumstances, we apply the
allowable extension of 14 days for the initial yes, no, or limited response (to the extent if any further response becomes appropriate) as
allowed within the Public Records Act and Government Code section 6253, subdivision (c). At least subsections (1) and/or (2) would
constitute “unusual circumstances.” Additionally, you are advised that should the District discern that any such substantiated claims
of sexual misconduct and related misconduct occurred, the District would desire to avoid as much as possible a cross-fire whereby the
arguable rights to privacy of any individual(s) might be violated. The desire to avoid or at least inhibit such a cross-fire might in the
future warrant further time for any disclosure of documents, if any should exist.
If further information is determined, you will be informed and provided an estimated date and time for disclosure and any further
bases for non-disclosure of any document. If you are not informed in the future of the existence of any documents which you request,
the above response of no such documents existing, will remain applicable.
Meanwhile, if you believe the above is not adequately responsive to your request or if you have any question or desire to provide any
further comment, please let me know within the next ten (10) calendar days. Thank you.
Sincerely,

Karl Mueller
Superintendent of Schools

Trustworthiness * Respect * Responsibility * Fairness * Caring * Citizenship
We Are Better Together

Exhibit B

Felix Tinkov
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Attachments:

Felix Tinkov
Monday, December 4, 2017 1:58 PM
Karl.Mueller@coronadousd.net
Rita.Beyers@coronadousd.net; Ashly McGlone
FW: Public Records Request
12.01.17 PRR Response.pdf; Bakersfield City School District v Sup. Ct. of Kern County 118 Cal. App.
4th 1041 (2004).pdf; Marken v Santa Monica-Malibu Unified School District 202 Cal. App. 4th 1250
(2012).pdf

Dear Mr. Mueller:
We are in receipt of your letter sent to Ms. McGlone regarding her November 21, 2017 Public Records Act request
seeking “[a]ll public records relating to any substantiated claims of sexual misbehavior and related misconduct for any
employee, official, contractor, agent or volunteer of the District arising within the last 10 years.” This firm represents
Voice of San Diego with regard to Public Records Act matters and will therefore respond to your correspondence.
We appreciate the efforts the District is making to determine whether it has responsive records and offer several points
in response to your correspondence. First, while your preliminary effort in asking whether staff are aware of potentially
responsive records from known incidents of sexual misbehavior and/or misconduct is commendable, the Public Records
Act requires a search of the District’s records in all formats. As people’s memories are not reliable, we must insist that
attention be paid to physical records, such as complaint forms, emails, personnel files, and investigative reports. To the
extent it appears that such a request may require research at offsite facilities (such as archives or insurance facilities),
we understand the District’s need for an additional 14 days to review the matter. We, therefore, expect that the
District, on or before December 15, 2017, will provide Ms. McGlone with a written response pursuant to Government
Code section 6255(b) if no records exist, or if the District will withhold certain responsive records, or pursuant to
Government Code section 6253(c), providing the estimated date and time when the District will release the responsive
records to Ms. McGlone.
To further assist your review, we offer clarification of two of the terms used in the request. First, as to the term
“substantiated claims,” we direct your attention to Bakersfield City School District v Sup. Ct. of Kern County (2004) 118
Cal. App. 4th 1041 (a copy of which is attached and highlighted for your reference). The court determined that public
records of complaints must be released when they are revealed to have “sufficient indicia of reliability to support a
reasonable conclusion that [they are] well founded.” Id. at 1047. The Bakersfield court was quite clear in indicating that
neither “a finding of the truth of the complaint contained in the personnel records or the imposition of employee
discipline is a prerequisite to disclosure.” A considerably lower standard than a finding of guilt is required. Neither
“dismissal charges and/or records pertaining to separation or termination based on substantial allegations of sexual
misconduct” are necessary. Rather, reliable evidence, inclusive of witness testimonials, provide sufficient indicia to
meet the Bakersfield standard.
We also clarify the term “sexual misbehavior and related misconduct.” Voice asks that the District look for complaints,
and related records, which interpret this terminology in its broadest scope, ranging from allegedly criminal acts of a
sexual nature to pervasive or singular acts of sexual harassment, including unsolicited or unwelcome workplace
flirtations with students and/or their parents, teachers, other employees, volunteers, officials, agents and
contractors. Should the District find itself unsure whether certain activities fall within the ambit of the request, you are
welcome to present the situation for Ms. McGlone’s review and determination, though you can also assume that any act
for which a complaint was filed relating to unlawful, unwelcome, and/or unwarranted sexual activity are to be included.
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Finally, we are aware of the District’s position in regards the referenced possibility of “cross‐fire” between Voice of San
Diego and any party referenced in records responsive to the November 21, 2017 request. We recommend that the
District review the Marken v. Santa Monica‐Malibu Unified School District (2012) Cal.App. 4th 1250 decision which
dictates that affected parties may be offered notice by the public agency to afford an opportunity to seek an injunction
to the release of the responsive records, if desired. This does not permit an indefinite period in which the District may
withhold records, but rather a reasonable period of time, likely two to three weeks, for an aggrieved individual to secure
an attorney and file and injunction. The Public Records Act, at Government Code section 6253(d), requires that no
agency delay release of responsive records to the public except as outlined within the statutory provisions.
Thank you for your thoughtful response and consideration of the above material. Should you have any questions or
concerns regarding the clarifications above, please do not hesitate to reach out to us.
Sincerely,
FELIX TINKOV ▪ PARTNER
LOUNSBERY FERGUSON ALTONA & PEAK
401 B STREET, SUITE 2030
SAN DIEGO, CA 92101
T: 619-236-1201
M: 619-887-6471
F: 619-236-0944
FMT@LFAP.COM
WWW.LFAP.COM

The information contained in this electronic mail transmission is confidential and intended to be sent only to the stated recipient of the transmission. It may
therefore be protected from unauthorized use or dissemination by the attorney-client and/or attorney work-product privileges. If you are not the intended recipient
or the intended recipient's agent, you are hereby notified that any review, use, dissemination, distribution or copying of this communication is strictly prohibited.
You are also asked to notify us immediately by telephone and to delete this transmission with any attachments and destroy all copies in any form. Thank you in
advance for your cooperation.

IRS CIRCULAR 230 DISCLOSURE: To ensure compliance with requirements imposed by the IRS, we inform you that, to the extent this communication (or any
attachment) addresses any tax matter, it was not written to be (and may not be) relied upon to (i) avoid tax-related penalties under the Internal Revenue Code, or
(ii) promote, market or recommend to another party any transaction or matter addressed herein (or in any such attachment).

From: Ashly McGlone [mailto:Ashly.McGlone@voiceofsandiego.org]
Sent: Friday, December 01, 2017 3:24 PM
To: Felix Tinkov <fmt@lfap.com>
Subject: FW: Public Records Request
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From: Kami McElligott [mailto:Kami.McElligott@coronadousd.net]
Sent: Friday, December 1, 2017 1:18 PM
To: Ashly McGlone <Ashly.McGlone@voiceofsandiego.org>
Cc: Rita Beyers <Rita.Beyers@coronadousd.net>; Karl Mueller <Karl.Mueller@coronadousd.net>
Subject: Public Records Request
Hello Ms. McGlone,
Please see the attached letter in response to your public records request.
Respectfully,
Kami McElligott
Executive Assistant to the Superintendent/Board
Coronado Unified School District
201 Sixth Street, Coronado, CA 92118
(619) 522‐8900, ext. 1025
kmcelligott@coronadousd.net

TRUSTWORTHINESS ** RESPECT ** RESPONSIBILITY ** FAIRNESS ** CARING ** CITIZENSHIP *
Character is doing the right thing, even when no one is watching!
e‐mail disclaimer: This communication and any documents, files, or previous e‐mail messages attached to it constitute an electronic communication within the scope
of the Electronic Communication Privacy Act, 18 USCA 2510. This communication may contain non‐public, confidential, or legally privileged information intended for
the sole use of the designated recipient(s). The unlawful interception, use or disclosure of such information is strictly prohibited under 18 USCA 2511 and any
applicable laws.
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Karl Mueller
Superintendent of Schools
201 5in Street, Coronado, CA 92 118
(619) 522-8900 www.coronadousd.net
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Exhibit D

Karl Mueller
Superintendent of
Schools
201 6th Street, Coronado, CA 92118
(619) 522-8900 www.coronadousd.net

January 10, 2018
Ashly McGlone
Voice of San Diego
110 West A Street, Suite 650
San Diego, CA 92101
Re:

Public Records Act Request (November 21 , 2017)

Dear Ms. McGlone:
Prior correspondence to you indicated we estimated documents would be forwarded to you no
later than January 10, 2018 . However, given the holiday breaks, the cascading of legal issues,
and the need to assess and address those legal issues, we regrettably will not be able to meet that
estimated time of transmission.
As mentioned in that prior correspondence, " If further time becomes appropriate or necessary,
such as related to ' Marken ' responses, you will be provided another estimated date of
disclosure."
We hope to resolve the legal issues and provide records or another response to you no later than
U.S. mail , postmarked on or before Tuesday, January 23 , 2018.
If that extension is not acceptable, or if you have any further comments, please let me know.

cc:

005455 .00252
184 19 196.1

Felix Tinkov (fmt@ lfap.com)
Clifford Weiler

Exhibit E

Felix Tinkov
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Attachments:

Felix Tinkov
Wednesday, January 24, 2018 12:25 PM
cweiler@aalrr.com
Karl.Mueller@coronadousd.net; Rita.Beyers@coronadousd.net; Ashly McGlone;
kami.mcelligott@coronadousd.net
FW: Public Records Request Act
DOC012318-01232018152244.pdf

Dear Mr. Weiler,
As you were copied on the message from Ms. McElligott below, I will take this to mean you are the legal representative
of the District and therefore address this message to your attention.
Having reviewed the responsive records provided along with the attached cover letter, there appear to be some
significant lapses in disclosure required under the California Public Records Act. They are iterated below:
1) The District appears to have redacted the names of all parties involved – inclusive of an assistant principal (see
page 4 of 7) who prepared an email to the offending party outlining the offenses and discipline being doled out,
along with multiple parties copied on the message (page 5 of 7). Similar redactions were made in the balance of
the responsive records as well (see pages 6 and 7). Presumably, these redacted names represent individuals
performing their work for the District and have no expectation of privacy, nor any right to the use of any
cognizable exemption to the Act. We strongly recommend the District remove these redactions.
2) The District has also redacted the name of the offending parties in violation of the Bakersfield line of cases.
While it is understandable that the District’s desires to avoid a “cross‐fire,” this affords no right to evade the
requirements of the law. As noted in the correspondence, the District has sent out three Marken notices. This
provides the District with the cover it might need in releasing the records in unredacted form as required by the
Act. If such a release is objectionable to a recipient of a Marken notice, it is incumbent on that party to seek
injunctive relief. It is not the obligation of the public to force the release of government records in such an
instance, though Voice of San Diego stands ready to do so if the District opts to continue its noncompliance with
the Act.
3) Next, we note that the District has released a total four (4) pages of responsive documents relating to at least
two separate incidents. It is difficult to believe that this represents the sum total of all related records to each of
these incidents. If there are additional responsive document, per the scope of the initial request that “All public
records relating to any substantiated claims of sexual misbehavior and related misconduct for any employee,
official, contractor, agent or volunteer of the District arising within the last 10 years,” it is strongly
recommended they be released lest Voice of San Diego be forced to seek a court order for their
issuance. Noting that the District has claimed for exemptions (i.e. Gov. Code sections 6255, 6254(c), 6254(k) and
6254.3) with regard to some of the responsive records, it is compulsory that these exemptions be used
judiciously and not stretched for the purpose of improperly withholding or redacting records. Further, the use
of Government Code section 6255 to withhold or redact records requires a specific explanation of the reason
why the public’s interest in non‐disclosure clearly outweighs its interest in disclosure – this was not done.
In short, the District’s response is legally insufficient and must be revised accordingly. We will expect a correction to this
response by no later than January 31, 2018.
Sincerely,
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FELIX TINKOV ▪ PARTNER
LOUNSBERY FERGUSON ALTONA & PEAK
401 B STREET, SUITE 2030
SAN DIEGO, CA 92101
T: 619-236-1201
M: 619-887-6471
F: 619-236-0944
FMT@LFAP.COM
WWW.LFAP.COM

The information contained in this electronic mail transmission is confidential and intended to be sent only to the stated recipient of the transmission. It may
therefore be protected from unauthorized use or dissemination by the attorney-client and/or attorney work-product privileges. If you are not the intended recipient
or the intended recipient's agent, you are hereby notified that any review, use, dissemination, distribution or copying of this communication is strictly prohibited.
You are also asked to notify us immediately by telephone and to delete this transmission with any attachments and destroy all copies in any form. Thank you in
advance for your cooperation.

IRS CIRCULAR 230 DISCLOSURE: To ensure compliance with requirements imposed by the IRS, we inform you that, to the extent this communication (or any
attachment) addresses any tax matter, it was not written to be (and may not be) relied upon to (i) avoid tax-related penalties under the Internal Revenue Code, or
(ii) promote, market or recommend to another party any transaction or matter addressed herein (or in any such attachment).

From: Kami McElligott [mailto:Kami.McElligott@coronadousd.net]
Sent: Tuesday, January 23, 2018 3:51 PM
To: Ashly.McGlone@voiceofsandiego.org
Cc: Clifford D. Weiler <CWeiler@aalrr.com>; Felix Tinkov <fmt@lfap.com>; Karl Mueller
<Karl.Mueller@coronadousd.net>; Rita Beyers <Rita.Beyers@coronadousd.net>
Subject: Public Records Request Act
Hello Ms. McGlone,
The attached letter is in response to your requests.
Thank you,
Kami McElligott
Executive Assistant to the Superintendent/Board
Coronado Unified School District
201 Sixth Street, Coronado, CA 92118
(619) 522‐8900, ext. 1025
kmcelligott@coronadousd.net
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Karl Mueller
Superintendent of Schools
201 6th Street, Coronado, CA 92118
· 619 522-8900 www.coronadousd.net

January 23, 2018
Ashly McGlone
Voice of San Diego
110 West A Street, Suite 650
San Diego, CA 9210 I
Re:

Public Records Act Request (November 21, 2017)

Dear Ms. McGlone:
Your correspondence of November 21, 2017, requested copies of:
All public records relating to any substantiated claims of sexual misbehavior and
related misconduct for any employee, official, contractor, agent or volunteer of
the District arising within the last 10 years.
Subsequent clarification was provided by Attorney Felix Tinkov on behalf of Voice of San
Diego, to further clarify your request for documents. In an email of December 4, 2017, he
included:
We also clarify the term ' sexual misbehavior and related misconduct. ' Voice asks
that the District look for complaints, and related records, which interpret this
terminology in its broadest scope, ranging from allegedly criminal acts of a sexual
nature to pervasive or singular acts of sexual harassment, including unsolicited or
unwelcome workplace flirtations with students and/or their parents, teachers, or
other employees, volunteers, officials, agents and contractors.
Your attorney's email also referred to two appellate cases which further frame the parameters for
disclosures required by the California Public Records Act. The analysis referred to case law
regarding "sufficient indicia of reliability to support a reasonable conclusion that [they are] well
founded" and reference to reliable evidence, inclusive of witness testimonials, providing
sufficient indicia to meet that standard.
The District has conducted a reasonable search of its records in an effort to locate records
potentially responsive to your request that can be located and produced.
In the District's most recent correspondence to you (January I 0, 2018), we referred to "the
cascading of legal issues, and the need to assess and address those legal issues," as well as
reference to " Marken" responses 1• As was mentioned in prior correspondence to you, and as
seemed to be appreciated by your attorney ' s email of December 4, 2017 (its second to the last
1

In response to your email requests, there were three " Marken" notices which were forwarded.

paragraph), this public school district desires to avoid the potential cross-fire resulting from your
request. In that context and the current interpretation of the application of legal standards to your
request, and upon consideration of the varying perspectives such as individuals' rights to privacy
as guaranteed by Article I, section I of the California Constitution and what might be viewed as
differing interpretations by employees' legal representatives regarding disclosures, the District is
attempting to satisfy your desires as well as the desires of others, by providing the following and
enclosed.
The search revealed the document( s) which are enclosed. Redactions have been made was
mentioned in earlier correspondence to you. As documents were considered, see especially
Government Code sections 6255, 6254(c), 6254(k) and 6254.3.
Identifiers of personal
information or which would directly lead to knowledge of personal information have been
removed. Documents, if any, regarding the attorney-client privilege or the deliberative process
privilege are not provided to the extent, if any, such exist. Preliminary drafts, notes or intraagency memoranda that are not retained by the public agency in the ordinary course of business
(Government Code § 6254(a)) are not provided, to the extent, if any, those documents exist or
existed.
Accordingly, please see the enclosed.
The email from Attorney Tinkov included:
Should the District find itself unsure whether certain activities fall within the
ambit of the request, you are welcome to present the situation for Ms. McGlone's
review and determination ....
It is believed that other matters did not meet the threshold for disclosure within your request and
within law, even as clarified. However, in the context of the invitation by your attorney, the
following is provided should you desire to comment.

Employee "X" allegedly made comments to one or more students. The alleged comments
included an inappropriate comment which is deemed not sexually harassing and comments
regarding a girl's clothing (in the context of allegedly attempting to enforce what were believed
to be District's standards in the context of potential student discipline). Excluding those
documents is not intended to imply acceptance of that alleged conduct by this District; instead,
that conduct is interpreted to not meet the threshold of disclosure.
To the extent, if any, EEOC or DFEH charges were filed during the relevant time-frame, they
were found by an independent outside governmental agency, after investigation(s), to have not
been supported by facts, i.e., to be not substantiated and were dismissed. Therefore, they, if any
exist, are not included in this response.
It has been and continues to be the District's intent to provide you with the requested information
to the extent permitted by law and to the extent such records exist in the District files. If you
have any question regarding any of the above, or any disagreement, the District would be pleased
to receive and review and legal authority that may support your belief that records regarding the
above facts are subject to disclosure.

Although charges to you for copies could be assessed by the District within this communication,
it would seem more costly to process those charges than the amount which would now be
collected. Therefore charges for the enclosed copies are not calculated at this time.
In accordance with the Public Records Act, to the extent you may consider this response a denial
of any aspect of your request, the individual responsible for that denial is Karl Mueller,
Superintendent of the Coronado Unified School District.
I look forward to considering any comments you (and/or your attorney) wish to provide.

~lt(w!/w
~
Karl Mueller
Superintendent

cc:

Felix Tinkov (fmt@lfap.com)
Clifford Weiler

Trustworthiness * Respect* Responsibility * Fairness * Caring * Citizenship
We Are Better Together

To:

Date:
From:
Re:

December 16, 2013
Assistant Principal

Letter of Reprimand

1. On Frlday, December 13, .2013 and Monday, December 16~ 2013, i1 was reported that you
made _inappropriate sexual comment"S to several male studmits during lunch and after lunch.
The students woo reported the incidents.stated that the commmts began seve~ weeks ago
but have hroome more freque~ on a. daily basis, within the last week (December 9-13, 2013)..The students :reported feeling uncomfortable doe to the comments. Students reported
that the follmving comments were made by yo-u within the la.st few weeks:
Student~ fhs:t it began_ when ll student said. '1this boy likes boys." It was
reported that you re-sponded by stating,_"Oh, he·likes boys? Do you lilc_e to suck dick?11 and
''Oh, yo-u like boys? Do yon like ~t in the butt?" These same ·comments were reported by
several boys. Furtberinore, it was repoded by several students that on da~ following, you
would approach them and .say, 11 0h1 be films boys? Does he like it in.the butt? or Does he
like lo suck dl.clc?n The students who reported the information admitted to _finding 1t
hmnorous the fitst couple of times it ocew:red, but stated that the cutre:µl: daily fiequency
within the laStweek has made them UDComfmtable, The students stated 1hat this typically
occurs during lunch, but it has.ooourred when a stndeat has retumed from fi1i period PE and
you are cleaning the luo.Ch area. Another student stated that he asked you if you were
marcied. and yoa stated that you were;. bnt you also have two girlftiends.
2 . O.n F~y, December 13~ 2013 rutdMondD:y December 16•.2013, it was reported to me-that
you have ·~gaged in inappropriate comments to a_fem.ale student during lunch. The sb.ldent,
as well .as a bystander who overheard the exclumge, reported that "1ii.en asked if you bad a
good birthday and what did you do you responded by telling .her that yon partied downtown.
You then asked her if she 0 partiedi .,. and she responded by aying she did not. Both sturlems
then stated that you told hei that when .she's 21 she'll be a partier and go out downtown. The
students reported feeling uncomfortable and strange about die comments that were made.
Your conduct violates expected appropriate behavior and lacks good professional judgment. It
violates Coronado Board Policy: BP 4119 .11 Sexual Harassment and BP 4119 .21 Professional
Standards (attached), and Administrative Regulation: AR 4119 .11 (attached), and Education Code
212.5

Your conduct has negatively impacted students by making them feel uncomfortable in your
presence. Furthermore, on September 13, 2012 you received a warning letter related to
inappropriate jokes and comments toward students due to student reports of feeling uncomfortable.
You were directed to refram from using inappropriate behavior and comments with students and to
attend to your duties without jokes or sarcasm toward the students.
Directives
Effective immediately, you are directed to:
• Refrain from using inappropriate comments and behavior with students and attend to
your duties without inappropriate and/or sexually inappropriate comments directed to the
students.
• Attend the Making Right Choice professional development on December 20, 2013
• Attend a sexual harassment training

Failure to comply with these directives will result in further disciplinary action.
If you need assistance in meeting the directives above, please see me and I will be available to assiSt
you.

This document will be placed in your personnel file after I 0 days. You may prepare a response
which will be attached to this memo.

Cc:

Character ls doing the right thing, even wlum no one is wotchingl

December 19, 2013
Meetings~

Documented by > :

Ml

1.1 • •

-

-was

Introductions were made and the Director of HR explained the letter of reprimand process to Mr.
Mr.
presented with a copy of the letter and the Assistant Principal asked
him if any of the documented statements were true. Mr. -stated that he had had some
exchanges with the students and that the information documented was true with the exception of
him saying the following statements: "Oh, you like it up the butt?" and "Oh, so you like to suck
dick?" Mr. -indicated that he did not say those statemen~ents. Mr. added
that he felt harassed by some of the gth grade male students. Mr. . . . . admitted that he engaged
in appropriate conversations with the male students, on several occasions, regarding a boy and/or
boys liking other boys and that" it was their problem." Mr. -admitted to speaking with
another student about ''partying" as noted in the letter of reprimand.

-was

Mr. -

admitted to engaging in inappropriate conversations with students and when asked
why~Assistant Principal, he stated that he didn't want to tell his supervisor.
Iv.fr.
presented with Board Policy and Education Code information regarding
professional standards for personnel and sexual harassment regulations for personnel. Additionally,
Mr. - w a s given the directive to report and future inappropriate student behavior to his
supervisor/s Assistant Principal and or Principal of-He was presented with the directives
noted on the letter of reprimand, and he agreed to adhere to the directives.
Iv.fr. - w a s reminded that he had the opportunity to respond via writing within 10 days.

The meeting concluded.

Character is doing the right thing, even when no one is watching!

Unified School District
Quality Education for Life
www.coronadousd.net

VIA REGULAR AND CERTIFIED MAIL
December 5, 2016

Dear M r . - :
ressed to me on November 7, 2016. During our meeting, you
. The concerns pertained to a conversation you had
De artment break room. Your concerns included:

•'

•
•

. hugged you even though you asked her not to hug you .

hugged you.
The topic of conversation was workspace .
It is possible Ms. was~
You later informed them Ms. had apologized .

I also interviewed Ms. - · She acknowledged
touching you. She confirmed she did apologize to you. Ms.
discussing how work space would be allocated when the new
began employment.
She said you appeared to be teasing or "picking at" her so she responded in the same manner.
After my conversations with you and Ms. - · I have concluded both parties have a clear understanding of
appropriate workplace language and behavior. If you have additional concerns or ifthere are additional
incidents, please do not hesitate to contact me.
Sincerely,

Exhibit F

Felix Tinkov
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Clifford D. Weiler
Monday, January 29, 2018 5:16 PM
Felix Tinkov
RE: Coronado USD - Public Records Request Act [AALRR-Cerritos.005455.00252]

Thank you for your comments.
Clifford D. Weiler | Senior Counsel
Atkinson, Andelson, Loya, Ruud & Romo
16870 West Bernardo Drive, Suite 330, San Diego, California 92127
Main (858) 485-9526 • Fax (858) 485-9412
cweiler@aalrr.com | website | subscribe

From: Felix Tinkov [mailto:fmt@lfap.com]
Sent: Monday, January 29, 2018 3:26 PM
To: Clifford D. Weiler
Subject: RE: Coronado USD - Public Records Request Act [AALRR-Cerritos.005455.00252]

Dear Clifford,
Thank you for getting back to me. I respond to the points made in your message below, sequentially.
1. It appears that your concern is whether the District must remove redactions of the names of third parties
mentioned in the responsive records. I draw your attention to Morrow v. LA Unified (2007) 149 Cal. App.
4th 1424 for its insightful discussion of the privacy interests of school district officials. Voice’s interest in the
disclosure of the individuals’ identities involved stems from its desire to inform the public of how these
disciplinary matters are investigated and resolved, as well as those individuals who are tasked with the effort –
in short, Voice intends to explore how this government agency conducts its business through its employees and
agents. Additionally, the disclosure of these individuals’ names allows Voice’s reporter, Ashly McGlone, to reach
out for follow‐on questions in the hopes of gathering a more complete news story, again furthering the public’s
interest in understanding how its government operates. Given the public’s keen desire in sexual harassment
and misconduct in the workplace, and how such misdeeds are resolved, especially in public employment
matters, we believe public’s interest in determining the names of individuals who have/had involvement in such
matters is a particularly strong one with regard to the requirements of Gov. Code Sec. 6255(a). Therefore, we
must object to the District’s redaction of the names of those individuals who were neither the alleged
offender(s) or victim(s).
2. Voice takes no issue with the District’s redaction of personal information of public employees as detailed in Gov.
Code Sec. 6254.3(a).
3. Voice takes no issue with the District’s redaction of any identifying information relating to students and/or
victims.
4. Voice takes no issue with the District’s redaction of attorney‐client privileged and attorney work product
materials.
Please let me know if I can be of further assistance.
Best,
FELIX TINKOV ▪ PARTNER
LOUNSBERY FERGUSON ALTONA & PEAK
401 B STREET, SUITE 2030
1

SAN DIEGO, CA 92101
T: 619-236-1201
M: 619-887-6471
F: 619-236-0944
FMT@LFAP.COM
WWW.LFAP.COM

The information contained in this electronic mail transmission is confidential and intended to be sent only to the stated recipient of the transmission. It may
therefore be protected from unauthorized use or dissemination by the attorney-client and/or attorney work-product privileges. If you are not the intended recipient
or the intended recipient's agent, you are hereby notified that any review, use, dissemination, distribution or copying of this communication is strictly prohibited.
You are also asked to notify us immediately by telephone and to delete this transmission with any attachments and destroy all copies in any form. Thank you in
advance for your cooperation.

IRS CIRCULAR 230 DISCLOSURE: To ensure compliance with requirements imposed by the IRS, we inform you that, to the extent this communication (or any
attachment) addresses any tax matter, it was not written to be (and may not be) relied upon to (i) avoid tax-related penalties under the Internal Revenue Code, or
(ii) promote, market or recommend to another party any transaction or matter addressed herein (or in any such attachment).

From: Clifford D. Weiler [mailto:CWeiler@aalrr.com]
Sent: Saturday, January 27, 2018 11:50 AM
To: Felix Tinkov <fmt@lfap.com>
Subject: Coronado USD ‐ Public Records Request Act [AALRR‐Cerritos.005455.00252]

Thank you for expressing your perspective and allowing the District the opportunity to address these issues and
resolve them at this stage, informally. Your comments are being considered.
As the District prepares to respond by your deadline of this coming Wednesday, January 31, could I get some
further perspectives from you as the District considers your January 24 email to me?
Section 1 of your email refers to redactions of what I for now
refer to as third parties, such as attendees of meeting(s) and
recipients of copies of document(s). (I am not including
authors nor addresses within this inquiry.) You conclude that
section 1, “We strongly recommend the District remove these
redactions” – which contrasts with your overall conclusion
about legal insufficiency. Your section 3 includes a reference
to the use of Government Code section 6255, which when
overlapped with the comments about redactions raises the
question, are you insisting to the degree of litigating that the
District NOT redact names of third parties, such as attendees
of meeting(s) and recipients of copies of document(s)? Yes, I
am aware of section 6255, subd (a) (“The agency shall justify
withholding any record by demonstrating … that on the facts
2

of the particular case the public interest served by not
disclosing the record clearly outweighs the public interest
served by disclosure of the record”) which leads me to the
related, logical question, what public interest is served by
disclosure of their names, especially if your reporter is
interested especially in the names of the alleged
perpetrators? More precisely, do you object to redactions of
the names of those third parties?
The District currently intends to redact any address of an
employee as required by Government Coode section 6254.3,
subd (a) (The home addresses, home telephone numbers,
personal cellular telephone numbers, and birth dates of all
employees of a public agency shall not be deemed to be
public records and shall not be open to public inspection …”)
The District currently intends to redact any student name any
student initials (which could lead to the identity of the
student(s)), as per Government Coode section 6254, subd (k)
(and Education Code section 49060 etc., especially section
49076 as well as the federal FERPA statutory parameters
about non-disclosure.
The attorney client privilege and attorney work product, to
the extent if any such apply, are being implemented.
Your comments and continuing constructive approach to addressing these
issues are appreciated. Thank you.

Clifford D. Weiler | Senior Counsel
Atkinson, Andelson, Loya, Ruud & Romo
16870 West Bernardo Drive, Suite 330, San Diego, California 92127
Main (858) 485-9526 • Fax (858) 485-9412
cweiler@aalrr.com | website | subscribe

From: Felix Tinkov [mailto:fmt@lfap.com]
Sent: Wednesday, January 24, 2018 12:25 PM
To: Clifford D. Weiler
Cc: Karl.Mueller@coronadousd.net; Rita.Beyers@coronadousd.net; Ashly McGlone (Ashly.McGlone@voiceofsandiego.org);
kami.mcelligott@coronadousd.net
Subject: FW: Public Records Request Act

Dear Mr. Weiler,
As you were copied on the message from Ms. McElligott below, I will take this to mean you are the legal representative
of the District and therefore address this message to your attention.
Having reviewed the responsive records provided along with the attached cover letter, there appear to be some
significant lapses in disclosure required under the California Public Records Act. They are iterated below:
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1. The District appears to have redacted the names of all parties involved – inclusive of an assistant principal (see
page 4 of 7) who prepared an email to the offending party outlining the offenses and discipline being doled out,
along with multiple parties copied on the message (page 5 of 7). Similar redactions were made in the balance of
the responsive records as well (see pages 6 and 7). Presumably, these redacted names represent individuals
performing their work for the District and have no expectation of privacy, nor any right to the use of any
cognizable exemption to the Act. We strongly recommend the District remove these redactions.
2. The District has also redacted the name of the offending parties in violation of the Bakersfield line of cases.
While it is understandable that the District’s desires to avoid a “cross‐fire,” this affords no right to evade the
requirements of the law. As noted in the correspondence, the District has sent out three Marken notices. This
provides the District with the cover it might need in releasing the records in unredacted form as required by the
Act. If such a release is objectionable to a recipient of a Marken notice, it is incumbent on that party to seek
injunctive relief. It is not the obligation of the public to force the release of government records in such an
instance, though Voice of San Diego stands ready to do so if the District opts to continue its noncompliance with
the Act.
3. Next, we note that the District has released a total four (4) pages of responsive documents relating to at least
two separate incidents. It is difficult to believe that this represents the sum total of all related records to each of
these incidents. If there are additional responsive document, per the scope of the initial request that “All public
records relating to any substantiated claims of sexual misbehavior and related misconduct for any employee,
official, contractor, agent or volunteer of the District arising within the last 10 years,” it is strongly
recommended they be released lest Voice of San Diego be forced to seek a court order for their
issuance. Noting that the District has claimed for exemptions (i.e. Gov. Code sections 6255, 6254(c), 6254(k) and
6254.3) with regard to some of the responsive records, it is compulsory that these exemptions be used
judiciously and not stretched for the purpose of improperly withholding or redacting records. Further, the use
of Government Code section 6255 to withhold or redact records requires a specific explanation of the reason
why the public’s interest in non‐disclosure clearly outweighs its interest in disclosure – this was not done.
In short, the District’s response is legally insufficient and must be revised accordingly. We will expect a correction to this
response by no later than January 31, 2018.
Sincerely,
FELIX TINKOV ▪ PARTNER
LOUNSBERY FERGUSON ALTONA & PEAK
401 B STREET, SUITE 2030
SAN DIEGO, CA 92101
T: 619-236-1201
M: 619-887-6471
F: 619-236-0944
FMT@LFAP.COM
WWW.LFAP.COM

The information contained in this electronic mail transmission is confidential and intended to be sent only to the stated recipient of the transmission. It may
therefore be protected from unauthorized use or dissemination by the attorney-client and/or attorney work-product privileges. If you are not the intended recipient
or the intended recipient's agent, you are hereby notified that any review, use, dissemination, distribution or copying of this communication is strictly prohibited.
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You are also asked to notify us immediately by telephone and to delete this transmission with any attachments and destroy all copies in any form. Thank you in
advance for your cooperation.

IRS CIRCULAR 230 DISCLOSURE: To ensure compliance with requirements imposed by the IRS, we inform you that, to the extent this communication (or any
attachment) addresses any tax matter, it was not written to be (and may not be) relied upon to (i) avoid tax-related penalties under the Internal Revenue Code, or
(ii) promote, market or recommend to another party any transaction or matter addressed herein (or in any such attachment).

From: Kami McElligott [mailto:Kami.McElligott@coronadousd.net]
Sent: Tuesday, January 23, 2018 3:51 PM
To: Ashly.McGlone@voiceofsandiego.org
Cc: Clifford D. Weiler <CWeiler@aalrr.com>; Felix Tinkov <fmt@lfap.com>; Karl Mueller
<Karl.Mueller@coronadousd.net>; Rita Beyers <Rita.Beyers@coronadousd.net>
Subject: Public Records Request Act
Hello Ms. McGlone,
The attached letter is in response to your requests.
Thank you,
Kami McElligott
Executive Assistant to the Superintendent/Board
Coronado Unified School District
201 Sixth Street, Coronado, CA 92118
(619) 522‐8900, ext. 1025
kmcelligott@coronadousd.net
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Exhibit G

Karl Mueller
Superintendent of
Schools
201 6th Street, Coronado, CA 92118
(619) 522-8900 www.coronadousd.net

January 31, 2018
Ashly McGlone
Voice of San Diego
110 West A Street, Suite 650
San Diego, CA 92101
Re:

Public Records Act Request (November 21 , 2017)

Dear Ms. McGlone:
Following the January 23, 2018 correspondence and packet to you, the attorneys on behalf of
Voice of San Diego and Coronado Unified School District exchanged emails. The comments by
your attorney and the informal approach to constructively resolve issues are appreciated.
Enclosed is a revised set of copies of documents.
You will undoubtedly notice that the three pages from December, 2013 have redactions of the
identity of the alleged perpetrator. As issues have been presented and analyzed, the attorney for
that person has claimed (most recently this afternoon) that the underlying allegations which
prompted those documents, were retracted by the persons who had subsequently admitted the
information which had been provided was false and had been fabricated. If that is correct, then
the allegations contained in such documents do not contain "substantiated" claims, the disclosure
of the identity of the alleged perpetrator would not be responsive to your request for
"substantiated" claims, the District would not disclose the identity, and I would hope you as a
journalist would not want to publish a matter as to which the allegations had been identified as
false, fabricated, and retracted. The alleged retraction(s), if they occurred, occurred in late 2013
or presumably in early 2014. The District is currently attempting as expeditiously as possible to
track down the District administrator(s) and/or former District administrator(s) who can
hopefully confirm or discredit the allegations of that person's attorney, i.e, whether or not the
suppliers of the allegations had admitted the allegations were false and fabricated. It is hoped
that a determination can be made within a week or so (by February 7), and if a supplemental
packet is appropriate, it would be provided to you, without redactions. Your patience is
appreciated.
As to the enclosed, current packet, some redactions exist, as was mentioned in my
correspondence of January 23, 2018. In the enclosed copies of letters dated December 5, 2016,
removed from those documents are matters which have no relationship whatsoever to the topic of
your request (sexual misconduct), regardless of how expansive that term is to be interpreted.
The District does not desire to be in a legal "cross fire" by disclosing those redacted matters as
disclosure would increase the risk of litigation from the employees and their legal
representatives, since the topics were not related whatsoever to your request. (If any non-

005455.00252
18756973.2

redacted portion of a document is illegible due to photocopying/transmitting, please let me know
and we will attempt to provide you a clearer copy.)
As mentioned in the January 23 communication, although charges to you for copies could be
assessed, we are not for now assessing charges; however, such is not a past practice and the right
is reserved to later assess charges for copies.
In accordance with the Public Records Act, to the extent you may consider this response a denial
of any aspect of your request, the individual responsible for that denial is Karl Mueller,
Superintendent of the Coronado Unified School District.

District Superintendent
Enclosures
cc:

005455.00252
18756973.2

Felix Tinkov (fmt@lfap.com)
Clifford Weiler
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This letter iSi in response ro the conce-ltl.f:1 you expressed ro me on November 7, 20i6. During. our me~ting_. you
pres~n1cd cone.ems l'eganiir"...g Sha·w·anda Tun:ter~ Bus Driver. The r:.oncems pettainect to a conversarion you had
wtth 11.f.s. Turner on Nnv'ember 3. 2016 ir1 the Maintenance D
~ ruonr. Your conczms- included:

•

•

1\1s. ·rumer hugged you even

During OUT conversati;:~n,. )'OU~ thal: the wp-i-c of conversation w-as dep-a.rtmef}r work spa.ct. and whm would
happen to his:. Turner's work S.Jl~!! when the n...-""W Lead Maintenance Worker began eirrploynn:nt. You cldv.L!i1..:d
that j\{,:,. Tunwr farer apologized ro ;;·ou. '\'ou said RobcrtC10nzale.;:: an:d Marlo Castantino werf. both iv the
room duriqg _you; .c.onversation \'O'lth 1\<l.s. Turr1er,

•

Yau laiet infonned them Ms. Turner had apologized.

; also in~nrioweo Ms. Tumor. She l!l:lknowle<lged
tow::hin_g yo.I!, Sh:::: confinncd sh{'; did apologize to- )'OU. • s. ·i umer atso. stated y.ou irtitiatect the conversation by
dlsCt!Ssing ho'"-' '\t-·nrl spac~. W{lufd be .a:Uocaf.C{l ,~en the nev11Lead Mairn:enance VJ
1 enl:p}o;i.omeni,
.<\ft€1" my Conversati'Jns with yoti anrl l'vis. Tuntt:r. \ hl!v~ co-ncluded both reni~ ha\<e -a c~ear understu.n.dinp: c.<
appropriate \\(ortq:tlace
b!!ha\·'im. lf ynti h;::v, >.tddltiona.4 .:.onccrns o; tf tr:~'-'. a!'e addlliona:
!nciti:~t~;. ple?.S"- do- nc:t t-..esiune Io conta::t mt:.
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To:

D=niher 16, 2013

Dtite:
From:

-AssistantPrincipal

~

~=

1. OnFrlday-'r>rmernber 13, :iOt3 and.Monday, DllClllllber 16, 2013,it waucpmtli1ithatyou
D;tade ~ ~ COllll!ll:llllllD .venii male stutlmit$ dmlag luneb mid after hlllch.
The stutimlls.re_porledfhe incidents slab:i!1hat:ibc QUllD""!!Bbogau~ wMJlgll
btitha:W~llli!mfi:equCillt,Qllad11ilyba!lls.wiillhl.thelut~(Dt:canbr.t9-lS,

2013). Thestud®is:iq>ortOO fi:cWng Qlll)llilfolllibledac to fhe.®Jiiiil(jjd•. BtudelllH ~
tbatlhe fulloMng !:flllU!)CDIS 'MilfC l!llldeby )'llll·-wli!•11
. lastli:lw lWldb:
Studmt ~ thJit itllegan When a BtlldentJIBid; •
tfiis boyHla9 .boys." ]twas.
nipm:ied that mu respmulod by staling, "Oh. hifl.ms boy»? Do yau lib to suekdiolt?" and
"Ob. yoa like bo)'ll? Doyon like it in 1be lilitt'?'' Tbe$e same oommentii were JqlOl'tedby
~ bo.}'s. FllJlhcnnore, it was i:cpotted by:8Wl'l81.studcrtts lbat on dieys .tbllawing, ·)'llll
would approaeli iheiu and say, "Oh, Ile lites b!iys? Does he !ikli it ill the butt? c:u: Doell Jae
lik:et.o wck dlck:?" The 11t111.lmrts who reported the illfmmati® ~ to fiilding.it
JnmmrOus .tli<;: first COl.lple oftimes it OCCIJtl'i!d, but stated that thellllttc:nt daily~
within the Ias!wecik bas made fuem uai::omfurtahle. The studCn!s $lated tiiattbls ~
noours dwiug !Ul'.ll.lh, ll!lt i1 has.~ Whml a student has retumed from ((it pllliod PE li!ld
}'OU are ~f!'. the luruili. anm. Auotlwr sw&mt Slllted that he~ you ifyou mire
l'llJlliied, and you statild that you were, bnt you also have twP gi.rlfritlllfs..
2. On Friday,~ 13, 2013 <WdMondayDecelllber 16, 2013, itwaueparted tome that
you have wg~ in inappropriall: comm\lllil; to al'oroale smdent dw:inl!;1tlllt'h. 1be st'!>l!tm.
as
all a bystander ·who. overheard the exchange, .reported ·tlutt when asked if you had a
good birthday 11.11.d w.bat did ym.t do, you responded by tcllhlgll='1bat you~ed ®Wll1nw!L
Voufb"-D llaked llerifsbe ~·and she responded.by seyingslll' did Dflt. Both students
!bell &tatedtbat ym1 told .bet ihllJ: wlmu she's 21, she'll be a partier and go ottt dcrwnlnwa Tue
stutlants reported ff>!lling unoomfurtllble and stnlllge l!OOut the comitll:llt$ that were made.

wen

your conduct violates expected a:pproprlllte behavior and lacks good professional judgment, It
'Violares Coronado Board Policy: BP 4119.11 Sexual Haressment and BP 4119.21 Profussiolll!l
Standstds (attached), and Administrative Regulation: AR4l l9.l l (attached), and Education Cede

2i2.s

Your conduct has negatively impacted students by making them feel unco:rnfortable in your
presence. Furtlwnnore. un September 13, 2012 you received a WB1lring letter related to
inappropriate jokes 8lld commeirts towmd students due to Btudent r!lports of feeling 1Jlli)()IIlfortabJe.
You were directed!() refrain from using inappropriate behaviar and colillllents with students and to
attend to your duties withoutjokes or sarcasm tcward the $1Udents.
J>:irectives
Eff6ctive immediately, you are directed to:
• Refrain ftom using inappropriate oomments and behavior with students and attend to
your duties without inappropriate and/or sexually inappropriate comments directed to the
mudents.
• Attend the Making Right Choice profesSional devulopment on Decmi.ber 20, 21}}3
• Attend a sexual harassment training

Failure to comply with these directives will resultin :further disciplinary action.
If you need assiSlanl1e in~ the directives above, please see lllll 8lld I will be available t.o allBi.St
~~

.

This docmnent will be placed in your persoonel fili: after l 0 days. You may prepare a response
which will be aflaoh<:d to this memo.

Cc:

Decemberl9,2013

~:~~·

-WllB

~·weremade and the Director·ofHRexplained:theletter ofreprimand process Ill Mr.

-staWd

Mr..
presented with a oopy ofthe leUm'and the Assistant PriJicipal ask:ed
bim ifany of the dooomenled mali:\meJds \11"1'.e tcue. Mr.
tbathc had had some
exchanges with the stadents and that the inii>IIJllliion documented was true with the exception of
hiin sizying the following statements: "Oh, you like it up the bolt?" and "Oh,; so Y(llJ 1ila: to suck
dick?"MI.~dicatedthathedidnotsaythosestBD;:~ents.Mr.-added
that he felt hm:assed by SOllle of the f' grade mlile studoots Mr. . . . .admitted that he engaged
in approprial!: conversatlons with the male stodemE, on several occasions, regatding a boy and/or
boys liking other boys md that" it was their problem." Mr. -admitted to speaking with
another sllldmt about "partying" as noted in the letter ofreprimand

-was
-was

Mr. -atfmitied to engaging in inappropriate conversations with students and when ask:ed
why bYf,lie-.Assistant Principal, he stated that he didn't want to tell his supervisor.
Mr.
presented withBoani Policy and Education Code infunnalion regarding
professional standards fur personae! and scxoal harassment regulatrons for personnel. AdditiOllally,
Mr. - w a s given the directive to report and future inappropriate sl.ud.i:nt bebaviort-0 his
· supervisor/s Assistant Principal and or Principal of-He was presented with tile directives
· ooted on tire Jettllr of reprimand, and he agreed t-0 adhere t-0 the directives.

Mr.

reminded that he had thC opportunity to respond via writing within l 0 days.

The meeting concluded.

Exhibit H

Karl Mueller
Superintendent of Schools
201 6th Street, Coronado, CA 92118
(619) 522-8900 www.coronadousd.net

February 7, 2018
Ashly McGlone
Voice of San Diego
110 West A Street, Suite 650
San Diego, CA 92101
Re:

Public Records Act Request (November 21, 2017) - Supplemental Response

Dear Ms. McGlone:
My correspondence to you of January 31, 2018, mentioned more time was desired to address a
particular assertion:
You will undoubtedly notice that the three pages from December, 2013 have
redactions of the identity of the alleged perpetrator. As issues have been
presented and analyzed, the attorney for that person has claimed (most recently
this afternoon) that the underlying allegations which prompted those documents,
were retracted by the persons who had subsequently admitted the information
which had been provided was false and had been fabricated.
The District was concerned that if such allegations were true, the documents did not contain
"substantiated" claims and they should not be disclosed. Thank you for your patience as the
District attempted to avoid a cross-fire as it implements what is believed to be our responsibility
relating to these records under the Public Records Act.
Subsequent investigation has resulted in the conclusion that the persons who had submitted the
information originally had not retracted the information, nor indicated such was false or had been
fabricated. Accordingly, copies of the relevant documents are now included. Names of students
and student initials have been redacted from documents, as per Government Code section 6254,
subdivision (k) (and Education Code sections 49060 et seq., especially within section 49076, as
well as federal FERP A statutory parameters about nondisclosure), as well as per Government
Code section 6255, subdivision (a) (the public interest served by not disclosing the record clearly
outweighs the public interest served by disclosure of the record). I understand there is no dispute
as to the redactions of students' names and initials.
There may also be a tangential email relating to this employee (concerning paperwork processing
procedures). It is currently presumed a copy of the procedural email is not desired by you since
it does not contain any substantive material about sexual misbehavior or related conduct. There
might also be reference to the matter, directly or indirectly, in an employee evaluation. It is
currently believed that the evaluation, even if desired for disclosure as part of your request,
remains confidential within case law given the sanctity of evaluations of public employees as per
at least Government Code section 6254, subdivision (c) (personnel files the disclosure of which
would constitute an unwarranted invasion of personal privacy) as well as per Government Code

section 6255, subdivision (a) (the public interest served by not disclosing the record clearly
outweighs the public interest served by disclosure of the record). If you disagree, please let me
know and your comments will, as previously, be seriously considered.
If there are any other documents which you believe should be disclosed, please let me know.
However, we currently believe that the packet of January 31 , 2018 and this current packet
completes the disclosures which you requested and as were clarified by your attorney.

As mentioned in prior communications, although charges to you for copies could be assessed, for
now we are not assessing charges; however, such is not a past practice and the right is reserved
to later assess charges for copies.
In accordance with the Public Records Act, to the extent you may consider this response a denial
of any aspect of your request, the individual responsible for that denial is Karl Mueller,
Superintendent of the Coronado Unified School District.

District Superintendent
Enclosures
cc:

005455.00252
18867938 .1

Felix Tinkov (fmt@lfap.com)
Clifford Weiler

Rebekah Sarako11-Cortwrl9ht Ed.0.
Senior Director of Human Resources.
201 Sixth Street, Coronado.CA 92118

619 .522.8900Xl013 www.c_oronqdo;Y$.d...illtl

Qoofitr Educoiion for Uie

rcortwright@coronadousd.nef

February 6, 2014

To:

Ramiro Vazquez

From:
CC:

Personnel File, D.r: Jay Mitrqlillrid 2 Principal CMS, Karin Mel!ina - Assistant
Principal CMS

Subject:

Ramiro Vazquez - Reprimand December 16, 2013

Attached are copies of supporting documents regarding the reprimand dated December 16, 2013.
These documents, per the reprimand dated December 16, 2013, have been placed in your
personnel file.
Documents:
• Initial reprimand (December 16, 2013)
• Meeting summary (December 19, 2013)
• Response (January 8, 2014) from Ramiro Vazquez
• Student students documented by Assistant Principal, Karin Mellina (December 13, 2013)
• Student statements- names redacted (January 9, 2014 through January 14, 2014)
• Transcript documenting completion of Making Right Choices training by Ramiro
Vazquez (December 20, 2013).

Trustworthiness

i<

Respecl ;-:, Responsibility m fairness ii: Cartng
We Are Better T<;>gefher!

Q'

Cifiti;ins:hip

Coronado Muldle School
550F Avenue

Coronado, California 92118
(619) 522-8921 Telephone
(619) 522-6948 Facsimile

www .coronadousd.net

To:
Date:
From:
Re:

Ramiro Vasquez
December 16, 2013
Karin Mellina, Assistant Principal
Letter of Reprimand

l. On Friday, December 13, 2013 and Monday, December 16, 2013, it was reported that you
made inappropriate sexual comments to several male students during lllllch and after lunch.
The students who reported the incidents stated that the comments began several weeks ago
but have become more frequent, on a daily basis, within the last week (December 9-13,
2013). The students reported feeling uncomfortable due to the comments. Students reported
that the following comments were made by you within the last few weeks:
Student stated that it began when a student said," Ramiro, this boy likes boys." It was
reporred that you responded by stating, "Oh, he likes boys? Do you like to suck dick?" and
"Oh, you like boys? Do you like it in the butt?" These same comments were reported by
several boys. Furthermore, it was reported by several students that on days following, you
would approach them and say, "Oh, he likes boys? Does he like it in the butt? or Does he
like to suck dick?" The students who reported the information admitted to finding it
hmnorous the :first couple of times it occurred, but stated that the CUirent daily frequency
within the last week has made them uncomfortable. The students stated that this typically
occurs during lunch, but it has occurred when a student has returned from 6"' period PE and
you are cleaning the lunch area Another student stated that he asked you if you were
married, and you stated that you were, but you also have two girlfriends.
2. On Friday, December 13, 2013 and Monday December 16, 2013, it was reported to me that
you have engaged in inappropriate comments to a female student during lunch. The student,
as well as a bystander who overheard the exchange, reported that when asked if you had a
good birtbday and what did you do, you responded by telling her that you partied downtown.
You then asked her if she "partied," and she responded by saying she did not. Both students
then stated that you told her that when she's 21, she'll be a partier and go out downtown. The
students reported feeling uncomfortable and strange about the comments that were made.

Your conduct violates expected appropriate behavior and lacks good professional judgment. It
violates Coronado Board Policy: BP 4119.11 Sexual Harassment and BP 4119.21 Professiollll]
Standards (attached), and Administrative Regulati on: AR 4119 .11 (attached), and Education Code
212.5

·~.

Your conduct has negatively impacted students by making them feel uncom.fortabie in your
presence. Furthermore, on September 13, 2012 you received a warning letterrelated to
inappropriate jokes and comments toward students due to student reports of feeling uncomfortable.
You were directed to refrain from using inappropriate behavior and comments with students and to
attend to your duties without jokes or sarcasm toward the students.

Directives
Effective immediately, you are directed to:
• Refrain from using inappropriate comments and behavior with students and attend to
your duties without inappropriate andlor sexually inappropriate comments directed tc the
students.
• Attend the Making Right Choice professional development on December 20, 2013
• Attend a sexual harassment training

Failure to comply with these directives will result in further disciplinary action.

If you need assistance in meeting the directives above, please see me and I will be available to assist
you.

This document will be placed in your personnel file after l 0 days. You may prepare a response
which will be attached to this memo.

Cc:

Jay Marquand, CMS Principal
Rebekah Barakos-Cartwright, CUSD Director of Human Resources
Donna Dente, CSEA President
File
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Character is t!Oing the right thing, even when no one is watching!

Coronado USD
Board Policy
Professional Standards
BP4·11921
Personnel
The Governing Board expects district employees to maintain the highest ethical standards,
exhibit professional behavior, follow district policies and regulations, abide by state and federal
laws, and exercise good judgment when interacting with students and other members of the
school community. Employee conduct should enhance the integrity of the district, advance the
goals of the district's educational programs, and contribute to a positive school climate.
(cf. 0200 - Goals for the School Db'trict)
(cf. 4119.1/4219.1/4319.1 - Civil and Legal Rights)
(cf. 5131-Conduct)
(cf. 513 7 - Positive School Climate)

The Board encourages district employees to accept as guiding principles the professional
standar<ls and codes of ethics adopted by educational or professional associations to which !hey
may belong.
(cf. 2111 - Superintendent Governance Standards)
(cf. 9005 - Governance Standards)
Each employee should make a commitment to acquire the knowledge and skills necessary to
fulfill his/lier responsibilities and should focus on his/her contribution to the learning and
achievement of district students.
(cf. 4112.2 - Certification)
(cf. 4131 - StaffDevelopment)
(cf. 4231 -StaffDevelopment)
(cf. 4331 - StaffDevelopment)
Inappropriate employee conduct includes, but is not limited to:
!.
Engaging in any conduct that endangers students, staff; or others, including, but not
limited to, physical violence, threats of violence, or possession of a firearm or other weapon

(cf. 0450 - Comprehensive Safety Plan)
(cf. 4158/4258/435& - Employee Security)

/(?:\

Engaging in harassing or discriminatory behavior towards students, parents/guardians,

~ or community members, or failing or refusing to intervene when an act of discrimination,

haxassment, intimidation, or bullying against a student is observed
(cf. 0410 - Nondiscrimination in District Programs and Activities)
(cf. 4119.11/4219.11/4319.11-Sexual Harassment)
(cf. 5131.2 -Bullying)
(cf 5145.3 -Nondiscrimination/Harassment)
(cf. 5145.7 - Sexual Harassment)

3.
Physically abusing, sexually abusing, neglecting, or otherwise willfully harming or
in"u:ring a child

F\ .

inap~ropria'.e

s~lici1!ng,

Engaging in.
socializ_a:tion o: fraternization with .a studen; or
~uragmg, or tllalntallllllg an mappropriate written, verbal, or physical relatitmship with a
student
5.
Possessing or viewing any pornography on school grounds, or possessing or viewing
child pornography or other imagery portraying children in a sexualized manner at any time

~

Using profane, obscene, or abusive language against students, parents/guardians, staff, or
~unity members
7.
Willfully disrupting district or school operations by loud or unreasonable noise or other
action
8.
Using tobacco, alcohol, or an illegal or lllllllJthorized substance, or possessing or
distn"buting any controlled substance, while in the workplace or at a school-sponsored activity

(cf. 3513.3- Tobacco-Free Schools)
(cf. 4020 - Drug and Alcohol Free Workplace)
(cf. 4112.4114212.41/4312.41 -Employee Drug Testing)
(cf. 4112.42/4212.42/4312.42 - Drug and Alcohol Testing for School Bus Drivers)
9.

Dishonesty with students, parents/guardians, staff, or members of the public, including,
but not limited to, falsification of information in employment records or other school records

1O.
Divulging confidential infonnation about students, district employees, or district
operations to perscns not authorized to receive the information
(cf. 3580 - District Records)
(cf. 4119.23/421923/4319.23 - Unauthorized Release of Confidential/Privileged Information)
(cf. 5125 - Student Records)
(cf. 5125.1 - Release of Directory lnfonnation)
11.
Using district equipment or other district resources for the employee's own commercial
purposes or for political activities

(cf. 4119.25/4219.25/4319.25 ·Political Activities of Employees)
12.
Using district equipment or communications devices fur personal putposes while on duty,
except in an emergency, duriJ)g scheduled work breaks, or for personal necessity
Employees shall be notified that computer files and all electronic communications, including, but
not limited to, email and voice mail, are not private. To ensure proper use, the Superintendent
or designee may monitor employee usage of district technological resources at any time 'Without
the employee's consent.
(cf. 4040 • Employee Use of Technology)

13.

Causing damage to or engaging in theft of property belonging to students, staff, or the

district

14.Wearing inappropriate attire
(cf. 4119.22/4219.22/4319.22 - Dress and Grooming)
An employee who observes or has evidence of another employee's inappropriate conduct shall
immediately report such conduct to the principal or Superintendent or designee. An employee
who has knowledge of or suspects child abuse or neglect shall file a report pursuant to the
district's child abuse reporting procedures as detailed in AR 5141.4- Child Abuse Prevention and
Reporting.

(cf. 1312.1 • Complaints Concerning District Employees)
(cf. 5141.4 - Child Abuse Prevention and Reporting)
Any reports of employee misconduct shall be promptly investigated. Any employee who is found
to have engaged in inappropriate conduct in violation of law or Board policy shall be subject to
disciplinary action and, in the case of a certificated employee, may be subject to a report to the
Commission on Teacher Credentialing. The Superintendent or designee shall notify local law
enforcement as appropriate.
(cf. 4117.4 • Dismissal)
(cf. 4117.7 -Employment Status Reports)
(cf. 4118- Suspension/Disciplinary Action)
(cf. 4218 - Dismissal/Suspension/Disciplinary Action)
An employee who has knowledge of but fails to report inappropriate employee conduct may also
be suJ1iect to discipline.

The district prohibits retaliation against anyone who files a complaint against an employee or
reports ao employee's inappropriate conduct. Any employee who retaliates against any such
complainant, reporter, or other participant in the district's complaint process shall be subject to
discipline.

Legal Reference:
EDUCATION CODE
200-262.4 Prohibition of discrimination
44242.5 Reports and review of alleged misconduct
PENAL CODE
J 1164-11174.4 Child Abuse and Neglect Reporting Act
CODE OF REGULATIONS, TITLE 5
80303 Reports of dismissal, resignation and other terminations for alleged misconduct
80331-8033 8 Rules of conduct for professional educators
Management Resources:
COMMISSION ON TEACHER CREDENTIALING PUBIJCATIONS
California Standards for the Teaching Profession, 2009
COUNCIL OF CHIEF STAIB SCHOOL OFFICERS PUBLICATIONS
Educational Leadership Policy Standards: ISLLC 2008, 2008
NATIONAL EDUCATION ASSOCIATION PUBLICATIONS
Code of Ethics of the Education Profession, 1975
WESTED PUBUCATIONS
Moving Leadership Standards into Everyday Work: Descriptions of Practice, 2003
WESTED AND ASSOCIATION OF CALIFOR.~ SCHOOL ADMINISTRATORS
PUBLICATIONS
Califumia Professional Stm1dards for Educational Leaders, 2001
WEBSITES
CSBA: http://www.csba.org
Association of California School Administrators: http://www.acsa.org
California Department of Education: http://www.cde.ca.gov
Callfornia Federation of Teachers: http://www.cft.org
California School Employees Association: http://wv'lw.csea.com
California Teachers Association: http://www.cta.org
Co~ission on Teacher Credentialing: http://www.ctc.ca.gov
Council of Chief State School Officers: http://www.ccsso.org
WestEd: http://www.WestEd.org

Policy CORONADO UNIFIED SCHOOL DISTRICT
adopted: October 18, 2012 Coronado, California

Coronado USD
Board Policy
Sexual Harassment
BP 4119.11
Personnel

The Governing Board prohi'bits sexual harassment of district employees and job applicants. The
Board also prolu'bits retaliatory behavior or action against district employees or other persons
who complain, testify or otherwise participate in the complaint process established pursuant to
this policy and administrative regulation.

(cf. 0410 ·Nondiscrimination in District Programs and Activities)
(cf. 4030 - Nondiscrimination in Employment)
The Superintendent or designee shall take all actions necessary to ensure the prevention,
investigation, and correction of sexual harassment, including but not limited to:
1.

Providing training to employees in accordauce "'ith law and administrative regulation

2.

Publicizing and disseminating the district's sexual harassment policy to staff

(cf. 4112.9/4212.9/4312.9 ·Employee Notifications)

3.

Ensuring prompt, thorough, and fair investigation of complaints

Talcing timely and appropriate corrective/remedial action(s), which may reqtrire interim
4.
separation of the complainant and the alleged harasser and subsequent monitoring of
devekipments
All complaints and allegations of sexual harassment shall be kept confidential to the extent
necessary to carry out the investigation or to take other subsequent necessary actions. (5 CCR
4964)
Any district employee or job applicant who feels that he/she has been sexually harassed or who
has knowledge of any incident of sexual harassment by or against another employee, a job
applicant o; a student, shall i.-nmediately report the incident to his/her supervisor, the principal,
district administrator or Superintendent.

A supervisor, principal or other district administrator who receives a harassment complaint shall
promptly notify the Superintendent or designee.
Complaints of sexual harassment shall be filed in accordance with AR 4031 - Complaints
Concerning Discrimination in Employment An employee may bypass his/her supervisor in filing

a complaint where the supervisor is the subject of the complafut.
(cf. 4031 - Complaints Concerning Discrimination in Employment)
Any district employee who engages or participates in sexual harassment or who aids, abets,
incites, compels, or coerces another to commit sexual harassment against a district employee, job
applicant, or student is in violation of this policy and is subject to disciplinary action, up to and
including dismissal.

(cf. 411 7.4 - Dismissal)
(cf. 4118 - Suspension/Discipliruuy Action)
(cf. 4218 • Dismissal/Suspension/Disciplinary Action)
Legal Reference:
EDUCATION CODE
200-262.4 Prolnoition of discrimination on the basis of sex
GOVERNMENT CODE
12900-12996 Fair Employment and Housing Act, especially:
12940 Prohibited discrimination
12950.l Sexual harassment training
LABOR CODE
110 l Political activities of employees
11 02.1 Discrimination: s=al orientation
CODE OF REGULATIONS, TI'ILE 2
7287 .8 Retaliation
728&.0 Sexual harassment training and education
CODE OF REGULATIONS, TITLE 5 .
4900-4965 Nondiscrimination in elementary and secondary education programs receiving state
financial assistance
UNITED STATES CODE, TITLE 42
2000d-2000d-7 Title VI, Civil Rights Act of 1964
2000e-2000e-l 7 Title Vll, Civil Rights Act of 1964, as amended
2000h-2-2000h-6 Title IX, 1972 Education Act Amendments
CODE OF FEDERAL REGULATIONS, TITLE 34
106.9 Dissemination of policy
COURT DECISIONS
Department of Health Services v. Superior Court of California, (2003) 31 Cal.4th 1026
Faragher v. City of Boca Raton, (1998) 118 S.Ct 2275
Burlington Industries v. Ellreth, (1998) 118 S.Ct. 2257
Gebser v. Lago Vista Independent School District, (1998) 118 S.Ct. 1989
Oncale v. Sundowner Offshore Serv. Inc., (1998) 118 S.Ct. 998
Meritor Savings Bank, FSB v. Vinson et al., (1986) 447 U.S. 57

Management Resources:
OFFICE OF CIVIL RIGHTS AND NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF ATTORNEYS

GENERAL

Protecting Students from Harassment e.nd Hate Crime, J anuazy, 1999
WEBSITES
California Department of Fair Employment and Housing: http://www.dfeh.ca.gov
Equal Employment Opportunity Commission: bttp:/lwww.eeoc.gov
U.S. Department of Education, Office of Civil Rights: http://www.ed.gov/officeslOCR

Policy CORONADO UNIFIED SCHOOL DISTRICT
adopted: August !9, 2010 Coronado, California

Coronado USD
Administrative Regulation
Sexual Harassment
AR4119.ll
Personnel

Definitions
Prohibited sexual harassment includes, but is not limited to, unwelcome sexual advances,
unwanted requests for sexual fuvors, or other unwanred verbal, visual, or physical conduct of a
sexual nature msde against another person of the same or opposite sex in the work or educational
setting when: (Education Code 212.5; 5 CCR 4916)
1.
Submission to the conduct is made explicitly or implicitly a term or condition of the
individual's employment.

Submission to or rejection of such conduct by the individual is used as the basis for an
2.
employment decision affecting him/her.
3.
The conduct has the pwpose or effect of having a negative impact upon the individual's
work or has the purpose or effect of creating an intimidating, hostile, or offensive work
environment. The conduct is sufficiently severe, persistent, pervasive, or objectively offensive
so as to create a hostile or abusive working enviromnent or to limit the individual's ability to
participate in or benefit from an education program or activity.
4.
Submission to or rejection of the conduct by the other individual is used as the basis for
any decision affecting him/her regarding benefits, services, honors, programs, or activities
available at or through the district.

Other examples of actions that might constitute sexuai harassment, whether committed by a
supervisor, a co-worker, or a non-employee, in the work or educaiional setting, include, but are
not limited to:

1.
Unwelcome verbal conduct such as sexual flirtations or propositions; graphic comments
about an individual's body; overly personal conversations or pressure for sexual activity; sexual
jokes or stories; unwelcome sexual slurs, epithets, threats, innuenaoes, derogatory comments,
sexually degrading descriptions, or the spreading of sexual rumors
2.
Unwelcome visual conduct such as drawings, pictures, graffiti., or gestures; sexually
explicit emails; displaying sexually suggestive objects

3.
Unwelcome physical conduct such as massaging, grabbing, fondling, stroking, or
brushing the body; touching an individual's body or clothes in a sexual way; cornering, blocking,

leaning over, or impeding normal movements
Prohibited sexual harassment may also include any act of retaliation against an individual who
reports a violation of the district's sexual harassment policy or who participates in the
investigation of a sexual harassment complaint.
Training
Every two years, the Superintendent or designee shall ensure that supervisory employees receive
at least two hours of classroom or other effective interactive training and education regarding
sexual harassment. All newly hired or promoted supervisory employees shall receive training
within six monlhs of their assumption of the supervisory position. (Government Code 12950.1)

The district's training and education program for supervisory employees shall include
information and practical guidance regarding the federal and state laws on the prohibition against
and the prevention and correction of sexual harassment, and the remedies available to the victims
of sexual hara.ssment in employment. The training shall also include all of the content specified
in 2 CCR 7288.0 and practical exmnples aimed at instructing supervisors in the prevention of
harassment, discrimination, and retaliation. (Government Code 12950.1; 2 CCR 7288.0)
In addition, the Superintendent or designee shall ensure that all employees receive periodic
training regarding the district's sexual harassment policy, particularly the procedures for filing
complaints and employees' duty to use the district's complaint procedures.

Notifications
A copy of the Board policy and this administrative regulation shall; (Education Code 231.5)
I.
Be displayed in a prominent location in tl>.e main administrative building, district office,
or other area of the school where notices of district rules, regulations, procedures, and standards
of conduct are posted
2.
Be provided to each faculty member, all members of the administrative staff, and all
members of the support staff at the beginning of the first quarter or semester of the school year or
whenever a new employee is hired
(cf. 4112.9/4212.9/4312.9 - Employee Notifications)
3.
Appear in any school or district publication that sets forth the school's or district's
comprehensive rules, regulations, procedures, and standards of conduct
All employees shall receive either a copy of information sheets prepared by the California
Department of Fair Employment and Housing (DFEH) or a copy of district information sheets
that contain, at a minimum, components on: {Government Code 12950)
'

!.

The illegality of sexual harassment

2.

The definition of sexual harassment under applicable state and federal law

3.

A description of sexual harassment, witli examples

4.

The district's complaint process available to the employee

(cf. 403 l • Complaints Concerning Discrimination in Employment)

5.
The legal remedies and complaint process available through DFEH and the Equal
Employment Opportunity Commission (EEOC)
6.

Directions on how to contact DFEH and the EEOC

7.
The protection against retaliation provided by 2 CCR 7287.8 for opposing harassment
prohibited by law or for filing a complaint with or otherwise participating in an investigation,
proceeding, or hearing conducted by DFEH and the EEOC

fu. addition, the district shall post, in a prominent and accessible location, DFBH's poster on
discrimination in employment and the illegality of sexual harassment (Government Code
12950)

Regulation CORONADO UNIFIED SCHOOL DISTRlCT
approved: August 19, 2010 Coronado, California

Coronado USD
Exhibit
Professional Standards
E 4119.21
·Personnel

CODE OF ETHICS OF THE EDUCATION PROFESSION
PreamDle
The educator, believing in the worth and dignity of each human being, recognizes the supreme
importance of the pursuit of truth, devotion to excellence, and the nurturing of democratic
principles. Essential to these goals is the protection of freedom to learn and ro teach and the
guarantee of equal educational opportunity for all. The educator accepts the responsibility to
adhere to the highest ethical standards.

The educator recognizes the magnitude of the responsibility inherent in the teaching process.
The desire for the respect and confidence of one's colleagues, of students, of parents, and of the
members of the community provides the incentive to attain and maintain the highest possible
degree of ethical conduct. Tue Code ofEthics of the· Education Profession indicates the
aspiration of all educators and provides standards by which to judge conduct.

Principle 1 Commitment to the Student
Tue educator strives to help each student realize his/her potential as a worthy and effective
member of society. The educator therefore worlcs to stimulate the spirit of inquiry, the
acquisition of knowledge and understanding, and the thoughtful formulation of worthy goals.
· In fulfillment ofthe obligation to the student, the educator:

1.
Shall not unreasonably restrain the student from independent action in the pursuit of
learning
2.

Shall not uoreasonably deny the student access to varying points of view

3.

Shall not deliberately suppress or distort subject matter relevant to 1he student's progress

Shall make reasonable effort to protect the student from conditions harmfui to learning or
4.
to health and safety
5.

Shall not intentionally expose the student to embarrassment or disparagement

6.

Shall not on the basis of race, color, creed, gender, national origin, marital status, political

or religious beliefs, family, social, or cultural background, or sexual orientation, unfairly:
a.

Exclude any student from participation in any program

b.

Deny benefits to any student

c.

Grant any advantage to any student

7.

Shall not use professional relationships with students for private advantage

8.
Shall not disclose information in the course of professional service unless disclosure
serves a compelling professional purpose or is required by law
Principle II. Commitment to the Profession
The education profession is vested by the public wilh a trust and responsibilii)' requiring the
highest ideals of professional service.
In the belief that 1he qualii)' of the services of the education profession directly influences the
nation and its citizens, the educator shall exert every effort to raise professional stmdards, to
promote a climate that encourages the exercise of professional judgment, to achieve conditions
that attract persons worthy of the trust to careers in education, and to assist in preventing the
practice of the profession by unqualified persons.
In fulfillment of the obligation of the profession, the educator:

1.
Shall not in any application for a professional position deliberately make a false
statement or fail to disclose a material fact related to competency and qualifications
2.

Shall not misrepresent his/her professional qualifications

3.
Shall not assist any entry into the profession of a person known to be unqualified in
respect to character, education, or other relevant attribute
4.
Shall not knowingly make a false statement concerning the qualifications of a candidate
for a professional position

5.

Shall not assist a noneducator in the unauthorized practice of teaching

6.
Shall not disclose information about colleagues obtained in the course of professional
service unless disclosure serves a compelling professional purpose or is required by law
7.

Shall not knowingly make fhlse or malicious statements about a colleague

8.
Shall not accept any gratuity, gift, or favor that might impair or appear to influence
professional decisions or action

Source: National Education Association, 1975

ExhibitCORONADO UNJFJED SCHOOL DISTRlCT
version: Au,,,aust !9, 2010

Coronado, California

To: Karen Mellina, Assistant Principal Coronado Middle School
Date: January 8, 2014
From: Ramiro Vasquez
Re: Response to Letter of Reprimand

I acknowledge the letter of reprimand and take this action very serious. I agree to follow the
directives given to me and will immediately refrain from inappropriate comments with
students. Going forward I will ask for supervisory assistance from administration in the event
the students wish to engage me in inappropriate actions. In addition, during the lunch periods
supervisory support is needed for the students as there are many times the students are left
unsupervised.

I agree to attend the Making Right Choice professional development on December 20, 2013 and
attend the Sexual Harassment Training.

Cc: Jay Marquand, CMS Principal
Rebekah Barakos-Cartwright, Senior Director of Human Resources

John Bonnett, Acting CSEll. President
Joni Collins, CSEA Labor Relations Representative

Coronado Middle School
550F Avenue
Coronado, California 92118
(619) 522-8921 Telephone
(619) 522-6948 Facsimile

www .coronadousd..net

December 19, 2013
Meeting Summary
Documented by Karin Mellina
In attendance: Jay Marquand (CMS Principal) Rebekah Barakos Cartwright (Director of CUSD
HR), Karin Mellina (CMS Assistant Principal), Ramiro Vasquez (CMS Custodian), John Bonnet
(CSEA Representative)
Introductions were made and the Director of HR explained the letter of reprimand process to Mr.
Vasquez. Mr. Vasquez was presented with a copy of the letter and the Assistant Principal asked
him if any of the documented statements were true. Mr. Vasquez stated thathehad had some
exchanges with the students and that the information documented was true with the exception of
him saying the following statements: "Oh, you like it up the butt?" and "Oh, so you like to suck
dick?" Mr. Vasquez indicated 1hat he did not say those statements to students. Mr. Vasquez added
that he felt harassed by some of the glh grade male students. Mr. Vasquez admitted that he engaged
in appropriate conversations with the male students, on several occasions, regarding a boy and/or
boys liking other boys and 1hat" it was their problem." Mr. Vasquez admitted to speaking with
another student about "partying" as noted in the letter of reprimand.
Mr. Vasquez admitted to engaging in inappropriate conversations with students and when asked
why by the CMS Assistant Principal, he stated thlli he didn't want to tell his supervisor.
Mr. Vasquez was presented with Board Policy and Education Code information regarding
professional standards for personnel and sexual harassment regulations for personnel. Additionally,
Mr. Vasquez was given the directive to report and future inappropriate student behavior to his
supervisor/s Assistant Principal and or Principal of CMS. He was presented with the directives
noted on the letter of reprimand, and he agreed to adhere to the directives.
Mr. Vasquez was reminded that he had the opportunity to respond via writing within 10 days.
The meeting concluded.

Character is tining the right thing, even when no one is watching!

SSOF Avenue
Coronado, Califu.mia 92118
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Please describe the indden!. Be sure lo explain when and wl1ere !he event occurred, who was
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Exhibit I

Felix Tinkov
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Clifford D. Weiler <CWeiler@aalrr.com>
Thursday, May 24, 2018 10:02 AM
Ashly McGlone
'Karl Mueller'; 'Rita Beyers'; Felix Tinkov; 'Kami McElligott'
RE: Public Records Request - Supplemental Response [AALRR-Cerritos.005455.00252]

It was requested I respond to your email inquiries of May 21, 2018:

The research resulted in what had been provided to you.
You ask why information about a particular “teacher/coach was left out,” and you
attach a link:
https://www.nbcsandiego.com/news/local/Legendary-Coronado-Coach-SuspendedAllegations-of-Inappropriate-Behavior-446310883.html
Your request of November 21, 2017, asked for “all public records relating to any
substantiated claims….” The claims did not meet your requisite standard for
disclosure. That NBC story does not establish that any allegation was substantiated,
and included that teacher/coach indicated “It’s a ridiculous allegation” and was a
“total fabrication.” That story also includes a quote explaining why the District
took the action it did, and that action was not based on the allegations having as yet
then been substantiated to the degree relevant for your requested Public Records
Act disclosure. The relevant conclusion for purposes of your request was and
remains, the District was not able to substantiate the allegations.
If you disagree, please let Superintendent Mueller and the other district individuals
in your email chain know (as well as copy me) so that the teacher/coach may be
informed and included in this discussion. Thank you.
(I note your email chain includes Mr. Tinkov. If there is a desire by you or by him
that I always communicate directly to him as to this matter, with him presumingly
forwarding my comments to you, rather than responding to you directly, please let
me know.)

Clifford D. Weiler | Senior Counsel
Atkinson, Andelson, Loya, Ruud & Romo
4275 Executive Square, Suite 700, La Jolla, California 92037
Main (858) 485-9526 • Fax (858) 485-9412
cweiler@aalrr.com | website | subscribe

From: Ashly McGlone [mailto:Ashly.McGlone@voiceofsandiego.org]
Sent: Monday, May 21, 2018 3:35 PM
To: 'Karl Mueller'
Cc: Clifford D. Weiler; 'Rita Beyers'; Felix Tinkov; 'Kami McElligott'
Subject: RE: Public Records Request - Supplemental Response

Hi Superintendent Mueller,
1

I received Kami’s out of office reply. Can someone else follow up on this this week?
Thank you,
Ashly
From: Ashly McGlone
Sent: Monday, May 21, 2018 3:32 PM
To: Kami McElligott <Kami.McElligott@coronadousd.net>
Cc: Clifford D. Weiler <CWeiler@aalrr.com>; fmt@lfap.com; Karl Mueller <Karl.Mueller@coronadousd.net>; Rita Beyers
<Rita.Beyers@coronadousd.net>
Subject: RE: Public Records Request ‐ Supplemental Response
Hi Kami,
In looking over the PRA files provided a few months ago, it appears only the following employees were identified in the
responsive documents:
Ramiro Vasquez (custodian)
Shawanda Turner (bus driver)
John Coolidge (maintenance worker)
Were no teacher records responsive for the last 10 years?
Is there a reason this teacher/coach was left out?
https://www.nbcsandiego.com/news/local/Legendary‐Coronado‐Coach‐Suspended‐Allegations‐of‐Inappropriate‐
Behavior‐446310883.html
I could use some clarity.
Thank you,
Ashly
From: Kami McElligott <Kami.McElligott@coronadousd.net>
Sent: Wednesday, February 7, 2018 4:22 PM
To: Ashly McGlone <Ashly.McGlone@voiceofsandiego.org>
Cc: Clifford D. Weiler <CWeiler@aalrr.com>; fmt@lfap.com; Karl Mueller <Karl.Mueller@coronadousd.net>; Rita Beyers
<Rita.Beyers@coronadousd.net>
Subject: Public Records Request ‐ Supplemental Response
Hello Ms. McGlone,
Please see the attached supplemental response.
Respectfully,
Kami McElligott
Executive Assistant to the Superintendent/Board
Coronado Unified School District
201 Sixth Street, Coronado, CA 92118
(619) 522‐8900, ext. 1025
kmcelligott@coronadousd.net

TRUSTWORTHINESS ** RESPECT ** RESPONSIBILITY ** FAIRNESS ** CARING ** CITIZENSHIP *
Character is doing the right thing, even when no one is watching!
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e‐mail disclaimer: This communication and any documents, files, or previous e‐mail messages attached to it constitute an electronic communication within the scope
of the Electronic Communication Privacy Act, 18 USCA 2510. This communication may contain non‐public, confidential, or legally privileged information intended for
the sole use of the designated recipient(s). The unlawful interception, use or disclosure of such information is strictly prohibited under 18 USCA 2511 and any
applicable laws.
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Exhibit J

Felix Tinkov
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Attachments:

Clifford D. Weiler <CWeiler@aalrr.com>
Wednesday, July 18, 2018 4:03 PM
Felix Tinkov
'Karl Mueller'; 'Rita Beyers'; 'Kami McElligott'; Ashly McGlone
RE: Public Records Request - Supplemental Response (Coronado USD) [AALRRCerritos.005455.00252]
LTR Tinkov re Coronado-Gallegos and Burgess.pdf

Please see the attached.
Please note especially the reference to the ex parte TRO hearing scheduled by and relating to Mr. Burgess’s
lawsuit, filed by attorney Herron yesterday; scheduled for July 25, 2018 at 8:45 a.m. in Department C-68 of the
San Diego Superior Court.
Clifford D. Weiler | Senior Counsel
Atkinson, Andelson, Loya, Ruud & Romo
4275 Executive Square, Suite 700, La Jolla, California 92037
Main (858) 485-9526 • Fax (858) 485-9412
cweiler@aalrr.com | website | subscribe

From: Felix Tinkov [mailto:felix@tinkovlaw.com]
Sent: Friday, July 13, 2018 3:28 PM
To: Clifford D. Weiler
Cc: 'Karl Mueller'; 'Rita Beyers'; 'Kami McElligott'; Ashly McGlone
Subject: RE: Public Records Request - Supplemental Response [AALRR-Cerritos.005455.00252]

Thank you, Clifford, for your reply. I will await your further direction by Wednesday of next week.
And I have copied Ms. McGlone on this message. She may be copied on future communications between us.
Regards,
Felix

The information contained in this electronic mail transmission is confidential and intended to be sent only to the
stated recipient of the transmission. It may therefore be protected from unauthorized use or dissemination by the
1

attorney-client and/or attorney work-product privileges. If you are not the intended recipient or the intended
recipient's agent, you are hereby notified that any review, use, dissemination, distribution or copying of this
communication is strictly prohibited. You are also asked to notify us immediately by telephone and to delete
this transmission with any attachments and destroy all copies in any form. Thank you in advance for your
cooperation.
IRS CIRCULAR 230 DISCLOSURE: To ensure compliance with requirements imposed by the IRS, we inform
you that, to the extent this communication (or any attachment) addresses any tax matter, it was not written to be
(and may not be) relied upon to (i) avoid tax-related penalties under the Internal Revenue Code, or (ii) promote,
market or recommend to another party any transaction or matter addressed herein (or in any such attachment).
On July 13, 2018 3:22:33 PM "Clifford D. Weiler" <CWeiler@aalrr.com> wrote:

(FYI - I have not copied Ashly McGlone Ashly.McGlone@voiceofsandiego.org since she is represented by
you as her attorney. If you authorize my currently including her in my emails to you, please let me
know. Thank you.)
It was a pleasure discussing the issues relating to Coronado Unified School District and hearing your perspective this
morning, relating to Martin Gallegos and Randy Burgess. I also note that you type faster than me; thank you for your
email. In that regard, generically I do not engage in confirming or denying comments sent to me - I do not engage in what
are too often rhetorical self-serving argumentative interactive communications, whether or not the received communication
is accurate or inaccurate. Therefore, please do not be offended, nor interpret any silence by me as confirmation or
agreement with your comments, especially your legal analysis.
I do thank you for acknowledging the legal standard in your email. As you phrased your inquiries to me this morning
during our telephone call, you inquired as to whether the District’s approach was because the allegations were not
substantiated. I recognize and acknowledge that the original request by Ms. McGlone for disclosure used the term
“substantiated. However, despite the phraseology of your inquiries to me this morning, as I responded to you the test is
different; the test is whether the allegations were not well-founded, and I presume you were and are aware of the legal
standard. The District applied the applicable legal standard.
I mentioned I would contact you by next Wednesday. However, I am not able to contact my client and review documents
today; I suspect Coronado Unified School District may be on a summer schedule and closed today, Friday.
I will attempt to look into the factual allegations upon which you base your premise. In that regard, especially as relating
to Randy Burgess, as I mentioned this morning, your foundational premise is not correct; his paid administrative leave was
not disciplinary, so that there is no automatic correlation to wrongdoing. There is no correlation between an employee’s
placement on paid administrative leave and a determination that the allegations were well-founded or, as the term you kept
on using this morning, “substantiated.”
I also mentioned that as to Mr. Gallegos, I understood the misconduct relating to what you referred to as a plea of guilty,
concerned another school district (Sweetwater), and not Coronado. You believed that his plea of guilty automatically
waived the privacy issue. Preliminarily, whether or not that legal conclusion would apply to his Sweetwater employment
documents, it would not seem to apply to his employment in Coronado Unified School District. You also suggested the
District investigated and found the allegations substantiated or not substantiated — to which I believe I again reminded
you, the legal standard is “not well-founded.”
Your desire to resolve these issues amicably is shared. I will be responding as soon as possible to you, hopefully by next
Wednesday.
Clifford D. Weiler | Senior Counsel
Atkinson, Andelson, Loya, Ruud & Romo
4275 Executive Square, Suite 700, La Jolla, California 92037
Main (858) 485-9526 • Fax (858) 485-9412
cweiler@aalrr.com | website | subscribe
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From: Felix Tinkov [mailto:felix@tinkovlaw.com]
Sent: Friday, July 13, 2018 10:45 AM
To: Clifford D. Weiler; Ashly McGlone
Cc: 'Karl Mueller'; 'Rita Beyers'; 'Kami McElligott'
Subject: RE: Public Records Request - Supplemental Response [AALRR-Cerritos.005455.00252]

Dear Clifford,
Thank you for speaking with me this morning by phone. To summarize our discussion, I lay out the highlights below:
1. VOSD is concerned with the District’s refusal to release records responsive to Ms. McGlone’s November 21,
2017 Public Records Act request as they relate to Messrs. Gallegos and Burgess. This refusal may reflect similar
instances of non‐disclosure relating to unidentified persons against whom similar allegations were made.
2. We understand your client’s position is that it need not release responsive records with regard to Mr. Gallegos
because the claims were determined not to be well‐founded, or there was no investigation performed which
established the claims to be well‐founded.
3. We know Mr. Gallegos pleaded guilty with regard to a charge of unlawful sex with a minor, mirroring the
complaints made against him in both the Sweetwater and Coronado school districts.
4. VOSD believes that the similarity of the complaints leveled against Mr. Gallegos, while in the employ of the
Coronado Unified School District, with the crime for which he was convicted, establish reasonable cause to
believe the complaints are likely to be well‐founded where there is no evidence to the contrary. Such a well‐
founded claim results in the public’s right of access to the responsive public records sought by VOSD.
5. Moreover, your client’s reliance upon the personnel file exemption found at Government Code sec. 6254(c)
appears to be without merit given that the exemption requires that the contemplated disclosure of records
must result in “an unwarranted invasion of personal privacy.” In the instant situation, Mr. Gallegos does not
have a viable interest in personal privacy given his plea and conviction.
6. VOSD further understands that the District placed Mr. Burgess on paid administrative leave for well over 200
days, resulting in Mr. Burgess suing your client for reinstatement. We believe that that lawsuit is now being
appealed by Mr. Burgess.
7. Marken v Santa Monica‐Malibu Unified School District (2012) 202 Cal. App. 4th 1250, 1275 provides that where
allegations result in discipline, even where such discipline is as minor as “a private reproval,” responsive public
records must be disclosed.
8. Given Mr. Burgess’s own determination that he was punished by the District, and the resulting lawsuit exposing
some of the actions taken by your client in regard to its investigation of the claims made against him, it appears
to VOSD that the records responsive to Ms. McGlone’s request must be released in this instance as well.
9. And, again, the personnel file exemption would not appear to be applicable in this instance because the release
of responsive records would not result in an unwarranted invasion of personal privacy. Mr. Burgess has, of his
own free will, openly and publicly sought redress for the District’s actions in regard to the claim(s) made against
him, thereby exposing the claims in a manner contrary to any privacy interest he may have otherwise had.
10. In an effort to resolve these issues, you offered to speak with your client to determine whether they might
reconsider their position to avoid VOSD’s intention to file suit under the Public Records Act to recover these
records, but were unsure whether you could make contact today. I, in turn, offered that you get back to me by
next Wednesday, 7/18/18, and you agreed to attempt to meet this timeline.
If any of the above is incorrect, or otherwise does not meet your recollection, please feel free to respond accordingly.
Sincerely,
Felix Tinkov
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The information contained in this electronic mail transmission is confidential and intended to be sent only to the stated recipient of the transmission. It may
therefore be protected from unauthorized use or dissemination by the attorney-client and/or attorney work-product privileges. If you are not the intended recipient
or the intended recipient's agent, you are hereby notified that any review, use, dissemination, distribution or copying of this communication is strictly prohibited.
You are also asked to notify us immediately by telephone and to delete this transmission with any attachments and destroy all copies in any form. Thank you in
advance for your cooperation.

IRS CIRCULAR 230 DISCLOSURE: To ensure compliance with requirements imposed by the IRS, we inform you that, to the extent this communication (or any
attachment) addresses any tax matter, it was not written to be (and may not be) relied upon to (i) avoid tax-related penalties under the Internal Revenue Code, or
(ii) promote, market or recommend to another party any transaction or matter addressed herein (or in any such attachment).

From: Clifford D. Weiler <CWeiler@aalrr.com>
Sent: Thursday, July 12, 2018 5:28 PM
To: Felix Tinkov <felix@tinkovlaw.com>; Ashly McGlone <Ashly.McGlone@voiceofsandiego.org>
Cc: 'Karl Mueller' <Karl.Mueller@coronadousd.net>; 'Rita Beyers' <Rita.Beyers@coronadousd.net>; 'Kami McElligott'
<Kami.McElligott@coronadousd.net>
Subject: RE: Public Records Request ‐ Supplemental Response [AALRR‐Cerritos.005455.00252]

Mr. Tinkov:
I am interested in knowing of the basis for your belief that “we may have some disagreement.” I have an 8:30
appointment Friday morning but will try to contact you around 9:15/9:30 or so, or feel free to call me after
10:30. Thank you.
Clifford D. Weiler | Senior Counsel
Atkinson, Andelson, Loya, Ruud & Romo
4275 Executive Square, Suite 700, La Jolla, California 92037
Main (858) 485-9526 • Fax (858) 485-9412
cweiler@aalrr.com | website | subscribe

From: Felix Tinkov [mailto:felix@tinkovlaw.com]
Sent: Tuesday, July 10, 2018 5:00 PM
To: Clifford D. Weiler; Ashly McGlone
Cc: 'Karl Mueller'; 'Rita Beyers'; 'Kami McElligott'
Subject: RE: Public Records Request - Supplemental Response [AALRR-Cerritos.005455.00252]

Clifford,
4

It appears we may have some disagreement about the District’s responsibility under the California Public Records Act in
regard to Voice of San Diego’s November 21, 2017 request. I would prefer that we handle this amicably and hope that
you agree.
Do you have time tomorrow or Friday to discuss this matter with me? Tomorrow, I am available before 11:30 AM and
after 2 PM, and Friday morning is available as well.
Thank you for your prompt attention to this matter.
Sincerely,
Felix

The information contained in this electronic mail transmission is confidential and intended to be sent only to the stated recipient of the transmission. It may
therefore be protected from unauthorized use or dissemination by the attorney-client and/or attorney work-product privileges. If you are not the intended recipient
or the intended recipient's agent, you are hereby notified that any review, use, dissemination, distribution or copying of this communication is strictly prohibited.
You are also asked to notify us immediately by telephone and to delete this transmission with any attachments and destroy all copies in any form. Thank you in
advance for your cooperation.

IRS CIRCULAR 230 DISCLOSURE: To ensure compliance with requirements imposed by the IRS, we inform you that, to the extent this communication (or any
attachment) addresses any tax matter, it was not written to be (and may not be) relied upon to (i) avoid tax-related penalties under the Internal Revenue Code, or
(ii) promote, market or recommend to another party any transaction or matter addressed herein (or in any such attachment).

From: Clifford D. Weiler <CWeiler@aalrr.com>
Sent: Tuesday, July 10, 2018 3:16 PM
To: Ashly McGlone <Ashly.McGlone@voiceofsandiego.org>
Cc: 'Karl Mueller' <Karl.Mueller@coronadousd.net>; 'Rita Beyers' <Rita.Beyers@coronadousd.net>; 'Kami McElligott'
<Kami.McElligott@coronadousd.net>; Felix Tinkov <felix@tinkovlaw.com>
Subject: RE: Public Records Request ‐ Supplemental Response [AALRR‐Cerritos.005455.00252]

In reply to your email to me of yesterday, July 9, 2018 @ 5:45 pm:
There were no responsive records identified relating to your request and Martin Gallegos in his capacity
as an employee of Coronado Unified School District, and I understand that therefore, nothing was
withheld relating to him.
5

Clifford D. Weiler | Senior Counsel
Atkinson, Andelson, Loya, Ruud & Romo
4275 Executive Square, Suite 700, La Jolla, California 92037
Main (858) 485-9526 • Fax (858) 485-9412
cweiler@aalrr.com | website | subscribe

From: Ashly McGlone [mailto:Ashly.McGlone@voiceofsandiego.org]
Sent: Monday, July 09, 2018 5:45 PM
To: Clifford D. Weiler
Cc: 'Karl Mueller'; 'Rita Beyers'; 'Kami McElligott'; Felix Tinkov
Subject: RE: Public Records Request - Supplemental Response [AALRR-Cerritos.005455.00252]

Hi Clifford,
Hope you are well.
Can you confirm no responsive records were ever identified for former ROTC program employee Martin Gallegos?
Were documents for him withheld?
Ashly
From: Felix Tinkov <felix@tinkovlaw.com>
Sent: Friday, May 25, 2018 12:29 PM
To: Clifford D. Weiler <CWeiler@aalrr.com>
Cc: 'Karl Mueller' <Karl.Mueller@coronadousd.net>; 'Rita Beyers' <Rita.Beyers@coronadousd.net>; 'Kami McElligott'
<Kami.McElligott@coronadousd.net>; Ashly McGlone <Ashly.McGlone@voiceofsandiego.org>
Subject: RE: Public Records Request ‐ Supplemental Response [AALRR‐Cerritos.005455.00252]
Thank you for the confirmation.

The information contained in this electronic mail transmission is confidential and intended to be sent only to the stated recipient of the transmission. It may
therefore be protected from unauthorized use or dissemination by the attorney-client and/or attorney work-product privileges. If you are not the intended recipient
or the intended recipient's agent, you are hereby notified that any review, use, dissemination, distribution or copying of this communication is strictly prohibited.
You are also asked to notify us immediately by telephone and to delete this transmission with any attachments and destroy all copies in any form. Thank you in
advance for your cooperation.
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IRS CIRCULAR 230 DISCLOSURE: To ensure compliance with requirements imposed by the IRS, we inform you that, to the extent this communication (or any
attachment) addresses any tax matter, it was not written to be (and may not be) relied upon to (i) avoid tax-related penalties under the Internal Revenue Code, or
(ii) promote, market or recommend to another party any transaction or matter addressed herein (or in any such attachment).

From: Clifford D. Weiler <CWeiler@aalrr.com>
Sent: Thursday, May 24, 2018 1:47 PM
To: Felix Tinkov <felix@tinkovlaw.com>
Cc: 'Karl Mueller' <Karl.Mueller@coronadousd.net>; 'Rita Beyers' <Rita.Beyers@coronadousd.net>; 'Kami McElligott'
<Kami.McElligott@coronadousd.net>; Ashly McGlone <Ashly.McGlone@voiceofsandiego.org>
Subject: RE: Public Records Request ‐ Supplemental Response [AALRR‐Cerritos.005455.00252]

In response to your email:
Had the individual been disciplined, formally or informally, or if any of the allegations made against
him were determined to be well-founded or substantiated, then the information would have been
disclosed.

Clifford D. Weiler | Senior Counsel
Atkinson, Andelson, Loya, Ruud & Romo
4275 Executive Square, Suite 700, La Jolla, California 92037
Main (858) 485-9526 • Fax (858) 485-9412
cweiler@aalrr.com | website | subscribe

From: Felix Tinkov [mailto:felix@tinkovlaw.com]
Sent: Thursday, May 24, 2018 10:10 AM
To: Clifford D. Weiler; Ashly McGlone
Cc: 'Karl Mueller'; 'Rita Beyers'; 'Kami McElligott'
Subject: RE: Public Records Request - Supplemental Response [AALRR-Cerritos.005455.00252]

Dear Clifford,
Thank you for your response. Can you please clarify whether the individual at issue was disciplined, formally
or informally, and whether any of the allegations made against him were determined to be well-founded or
substantiated?
Thank you,
Felix Tinkov
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The information contained in this electronic mail transmission is confidential and intended to be sent only to
the stated recipient of the transmission. It may therefore be protected from unauthorized use or dissemination
by the attorney-client and/or attorney work-product privileges. If you are not the intended recipient or the
intended recipient's agent, you are hereby notified that any review, use, dissemination, distribution or copying
of this communication is strictly prohibited. You are also asked to notify us immediately by telephone and to
delete this transmission with any attachments and destroy all copies in any form. Thank you in advance for
your cooperation.
IRS CIRCULAR 230 DISCLOSURE: To ensure compliance with requirements imposed by the IRS, we
inform you that, to the extent this communication (or any attachment) addresses any tax matter, it was not
written to be (and may not be) relied upon to (i) avoid tax-related penalties under the Internal Revenue Code,
or (ii) promote, market or recommend to another party any transaction or matter addressed herein (or in any
such attachment).
On May 24, 2018 10:03:35 AM "Clifford D. Weiler" <CWeiler@aalrr.com> wrote:
It was requested I respond to your email inquiries of May 21, 2018:

The research resulted in what had been provided to you.
You ask why information about a particular “teacher/coach was left out,” and you
attach a link:
https://www.nbcsandiego.com/news/local/Legendary-Coronado-CoachSuspended-Allegations-of-Inappropriate-Behavior-446310883.html
Your request of November 21, 2017, asked for “all public records relating to any
substantiated claims….” The claims did not meet your requisite standard for
disclosure. That NBC story does not establish that any allegation was
substantiated, and included that teacher/coach indicated “It’s a ridiculous
allegation” and was a “total fabrication.” That story also includes a quote
explaining why the District took the action it did, and that action was not based on
the allegations having as yet then been substantiated to the degree relevant for
your requested Public Records Act disclosure. The relevant conclusion for
purposes of your request was and remains, the District was not able to substantiate
the allegations.

8

If you disagree, please let Superintendent Mueller and the other district
individuals in your email chain know (as well as copy me) so that the
teacher/coach may be informed and included in this discussion. Thank you.
(I note your email chain includes Mr. Tinkov. If there is a desire by you or by
him that I always communicate directly to him as to this matter, with him
presumingly forwarding my comments to you, rather than responding to you
directly, please let me know.)

Clifford D. Weiler | Senior Counsel
Atkinson, Andelson, Loya, Ruud & Romo
4275 Executive Square, Suite 700, La Jolla, California 92037
Main (858) 485-9526 • Fax (858) 485-9412
cweiler@aalrr.com | website | subscribe

From: Ashly McGlone [mailto:Ashly.McGlone@voiceofsandiego.org]
Sent: Monday, May 21, 2018 3:35 PM
To: 'Karl Mueller'
Cc: Clifford D. Weiler; 'Rita Beyers'; Felix Tinkov; 'Kami McElligott'
Subject: RE: Public Records Request - Supplemental Response

Hi Superintendent Mueller,
I received Kami’s out of office reply. Can someone else follow up on this this week?
Thank you,
Ashly
From: Ashly McGlone
Sent: Monday, May 21, 2018 3:32 PM
To: Kami McElligott <Kami.McElligott@coronadousd.net>
Cc: Clifford D. Weiler <CWeiler@aalrr.com>; fmt@lfap.com; Karl Mueller <Karl.Mueller@coronadousd.net>; Rita
Beyers <Rita.Beyers@coronadousd.net>
Subject: RE: Public Records Request ‐ Supplemental Response
Hi Kami,
In looking over the PRA files provided a few months ago, it appears only the following employees were identified in
the responsive documents:
Ramiro Vasquez (custodian)
Shawanda Turner (bus driver)
John Coolidge (maintenance worker)
Were no teacher records responsive for the last 10 years?
Is there a reason this teacher/coach was left out?
https://www.nbcsandiego.com/news/local/Legendary‐Coronado‐Coach‐Suspended‐Allegations‐of‐Inappropriate‐
Behavior‐446310883.html
I could use some clarity.
Thank you,
Ashly
9

From: Kami McElligott <Kami.McElligott@coronadousd.net>
Sent: Wednesday, February 7, 2018 4:22 PM
To: Ashly McGlone <Ashly.McGlone@voiceofsandiego.org>
Cc: Clifford D. Weiler <CWeiler@aalrr.com>; fmt@lfap.com; Karl Mueller <Karl.Mueller@coronadousd.net>; Rita
Beyers <Rita.Beyers@coronadousd.net>
Subject: Public Records Request ‐ Supplemental Response
Hello Ms. McGlone,
Please see the attached supplemental response.
Respectfully,
Kami McElligott
Executive Assistant to the Superintendent/Board
Coronado Unified School District
201 Sixth Street, Coronado, CA 92118
(619) 522‐8900, ext. 1025
kmcelligott@coronadousd.net

TRUSTWORTHINESS ** RESPECT ** RESPONSIBILITY ** FAIRNESS ** CARING ** CITIZENSHIP *
Character is doing the right thing, even when no one is watching!
e‐mail disclaimer: This communication and any documents, files, or previous e‐mail messages attached to it constitute an electronic communication within the
scope of the Electronic Communication Privacy Act, 18 USCA 2510. This communication may contain non‐public, confidential, or legally privileged information
intended for the sole use of the designated recipient(s). The unlawful interception, use or disclosure of such information is strictly prohibited under 18 USCA 2511
and any applicable laws.
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July 18, 2018

VIA EMAIL
Felix Tinkov
225 Broadway, Suite 1900
San Diego, CA 92 101
Email: felix@tinkovlaw.com

Re:

Coronado Unified School District: Gallegos and Burgess

Dear Mr. Tinkov and Ms . McGlone:
Thank you for your patience and understanding of the difficult position school districts are in
when there is a need to tread carefully as the PRA obligations are considered along with the
employees' rights to privacy. Coronado Unified School District is attempting to implement its
legal obligations within the California Public Records Act as it attempts to respect any alleged
right to Mr. Burgess's privacy in that context. The matter relating to Mr. Burgess is especially
problematic given the filing yesterday of his lvfarken lawsuit (as explained below). The District
looks forward to guidance in that litigation from the judiciary relating to any Burgess documents
at issue. Meanwhile, your understanding is appreciated.
The District also appreciates your understandings as were reflected in your email to me of
January 29, 2018 at 3:26 p.m.
It was requested that I respond to your emails of July 10, 2018 (at 5:00 p.m.) and Friday, July 13,
2018 (at 10:45 a.m.).
I had initially provided a preliminary response via email of July 13, 2018 (at 3:22 p.m.). See
especially:
... as relating to Randy Burgess, as I mentioned this morning, your foundational
premise is not correct; his paid administrative leave was not disciplinary, so that
there is no automatic correlation to wrongdoing. There is no correlation between
an employee's placement on paid administrative leave and a determination that
the allegations were well-founded or, as the term you kept on using this morning,
"substantiated."

ATKINSON, ANDELSON, LOYA, RUUD & ROMO

Felix Tinkov
July 18, 2018
Page 2
I also mentioned that as to Mr. Gallegos, I understood the misconduct relating to
what you referred to as a plea of guilty, concerned another school district
(Sweetwater), and not Coronado. You believed that his plea of guilty
automatically waived the privacy issue. Preliminarily, whether or not that legal
conclusion would apply to his Sweetwater employment documents, it would not
seem to apply to his employment in Coronado Unified School District. You also
suggested the District investigated and found the allegations substantiated or not
substantiated - to which I believe I again reminded you, the legal standard is
"not well-founded."
This correspondence supplements my prior comments.

MARTIN GALLEGOS
The basis for your presumption (he engaged in misconduct in Coronado Unified School District)
involves litigation fi led against Sweetwater Union High School District, which also named
Coronado Unified School District. Although a copy of the Complaint is available to you via the
court/internet, a copy of that complaint is enclosed. It alleges that the District misrepresented
facts in describing the qualifications and character of Mr. Gallegos. The complaint does not
identify anyone in Coronado Unified School District who provided any information or
recommendation; contains no reference to any alleged improper conduct committed by Mr.
Gallegos at Coronado Unified School District; and provides no identification of any person who
made any allegations against Mr. Gallegos while he was employed at Coronado Unified School
District. Those matters are absent, because the allegations in the complaint are not applicable. It
is hoped that in the near future, Coronado Unified School District will be voluntarily dismissed
from that lawsuit.
As a practical matter, and as you would know as an attorney, if there had been such misconduct
while he was employed at Coronado Unified School District, a lawsuit by the victim would have
been filed against the District alleging the particular misconduct, but there was no such lawsuit.
The lawsuit alleging misconduct by Mr. Gallegos was filed against Sweetwater Union High
School District and does not allege any particular misconduct by Mr. Gallegos while he was
employed at Coronado Unified School District.
You may have heard that he resigned effective March 5, 2015. To the extent you believe that
implicates a buyout or agreement because the resignation was somewhat "off schedule," i.e., not
at the year end, your presumption would be inaccurate. The District representatives understood
he had been offered another job opportunity and that he moved to Texas.
There was a Government Code claim fi led with Coronado Unified School District alleging
misconduct by Mr. Gallegos. However, a copy is not provided as such included only allegations
of misconduct while the claimant was attending Mar Vista High School in Sweetwater Union
High School District. There is no allegation whatsoever of any specific misconduct by Mr.

ATKINSON, ANDELSON, L OYA, RUUD & ROMO

Felix Tinkov
Julyl8,2018
Page 3
Gallegos while he was employed at Coronado Unified School District. That claim was formally
denied by Coronado Unified Schoo l District.
"Bottom Line" - There is no responsive document within the parameters of the requested
information, which exists within Coronado Unified School District.

RANDY BURGESS
Mr. Burgess filed a Marken lawsuit yesterday, Case number 37-2018-00035086-CU-WM-CTL.
The Coronado Unified School District is looking forward to judicial guidance in that matter, as
quickly as possible. (As this communication was being finalized, I received email notice of
an ex pa rte hea ring for a temporary restraining order scheduled on July 25, 2018 a t 8:45
a.m. in Department C-68 of the Sa n Diego S uperior Court, Judge Judith F. Hayes,
presiding.) Meanwhile, as you undoubtedly understand, responsive documents to the pending
PRA request, if any responsive document(s) exist, need to be delayed. I understand other school
districts have been involved with similar litigation relating to the Voice of San Diego PRA
request and that you have been involved on behalf of Voice of San Diego. The attorney
representing Mr. Burgess in the current litigation is Matthew Herron, should you desire to
contact that attorney regarding inclusion to a degree in that litigation.
Meanwhi le, the following preliminary comments are provided to you.
Your presumption that he was suspended is incorrect. He was placed on paid administrative
leave following the filing of a Government Code claim. (However, indicative of the lack of
substantiation of that Government Code claim, no lawsuit was ever filed relating to the
1
allegations within that claim .) That his status was paid administrative leave, was confirmed by
a Superior Court judge in litigation wherein Mr. Burgess sought reinstatement.
Your presumption that something was wrong because of the duration "for well over 200 days" is
also incorrect. Mr. Burgess was placed on paid administrative leave beginning April 3, 2017.
That school year ended June 15, 2017. School started again August 24, 2017. Mr. Burgess
returned to active employment November 27, 2017. The total work days was much less than
200.
As mentioned in prior communication, the District shares the desire to resolve these issues
amicably. Accordingly, we again thank you for your patience as the District attempts to discern
through judicial intervention via the Marken alternative, what are the District' s legal duties or
prohibitions.
1
I repeat my above comment relating to Mr. Gallegos, as it also applies to Mr. Burgess: "As a practical matter, and
as you would know as an attorney, if there had been such misconduct while he was employed at Coronado Unified
School District, a lawsuit by the victim would have been filed against the District alleging the particular misconduct,
but there was no such lawsuit."

ATKINSON, ANDELSON, LOYA, RUUD & ROMO

Felix Tinkov
July 18, 2018
Page 4

If the above is not satisfactory to you, please contact me to discuss the status and options. Thank
you.
Sincerely,
ATKINSON, ANDELSON, LOYA, RUUD & ROMO

Clifford D. Weiler
CDW:jlt
Copy to:

cc:

Ashly McGlone, Voice of San Diego
Email: Ashly.McGlone@voiceofsandiego.org

Karl Mueller, Superintendent
Rita Beyers, Assistant Superintendent

Enclosure: Copy of complaint, Jane Roe v. SUHSD
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RETENTION
.
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WARN, TRAIN, OR EDUCATE
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MISRmPRESENTATION
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Code §51.9)

COl'onndo Unified Sollool District; lUld
Does 3through100, ihclusl:ve,

Detendnnts.

20
21

[Demnnd for Jury Trial}

22
23

24
25
26
27

28
1
CO.MPLIAINT FOR.DAMAGES

Based upon information and belief available to Plaintiff, Jane Roe, at the time of the

1
2

filing of this Complaint for Damages, Plaintiff makes the following allegations:
PABTI~

3

Plaintiff, Jane Roe, is an adult female, Plaintiff wa.s a minor at the time of the sexual

4

1.

5

abuse alleged herein. Jane Roe is not Plaintiffs true name, but is-instead a fictitious name

6

utilized to proteet the identity of Plaintiff, a victim of childhood sexual abuse.

7

2.

8

governmental entity providing educational services in San Diego County. Defendant

9

Sweetwater is responsible for operating Mar Vista High School. where the sexual abuse of

Defendant Sweetwater Union High School District (''Defendant Sweetwater") is a

10

Plaintiff occurred.

11

3.

12

entity providing educational services in San Diego County. Defendant Coronado is responsible

13

for operating Coronado High School, where Perpetrator. ~1ai~tj:}pfo~e~··pj;ic.5r:·fo-M1~f.Yf~'Hl.@:>j
. .. . - .. . ... . .. . .. . .. .... .

14

Defendant Coronado Unified School District ("Defendant Coronado'') is a governmental

: .·.·
·~
,'. ~:~~.o~l~

-·

15

4.

The perpetrator of the sexual abuse at issue in this action. First Sergeant Martin Gallegos

16

("Perpetrator''), was at all times relevant an employee of Defendant Sweetwater or Defendant

17

Corona.do. Perpetrntor gah.ied access to Plaintiff through Perpetrator's job-related employment

18

activities with Defendant Sweetwater, and was under the direct supervision, employ and control

19

of Defendant Sweetwater. and Does 3 through l 00, at the time of the abuse.

20

5.

2f

entities incorporated in and/or doing business in California whose true names and capacities are

22

unknown to Plaintiff, who therefore sues such Defendants by such fictitious names, and who

23

will amend the Complaint to show the true names and capacities of each such Doe Deft;ndant

24

when ascertained. Each such Defendant Doe is legally responsible in some manner for the

25

events, happenings, and/or tortious and unlawful conduct that caused the injuries and damages

26

alleged in this Complaint

27

6.

28

Defendant was acting within the course and scope of his, her or its authority as an agent;

Defendant Does 3 through 100, inclusive, are individuals and/or business or corporate

Each Defendant is the agent, servant, and/or employee of other Defendants, and eac.h

l

COMPLAINT FOR DAMAGES

...

..

1

servant, and/or employee of the other Defendants. The Defendants, and each of them, are

2

individuals, corporations, partnerships, and other entities which engaged in, joined in and

3

conspired wj~ the other wrongdoers in carrying out the tortious and unlawful activities

4

described in this Complaint, and the Defendants, and each ofthem, ratified the acts of the other
0

5

Defendants as described in this Complaint.

6

BACKGROUND FACTS APPLICABLE TO ALL COUNTS

7

7.

8

Coronado in the ROTC program at Coronado High School. : P~~nd;[l~:.~<2~e4
~Q. :~li~ves
.. -· ... -

9

ang P.Jrth:at .ba.siS,a:JJeges:thtii=:P~~~ ·Wtis 1-equired;t() ieave filg,position..Witb beferidaat

Prior to beginning work with Defendant Sweetwater, Perpetrator worked for Defendant

JO

Ccm:>l;).!$ dUe t<5:'lin}5rul).et.b!iliaviC>i' witb:·1~~~· s~.d~~~ ; Perpetrator began work with

11

Defendant Sweetwater during the 2015~2016 school year. Plaintiff is i.nfomled and believes and

12

on that basis alleges that Defendant Coronado provided a positive recommendation of .

13

Perpetrator and failed to disclose information to Defendant Sweetwater regarding Perpetrator's

14

improper behavior with female students.

15

8.

16

Imperial Beach, California. Plaintiff met Perpetrator in September of2015. Perpetrator was

17

Plaintiff's Navy Junior ROTC instructor.

18

9.

19

In this position, she interacted frequently with Perpetrator.

20

l 0.

21

e>Ccessive and inappropriate attention to Plaintiff. Perpetrator presented himself a.s a confidant

22

and friend that Plaintiff could trust and talk to freely. Perpetrator gave Plaintiff frequent rides

23

and bought her lunch. It became known to other ROTC instructors and students that Perpetrator

24

ate lunch alone with Plai..titiff.

25

11 .

26

mixed signals from Perpetrator and was confused by his attention. Plaintiff mentioned this

27

confusion to a friend and fellow student who went to Perpetrator and expressed to him that

28

Plaintiff was confused by the attention.

~laintiffwas born

on December 6, 1998. Plaintiff attendeq Mar Vista High School in

During the 2015-2016 school year Plaintiff served as the ROTC Public Affairs Officer.

Over a period of months, Perpetrator groomed Plaintiff. Perpetrator began to pay

P~etrator began to

send text messages to Plaintiff. Plaintifffelt that she was getting

3
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12.

In approximately December of2015 Plaintifftold Perpetrator that she thought she was

2

developing feelings for him. Perpetrator told Plaintiff that he was flattered but that Plaintiff

3

would "get over it'1 and made a comment relating to "one more year though," referring to the

4

fact that Plaintiff bad just turned seventeen years old.

5

13.

6

volunteered his time with the ROTC ptogram that she was confused about Perpetrator and the

7

attention he was paying her. This ROTC volunteer approached Perpetrator regarding Plaintiff's

8

confusion and Perpetrator assured him nothing inappropriate was happening.

9

14.

Plaintifftold a former Mar Vista High School student and ROTC member who

Perpetrator told Plaintiffthat he had feelings for her. Jn early February 2016 Perpetrator

10

an.cl Plaintiff set a date to meet for di.nner after Plaintiff graduated from Mal' Vista High School.

11

15.

12

contain more sexually suggestive language. They began to hold hands in the ROTC office on

13

campus and while riding together in Perpetrator's car. Perpetrator instructed Plaintiff not to tell

14

anyone because he did not want to lose his job or go to prison.

15

16.

16

competition. She waited in the ROTC- office with Perpetrator for her ride home. Perpetrator

17

began holding her hand and kissing her. Perpetrator then became more sexually aggressive.

18

After a few minutes, Plaint:ifrs father called her and told her he was at the school to pick her up.

19

Plaintiff left the ROTC office at th.at time.

20

17.

21

what had occurred sexually with Perpetrator. Plaintiff fold him that Perpetrator made a sexual

22

advance and that sexual·contact had occurred.

23

18.

24

pressured her to keep it quiet and pressured her to continue to ~age with him seX1.1ally.

25

19.

26

Perpetrator sent a text message to Plaintiff to let her know that he was alone at Mar Vista IDgh

27

School. Perpetrator picked Plaintiffup from her home and drove her to Mar Vista High School.

28

Perpetrator brought Plaintiff to his·office where he kissed Plaintiff on the mouth, kissed her

Perpetrator began texting Plaintiff more frequently and the text messages began to

On February 29, 2016 Plaintiff was at the school following an Academic ~eague

Plaintiff again reached out to the ROTC volunteer aod expressed her confusion over

Plaintiff spoke with Pe:rpetrator about what occurred on February 29, 2016. Perpetrator

On Saturday March 5, 2016 Plaintiff attended the ROTC Ball. Before the Ball,

4
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1

2

breast, and encouraged Plaintiff tD participate in other sexual acts including oral copulation.
·20.

Plaintiff again reached out to the ROTC volunteer as well as the friend she had

3

previously spake with about Perpetrator. Plaintiff forwarded the ROTC volunteer text messages

4

she received from Perpetrator which confirmed that sexual abuse.

5

21.

6

exchanged with Plaintiff regarding the sexual abuse by PeIJ>etrator end presented the

7

information separately to ROTC instructors Master Chief Enrique Alberto and Master Chief

8

John Strait. The ROTC volunteer was told to leave it alone and that Perpetrator would handle

9

the situation with an Assistant Principal. ·

The ROTC volunteer compiled the text messages both he and P laintifr s friend had

tO

22.

11

prepared a signed statement regarding his awareness of the sexual abuse of Plaintiff by

12

PeIJ>etrator and presented the statement to Mar Vista High School. This statement included

13

several pages of text messages.

14

23.

15

formal report was made to the San Diego County Sheriff's Department regarding the abuse.

16

Perpetrator was convicted of a violation of Penal Code section 261.5, statutory rape.

17

24.

18

that the Perpetrator's actions were harmful, Plaintiff timely presented Oefendant Sweetwatel'

19

aifd. P~~~~!.f.~r.c>~~~.-~t9.~. ~).~J9r .~~~~~J~,P.~9~8rP.r.~P~nt,~.~.~~-?.Y
. ..··:

20

Govc;pnme.nt ,C.9g~~~~on 911.2.

21

20, 2016. Defendant Sweetwater rejected Plaintiff's cl8.im on January 4, 2017.

22

25.

23

upon Plaintiff, thereby satisfying the requirements of California Code of Civil Procedure section

24

340.1. Said conduct was undertaken while the Perpetrator was an employee and representative,

25

and/or agent of Defendants. No claim need be brought in accordance with Government Code

26

section 911.2 against Defendant Sweetwater and Defendant Coronado, pursuant to Government

27

Code section 905, subdivision (m).

28

26.

The ROTC volunteer was unsatisfied with this response and on March 24, 2016 he

On April 8, 2016 Plaintiff stopped attending Mar Vista High School. On the same date a

On August 11, 2016, a date within six .months of the date that Plaintiff first understood

\ '. ~

Defendant Coronado rejected Plaintiffs claim on September

Perpetrator engaged in unpennitted, harmful and offensive sexual conduct und contact

As a result of the wrongfui conduct alleged herein, Plaintiffhas suffered, and continues
5
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1

1o suffer great pain of mind and body, shock, emotional distress, physical manifestations of

..

2

emotional distress, embarrassment, loss of self..esteem, disgrace, humiliation, and loss of

..

3

enjoyment of life; was prevented and will continue to be prevented from performing Plaintiff's

4

daily activities and obtaining the full enjoyment oflife; has sustained and continues to sustain

5

loss of earnings and earning caps.city; and/or has incurred and will continue to incur expenses

6

for medical and psychological treatment, therapy, and counseling.

7

27.

8

injury as a result of the abuse. Plaintiff's physical injury requires and will require time-

9

consuming and expensive treatment.

Plaintiffhas suffered and will continue to suffer a serious and lifelong personal physical

10

FIRST CAUSE OF ACTION

11

NEGLIGENCE
Government Code Sections 815.2 & 820
(Against Dcfendanb Sweetwater and Does 3-100)

12
13

28.

Plaintiff incorporates all paragraphs of this Complaint as if fully set forth herein.

14

29.

Defendants, acting through managing agents and school administrators, owed duties to

15

supervise and to protect the minor Plaintiff when she was entrusted to their care by Plaintiff's

16

parents. Plaintiff's care, welfare, and/or ph.ysical custody was temporarily entrusted to

17

Defendants and Defendants voluntarily accepted the entrusted care of Plaintiff. As such,

18

Defendants owed Plaintiff, a minor child, a special duty of ca.re, in addi1ion to u duty of ordinary

19

care, and owed Plaintiffthe higher duty of care that adults dealing with children owe to protect

20

them from hann.

21

30.

22

should have known of the Perpetrator's dangerous and exploitive propensities nnd/or that the

23

Perpetrator was an unfit agent. It was foreseeable that if Defendants clid not adequately exercise

24

or provide the duty of care owed to children in their care, including but not limited to Plaintiff,

25

the children entrusted to Defendants' care would be vulnerable to sexual abuse by the

26

Perpetrator.

27

31.

28

duty of care to the minor Plaintiffby allowing the Perpetrator to come into contact with the

Defend.ants, by and through their agents, servants and employees, knew or reasonably

Defendants, acting through managing agents and school admlliistrators, breached their

6
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l

minor Plaintiff without supervision; by failing to adequately hire, supervise, or retain the

2

Perpetrator who they permitted and enabled to have access to Plaintiff; by :fulling to investigate

3

or otherwise confirm or deny such facts about the Perpetrator; by failing to tell or concealing

4

from Plaintiff's parents, guardians, or law enforcement officials that the Perpetrator vvas or may

5

have been sexually &.busing minors; by failing to tell or concealing from Plaintiff's parents,

6

guardians, or law enforcement officials that Plaintiff was or may have been sexually abused

7

after Defendants knew or had reason to lmow that the Perpetrator may have sexually abused

8

Plaintiff, thereby enabling Plaintiff to continue to be endange1ed and sexually abused, and/or

9

creating the circumstance where Plaintiff was less likely to receive medical/mental health care

10

and treatment, thus exacerbating the harm done to Plaintiff; and/or by holding out the

11

Perpetrator to the Plaintiff and her parents or guardians as being in good standing and

12

trustworthy. Defendants cloaked with the facade of normalcy Defendants' and/or the

13

Perpetrator's contact and/or actions with the Plaintiff and/or with other minors who were

14

victims of the Perpetrator, and/or disguised the nature of the sexual abuse and contact.

15

32.

16

great pain of mind and body, shoe~ emotional distress, physical manifestations of emotional

17

distress, embarrassment, loss of self-esteem, disgrace, humiliation, and loss of enjoyment of

18

life; has suffered and continues to suffer spiritually; was prevented and will continue to be

19

prevented from performing Plaintiff's daily activities and obtaining the full enjoyment of life;

20

bas sustained and will continue to sustain loss of earnings and earning capacity; and/or has

21

incurred and will continue to incur expenses for medical and psychological treatment, therapy,

22

and counseling.

~a resul~ of the

above-described conduct, Plaintiff bas suffered, and continues to suffer

SECOND CAUSE OF ACTION
NEGLIGENT SUPERYJSION/FAILURE TOWARN
Government Code Sections 815..2 & 820
(Against Defendants Sweetwater and Does 3-100)

23
24

25
26

33.

Plaintiff incorporates all paragraphs of this Complaint as if fully set forth herein.

27

34.

Defendants, acting through man.aging agents and school administrators, had a duty to

28

provide reasonable supervision of the Perpetrator, to use reasonable care in investigating the

7
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Perpetrator; and to provide adequate warning to the Plaintiff, the Plaintiffs family, and minor
2

students ofthe Perpe'll:ator's dangerous propensities and unfitness.

3

35.

4

should have known ofthe Perpetrator's dangerous and exploitive propensities and/or that the

5

Perpetrator was an unfit agent Despite such knowledge, Defendants negligently failed to

6

supervise the Perpetrator in the position of trust and authority es an ROTC instructor, school

7

teacher, counselor, surrogate parent, emotional mentor, and/or other authority figure, where he

8

was able to commit the wrongful acts against the Plaintiff. Defendants failed to provide

9

reasonable supervision of the Perpetrator, failed to use reasonable care in investigating the

1O

Perpetrator, and failed to provide adequate warning to Plaintiff and Plaintiff's family of the

11

Perpetrator's dangerous propensities nnd unfitness. Defendants further failed to take reasonable

12

measures to prevent future sexual abuse.

13

36.

14

great pain of mind and body, shock, emotional distress, physical manifestations of emotional

15

distress, embarrassment, loss of self-esteem, disgrace, humiliation. an~ Joss of enjoyment of

16

life; has suffered and continues to suffer spiritually; was prevented and will continue to be

17

prevented from performing Pl.aintiff's daily activities and obtaining the full enjoyment of life;

18

has sustained and will continue to sustain loss of earnings and earning capacity; and/or has

19

incurred and will continue to incur expenses for medical psychologica1 treatment, therapy, and

20

counseling.

Defendants, by and through their agents, servants and employees, knew or reasonably

As a result of the above-descdbed conduct, Plaintiff has suffered, and continues to suffer

21

TBlRD CAUSE OF ACTION

22

NEGLIGENT J.UR!NGIRETENTION
Govornment Code Sections 815.2 & 820
(Against Defendanbl Sweetwater and Docs 3~100)

23

24

37.

Plaintiff incorporates all paragraphs of this Complaint as if fully set forth herein.

25

38.

Defendants, acting through managing agents and school administrators, had a duty 1o not

26

hire and/or retain the Perpetrator, and other employees, agents, volunteers, and other

27

representatives, given the Perpetrator's dangerous and exploitive propensities.

28

39.

Defendants, by and through their agents, servants and employees, knew or reasonably

8
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should have known of the Perpetrator's dangerous and exploitive propensities and/or that the .
2

Perpetrator :was an unfit agent. Despite such knowledge, Defendants negligently hired and/or

3

retained the Perpetrator in the position of trust and authority as an ROTC instructor, school

4

teacher, counselor, surrogate parent, emotional mentor, and/or other authority figure, where he

5

was able to commit wrongful acts against the Plaintiff. Defendants failed to use reasonable care

6

in investigating the Perpetrator and failed to provide adequate warning to Plaintiff and

7

Plaintiff's family of the Perpetrator's dangerous properurities and unfitness. Defendants further

8

failed to take reasonable measures to prevent future sexual abuse.

9

40.

As a result of the above-described conduct, Plaintiff has suffered, and continues to suffer

10

great pain of mind and body, shock, emotional distress, physical manifestations of emotional

11

distress, embarrassment, loss of self-esteem, disgrace, hwniliation, and loss of enjoyment of

12

life; bas suffered and continues to suffer spirituality; was prevented and will continue to be

13

prevented from performing Plaintiff's daily activities and obtaining the full enjoyment oflife;

14

has sustained and will continue to sustain loss of earnings and earning capacity; and/or has

15

incurred and will continue to incur expenses for medical and psychological treatment, therapy,

16

and counseling.

17

FOURTH CAUSE OF ACTION

18

NEGLIGENT FAILURE TO WARN, TRAIN, OR EDUCATE PLAINTIFF
Government Code Sections 815.2 & 820
(Against Defendants Sweetwater and Does 3~100) .

19
20

41 .

Plaintiff incorporates all paragraphs of this Complaint as if fully set forth herein.

21

42.

Defendants, acting through managing agents and scho\)1 admlnisb.-ators,· breached their

22

duty to take reasonable protective measures to protect Plaintiff and other minox students from

23

the risk of childhood sexual abuse by 'the Perpetrator, such as the failure to properly warn, train,

24

or educate Plairi.tiff and other minor students about how to avoid such a risk.

25

43.

26

great pain ofmind and body, shock, emotional distress, physical manifestations of emotional

27

clistress, embarrassment, loss of self-esteem, disgrace, humiliation, and loss of enjoyment of

28

life; has suffered and continues to suffer spiritually; was prevented and will continue to be

As a result of the above-described conduct, Plaintiff has suffered, and continues to suffer

9
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1

prevented from perfonning Plaintiff's daily activities and obtai.nllJg the full enjoyme~t of life;

2

1w sustained and will continue to sustain loss of earnings and earning capacity; and/or has

3

incurred and will continue to incur expenses for medical and psychological treatment, therapy,

4

and counseling.

5

FIFTH CAUSE OF ACTION

6

NEGLIGENT MISREPRESENTATION
Government Code Sections 815.2 & 820
(Against Defendant Coron.ado}

7

8

44.

9

herein.

Plain.tiff incorporates by reference all paragraphs of this Complaint as if fully set forth

1o

45.

11

ql:iitillii:catit)e.J-'aruPoliithfCfet-of i!S ·foiiii~:;ci:tfp1oyea./Peipefrator.

12

46.

13

breached its duty by misrepresenting the facts in describing the qualifications and character of

14

Perpetrator.

1s

47.

16

~~ f9.!~§~1>:.l~.~~Jl.f..phy.sicaliajury .tOJthird -pe~ns:.· ineludiog, !?la.inti.ff.

17

48.

18

,ll£_tj_QU.-to.:hir.e P.eij>etmt"Gl'"'based·enrthe'nllstej;)l'esentations i5f-Defu:tli:1anf Corotilitfo.

19

49.

20

Col"Onado, Plaintiff has suffered, and continues to suffer great pain of mind and body, shock,

21

emotional -distress, physical manifestations of emotional disn-ess, embarrassment, loss of self-

22

esteem, disgrace, humiliation. and loss of enjoyment oflife; has suffered and continues to suffer

23

spiritually; was prevented and will continue to be prevented from performing Plaintiff's daily

24

activities and obtaining the full enjoyment of1ife; has sustained and will continue to sustain loss

25

of earnings and earning ~apacity; and/or has incurred and will continue to incur expenses for

26

medical and psychological 1reatment, therapy, and counseling.

27

Ill

28

Ill

D~~~~tGP.k®ado,.hada:duty..not:te-misreptesenHlie·fuct:Hn 'd'escribing.the

Defendant Coronado, acting through managing agents and school administrators,

P.r.fen4~M~§l~nado2.s.-misrepI'esehtati'OtiS1'egara:u£g ·Perp~tra.tor·preseoted .a substantial
Defendant Sweetwater, acting through managing agents and school administrators, took

-As a result of Defendant Sweetwater' s reliance on· the misrepresentations of Defendant

•
~

·''•

10
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·~

. ,

SIXTH CAUSE OF ACTION
SEXUAL HARASSMENT
Civil Code Section 51.9
(Against Defendants Sweetwater and Docs 3~100)

2

3

Plaintiff incorporates by reference all paragraphs of this Complaint as if fully set forth

4

50.

5

herein.

6

51.

7

recklessly, and wantonly made sexual advances, sexual solicitations, sexual comments and

8

sexual requests and engaged in other visual, verbal or physical conduct of a sexual nature based

9

on Plaintiff's gender that were unwelcome, pervasive and severe, including but not limited to

1o

engaging in sexual talk with Plaintiff and touching Plaintiff in a sexually motivated and illegal

11

manner, all while Perpetrator was acting in the course and scope of his agency with Mar Vista

12

High School, Defendant Sweetwater, and Does 3 through 100.

13

52.

14

man.aging agents and school administrators aided and conspired in the sexual harassment of

15

Plaintiff.

16

53.

17

while Plaintiff was under the control of Perpetrator, in ltls capacity as a ROTC instructor and

18

substitute teacher at Mar Vista High School, and whlle specifically acting on behalf of

19 ·

Defendant Sweetwater and Does 3 through 100.

20

54.

21

recklessly, and wantonly did acts which resulted in harmful and offensive contact with intimate

22

parts of Plaintiff's person. Perpetrator used his position as an ROTC instructor and substitute

23

teacher to reqriire Plaintiff to give into his sexual suggestions, and used his authority and

24

position of 1rust to exploit Plaintiff physically, sexually, and emotionally.

25

55.

26

as a minor student, Plaintiffs inexperience, and Perpetrator's unsupervised sexual grooming,

27

Plaintiff was unable to terminate the student-teacher, student~unselor, student-advisor, and

28

student.-meator relationships she had with Perpetrator.

During Plaintiff's time as a student at Mar Vista High School, Perpetrator intentionally,

During Plaintiff's time as a student at Mar Vista High School, Defendant Sweetwater' s

The incidents of sexual misconduct and sexual harassment outlined herein took place

During Plaintiff's time as a student at Mar Vista Hjgh School, Perpetrator intentionally,

Becalµle ofPlaintiffs relationship with Perpetrator, Plaintiff's young age and immaturity

11
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..

.

,
56.

Because of Perpetrator's position oftrust and authority over Plainti~ Plaintiff's mental

2

and emotional state, Plaintiff's young age as a minor under the age of consent, and Perpetrator's

3

sexual grooming of Plaintiff, Plaintiff was unable to and did not give meaningful consent to

4

such acts.

5

57.

6

known of these activities by Perpetrator, Defend.ant Sweetwater and Does 3 through 100 did

7

nothing to investigate, supervise, or monitor Perpetrator to ensure the safety of the minor

8

students.

9

58.

Defendants breached their duties to Plaintiff.

10

59.

A3 a. result of the above--descnoed conduct, Plaintiff has suffered, and continues to

11

suffer, sreat pain of mind and body, shock, emotional distress, physical manifestations of

12

emotional distress, embarrassment, loss of selfwesteem, disgrace, humiliation, and loss of

13

enjoyment of life; has suffered and continues to suffer spiritually; was prevented and will

14

continue to be prevented from performing Plaintiff's daily .activities and obtaining the full

15

enjoyment of life; has sustained and will continue to sustain loss of e8lnings and earning

16

capacity; and/or has incurred and will continue to incur expenses for medical and psyohological

17

treatment. therapy, and counseling.

18

Even though Defendant Sweetwater and Does 3 through I 00 knew or should luwc

WHEREFORE, Plaintiff prays for damages; costs; interest; attorney's fees;

19

~tory/civil penalties according to

20

and ju.st.

21

22

law; and such other relief as the court deems appropriate

JURY.DEMAND

Plainti'ff demands a jury trial on all issues so triable.

23'

24

25
26
27

THE ZALK.IN LAW FIRM, P.C.

By:1~~
Attorney for Plaintiff

28
ll
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Exhibit K

Felix Tinkov
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Felix Tinkov
Friday, July 20, 2018 10:50 AM
Clifford D. Weiler
'Karl Mueller'; 'Rita Beyers'; 'Kami McElligott'; Ashly McGlone
RE: Public Records Request - Supplemental Response (Coronado USD) [AALRRCerritos.005455.00252]

Clifford,
We have reviewed your correspondence of July 18, 2018, as well as Mr. Heron’s petition for writ of mandate.
Frankly, taken together with our previous communications, the District’s opacity and uncooperative, if not
downright obstructive, behavior in response to VOSD’s November 2017 California Public Records Act request
is disheartening. We now understand that Coronado Unified has withheld responsive documents with regard to
Mr. Burgess, having intended to release them in January 2018, only to decide against that when conferring with
Mr. Burgess’s counsel. Had the District informed VOSD of this 6 months ago, my client would have sought to
work out an arrangement with each of the parties or to seek redress through the courts. Instead, we sat in the
dark due to the District’s misdirection. As you know, such delays and obstruction are specifically prohibited by
the Act.
We further understand from the allegations made in Mr. Heron’s petition that the District failed to disclose the
records at issue during the discovery process in the Burgess litigation filed in 2017.
Taken together, these actions call into question the accuracy of the District’s responses to VOSD not only as to
Burgess but also as to Gallegos and any others whom we may not have been informed of to date. VOSD
strongly urges the District to comply with the request fully and without delay to avoid further unnecessary
expenditures of public funds in litigation under the Act. For the purpose of transparency, we demand the
District provide an accounting of all potentially responsive records to the November 2017 request presented by
Ms. McGlone, along with fact-intensive explanations for any such exemptions claimed. Should the District
uncover any additional records responsive to the subject request, including any such records which it failed to
provide or otherwise enumerate in prior communications, VOSD will not take action against the District so long
as the actions taken with respect to such new materials faithfully comply with the letter and spirit of the
Act. This offer to the District shall remain open until next Friday, July 27, 2018. If the District fails to work
with us in this manner we will be forced to file shortly thereafter. Again, our goal is to work amicably with the
District, notwithstanding its prior actions and the unconscionable 8+ month delay in the release of records, to
date.
Please note, It is also VOSD’s intent to intervene in the TRO hearing before Judge Hayes if Mr. Heron does not
amend his filings to include my client as the real party in interest. As a real party in interest, VOSD would
normally align itself with the respondent public agency in a reverse CPRA case – in this instance, without some
more immediate transparency on the District’s part, the normal case may not be applicable.

1

The information contained in this electronic mail transmission is confidential and intended to be sent only to the
stated recipient of the transmission. It may therefore be protected from unauthorized use or dissemination by the
attorney-client and/or attorney work-product privileges. If you are not the intended recipient or the intended
recipient's agent, you are hereby notified that any review, use, dissemination, distribution or copying of this
communication is strictly prohibited. You are also asked to notify us immediately by telephone and to delete
this transmission with any attachments and destroy all copies in any form. Thank you in advance for your
cooperation.
IRS CIRCULAR 230 DISCLOSURE: To ensure compliance with requirements imposed by the IRS, we inform
you that, to the extent this communication (or any attachment) addresses any tax matter, it was not written to be
(and may not be) relied upon to (i) avoid tax-related penalties under the Internal Revenue Code, or (ii) promote,
market or recommend to another party any transaction or matter addressed herein (or in any such attachment).
On July 18, 2018 4:04:26 PM "Clifford D. Weiler" <CWeiler@aalrr.com> wrote:

Please see the attached.
Please note especially the reference to the ex parte TRO hearing scheduled by and relating to Mr. Burgess’s
lawsuit, filed by attorney Herron yesterday; scheduled for July 25, 2018 at 8:45 a.m. in Department C-68 of the
San Diego Superior Court.
Clifford D. Weiler | Senior Counsel
Atkinson, Andelson, Loya, Ruud & Romo
4275 Executive Square, Suite 700, La Jolla, California 92037
Main (858) 485-9526 • Fax (858) 485-9412
cweiler@aalrr.com | website | subscribe

From: Felix Tinkov [mailto:felix@tinkovlaw.com]
Sent: Friday, July 13, 2018 3:28 PM
To: Clifford D. Weiler
Cc: 'Karl Mueller'; 'Rita Beyers'; 'Kami McElligott'; Ashly McGlone
Subject: RE: Public Records Request - Supplemental Response [AALRR-Cerritos.005455.00252]

Thank you, Clifford, for your reply. I will await your further direction by Wednesday of next week.
And I have copied Ms. McGlone on this message. She may be copied on future communications between us.
Regards,
Felix
2

The information contained in this electronic mail transmission is confidential and intended to be sent only to
the stated recipient of the transmission. It may therefore be protected from unauthorized use or dissemination
by the attorney-client and/or attorney work-product privileges. If you are not the intended recipient or the
intended recipient's agent, you are hereby notified that any review, use, dissemination, distribution or copying
of this communication is strictly prohibited. You are also asked to notify us immediately by telephone and to
delete this transmission with any attachments and destroy all copies in any form. Thank you in advance for
your cooperation.
IRS CIRCULAR 230 DISCLOSURE: To ensure compliance with requirements imposed by the IRS, we
inform you that, to the extent this communication (or any attachment) addresses any tax matter, it was not
written to be (and may not be) relied upon to (i) avoid tax-related penalties under the Internal Revenue Code,
or (ii) promote, market or recommend to another party any transaction or matter addressed herein (or in any
such attachment).
On July 13, 2018 3:22:33 PM "Clifford D. Weiler" <CWeiler@aalrr.com> wrote:

(FYI - I have not copied Ashly McGlone Ashly.McGlone@voiceofsandiego.org since she is represented by
you as her attorney. If you authorize my currently including her in my emails to you, please let me
know. Thank you.)
It was a pleasure discussing the issues relating to Coronado Unified School District and hearing your perspective this
morning, relating to Martin Gallegos and Randy Burgess. I also note that you type faster than me; thank you for your
email. In that regard, generically I do not engage in confirming or denying comments sent to me - I do not engage in what
are too often rhetorical self-serving argumentative interactive communications, whether or not the received
communication is accurate or inaccurate. Therefore, please do not be offended, nor interpret any silence by me as
confirmation or agreement with your comments, especially your legal analysis.
I do thank you for acknowledging the legal standard in your email. As you phrased your inquiries to me this morning
during our telephone call, you inquired as to whether the District’s approach was because the allegations were not
substantiated. I recognize and acknowledge that the original request by Ms. McGlone for disclosure used the term
“substantiated. However, despite the phraseology of your inquiries to me this morning, as I responded to you the test is
different; the test is whether the allegations were not well-founded, and I presume you were and are aware of the legal
standard. The District applied the applicable legal standard.
I mentioned I would contact you by next Wednesday. However, I am not able to contact my client and review documents
today; I suspect Coronado Unified School District may be on a summer schedule and closed today, Friday.
I will attempt to look into the factual allegations upon which you base your premise. In that regard, especially as relating
to Randy Burgess, as I mentioned this morning, your foundational premise is not correct; his paid administrative leave
3

was not disciplinary, so that there is no automatic correlation to wrongdoing. There is no correlation between an
employee’s placement on paid administrative leave and a determination that the allegations were well-founded or, as the
term you kept on using this morning, “substantiated.”
I also mentioned that as to Mr. Gallegos, I understood the misconduct relating to what you referred to as a plea of guilty,
concerned another school district (Sweetwater), and not Coronado. You believed that his plea of guilty automatically
waived the privacy issue. Preliminarily, whether or not that legal conclusion would apply to his Sweetwater employment
documents, it would not seem to apply to his employment in Coronado Unified School District. You also suggested the
District investigated and found the allegations substantiated or not substantiated — to which I believe I again reminded
you, the legal standard is “not well-founded.”
Your desire to resolve these issues amicably is shared. I will be responding as soon as possible to you, hopefully by next
Wednesday.
Clifford D. Weiler | Senior Counsel
Atkinson, Andelson, Loya, Ruud & Romo
4275 Executive Square, Suite 700, La Jolla, California 92037
Main (858) 485-9526 • Fax (858) 485-9412
cweiler@aalrr.com | website | subscribe

From: Felix Tinkov [mailto:felix@tinkovlaw.com]
Sent: Friday, July 13, 2018 10:45 AM
To: Clifford D. Weiler; Ashly McGlone
Cc: 'Karl Mueller'; 'Rita Beyers'; 'Kami McElligott'
Subject: RE: Public Records Request - Supplemental Response [AALRR-Cerritos.005455.00252]

Dear Clifford,
Thank you for speaking with me this morning by phone. To summarize our discussion, I lay out the highlights below:
1. VOSD is concerned with the District’s refusal to release records responsive to Ms. McGlone’s November 21,
2017 Public Records Act request as they relate to Messrs. Gallegos and Burgess. This refusal may reflect
similar instances of non‐disclosure relating to unidentified persons against whom similar allegations were
made.
2. We understand your client’s position is that it need not release responsive records with regard to Mr. Gallegos
because the claims were determined not to be well‐founded, or there was no investigation performed which
established the claims to be well‐founded.
3. We know Mr. Gallegos pleaded guilty with regard to a charge of unlawful sex with a minor, mirroring the
complaints made against him in both the Sweetwater and Coronado school districts.
4. VOSD believes that the similarity of the complaints leveled against Mr. Gallegos, while in the employ of the
Coronado Unified School District, with the crime for which he was convicted, establish reasonable cause to
believe the complaints are likely to be well‐founded where there is no evidence to the contrary. Such a well‐
founded claim results in the public’s right of access to the responsive public records sought by VOSD.
5. Moreover, your client’s reliance upon the personnel file exemption found at Government Code sec. 6254(c)
appears to be without merit given that the exemption requires that the contemplated disclosure of records
must result in “an unwarranted invasion of personal privacy.” In the instant situation, Mr. Gallegos does not
have a viable interest in personal privacy given his plea and conviction.
6. VOSD further understands that the District placed Mr. Burgess on paid administrative leave for well over 200
days, resulting in Mr. Burgess suing your client for reinstatement. We believe that that lawsuit is now being
appealed by Mr. Burgess.
7. Marken v Santa Monica‐Malibu Unified School District (2012) 202 Cal. App. 4th 1250, 1275 provides that where
allegations result in discipline, even where such discipline is as minor as “a private reproval,” responsive public
records must be disclosed.
4

8. Given Mr. Burgess’s own determination that he was punished by the District, and the resulting lawsuit exposing
some of the actions taken by your client in regard to its investigation of the claims made against him, it
appears to VOSD that the records responsive to Ms. McGlone’s request must be released in this instance as
well.
9. And, again, the personnel file exemption would not appear to be applicable in this instance because the release
of responsive records would not result in an unwarranted invasion of personal privacy. Mr. Burgess has, of his
own free will, openly and publicly sought redress for the District’s actions in regard to the claim(s) made
against him, thereby exposing the claims in a manner contrary to any privacy interest he may have otherwise
had.
10. In an effort to resolve these issues, you offered to speak with your client to determine whether they might
reconsider their position to avoid VOSD’s intention to file suit under the Public Records Act to recover these
records, but were unsure whether you could make contact today. I, in turn, offered that you get back to me
by next Wednesday, 7/18/18, and you agreed to attempt to meet this timeline.
If any of the above is incorrect, or otherwise does not meet your recollection, please feel free to respond accordingly.
Sincerely,
Felix Tinkov

The information contained in this electronic mail transmission is confidential and intended to be sent only to the stated recipient of the transmission. It may
therefore be protected from unauthorized use or dissemination by the attorney-client and/or attorney work-product privileges. If you are not the intended
recipient or the intended recipient's agent, you are hereby notified that any review, use, dissemination, distribution or copying of this communication is strictly
prohibited. You are also asked to notify us immediately by telephone and to delete this transmission with any attachments and destroy all copies in any form.
Thank you in advance for your cooperation.

IRS CIRCULAR 230 DISCLOSURE: To ensure compliance with requirements imposed by the IRS, we inform you that, to the extent this communication (or any
attachment) addresses any tax matter, it was not written to be (and may not be) relied upon to (i) avoid tax-related penalties under the Internal Revenue Code,
or (ii) promote, market or recommend to another party any transaction or matter addressed herein (or in any such attachment).

From: Clifford D. Weiler <CWeiler@aalrr.com>
Sent: Thursday, July 12, 2018 5:28 PM
To: Felix Tinkov <felix@tinkovlaw.com>; Ashly McGlone <Ashly.McGlone@voiceofsandiego.org>
Cc: 'Karl Mueller' <Karl.Mueller@coronadousd.net>; 'Rita Beyers' <Rita.Beyers@coronadousd.net>; 'Kami McElligott'
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<Kami.McElligott@coronadousd.net>
Subject: RE: Public Records Request ‐ Supplemental Response [AALRR‐Cerritos.005455.00252]

Mr. Tinkov:
I am interested in knowing of the basis for your belief that “we may have some disagreement.” I have an
8:30 appointment Friday morning but will try to contact you around 9:15/9:30 or so, or feel free to call me
after 10:30. Thank you.
Clifford D. Weiler | Senior Counsel
Atkinson, Andelson, Loya, Ruud & Romo
4275 Executive Square, Suite 700, La Jolla, California 92037
Main (858) 485-9526 • Fax (858) 485-9412
cweiler@aalrr.com | website | subscribe

From: Felix Tinkov [mailto:felix@tinkovlaw.com]
Sent: Tuesday, July 10, 2018 5:00 PM
To: Clifford D. Weiler; Ashly McGlone
Cc: 'Karl Mueller'; 'Rita Beyers'; 'Kami McElligott'
Subject: RE: Public Records Request - Supplemental Response [AALRR-Cerritos.005455.00252]

Clifford,
It appears we may have some disagreement about the District’s responsibility under the California Public Records Act
in regard to Voice of San Diego’s November 21, 2017 request. I would prefer that we handle this amicably and hope
that you agree.
Do you have time tomorrow or Friday to discuss this matter with me? Tomorrow, I am available before 11:30 AM and
after 2 PM, and Friday morning is available as well.
Thank you for your prompt attention to this matter.
Sincerely,
Felix

The information contained in this electronic mail transmission is confidential and intended to be sent only to the stated recipient of the transmission. It may
therefore be protected from unauthorized use or dissemination by the attorney-client and/or attorney work-product privileges. If you are not the intended
recipient or the intended recipient's agent, you are hereby notified that any review, use, dissemination, distribution or copying of this communication is strictly
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prohibited. You are also asked to notify us immediately by telephone and to delete this transmission with any attachments and destroy all copies in any form.
Thank you in advance for your cooperation.

IRS CIRCULAR 230 DISCLOSURE: To ensure compliance with requirements imposed by the IRS, we inform you that, to the extent this communication (or any
attachment) addresses any tax matter, it was not written to be (and may not be) relied upon to (i) avoid tax-related penalties under the Internal Revenue Code,
or (ii) promote, market or recommend to another party any transaction or matter addressed herein (or in any such attachment).

From: Clifford D. Weiler <CWeiler@aalrr.com>
Sent: Tuesday, July 10, 2018 3:16 PM
To: Ashly McGlone <Ashly.McGlone@voiceofsandiego.org>
Cc: 'Karl Mueller' <Karl.Mueller@coronadousd.net>; 'Rita Beyers' <Rita.Beyers@coronadousd.net>; 'Kami McElligott'
<Kami.McElligott@coronadousd.net>; Felix Tinkov <felix@tinkovlaw.com>
Subject: RE: Public Records Request ‐ Supplemental Response [AALRR‐Cerritos.005455.00252]

In reply to your email to me of yesterday, July 9, 2018 @ 5:45 pm:
There were no responsive records identified relating to your request and Martin Gallegos in his
capacity as an employee of Coronado Unified School District, and I understand that therefore, nothing
was withheld relating to him.

Clifford D. Weiler | Senior Counsel
Atkinson, Andelson, Loya, Ruud & Romo
4275 Executive Square, Suite 700, La Jolla, California 92037
Main (858) 485-9526 • Fax (858) 485-9412
cweiler@aalrr.com | website | subscribe

From: Ashly McGlone [mailto:Ashly.McGlone@voiceofsandiego.org]
Sent: Monday, July 09, 2018 5:45 PM
To: Clifford D. Weiler
Cc: 'Karl Mueller'; 'Rita Beyers'; 'Kami McElligott'; Felix Tinkov
Subject: RE: Public Records Request - Supplemental Response [AALRR-Cerritos.005455.00252]

Hi Clifford,
Hope you are well.
Can you confirm no responsive records were ever identified for former ROTC program employee Martin Gallegos?
Were documents for him withheld?
Ashly
From: Felix Tinkov <felix@tinkovlaw.com>
Sent: Friday, May 25, 2018 12:29 PM
To: Clifford D. Weiler <CWeiler@aalrr.com>
Cc: 'Karl Mueller' <Karl.Mueller@coronadousd.net>; 'Rita Beyers' <Rita.Beyers@coronadousd.net>; 'Kami McElligott'
<Kami.McElligott@coronadousd.net>; Ashly McGlone <Ashly.McGlone@voiceofsandiego.org>
Subject: RE: Public Records Request ‐ Supplemental Response [AALRR‐Cerritos.005455.00252]
Thank you for the confirmation.
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The information contained in this electronic mail transmission is confidential and intended to be sent only to the stated recipient of the transmission. It may
therefore be protected from unauthorized use or dissemination by the attorney-client and/or attorney work-product privileges. If you are not the intended
recipient or the intended recipient's agent, you are hereby notified that any review, use, dissemination, distribution or copying of this communication is strictly
prohibited. You are also asked to notify us immediately by telephone and to delete this transmission with any attachments and destroy all copies in any form.
Thank you in advance for your cooperation.

IRS CIRCULAR 230 DISCLOSURE: To ensure compliance with requirements imposed by the IRS, we inform you that, to the extent this communication (or any
attachment) addresses any tax matter, it was not written to be (and may not be) relied upon to (i) avoid tax-related penalties under the Internal Revenue Code,
or (ii) promote, market or recommend to another party any transaction or matter addressed herein (or in any such attachment).

From: Clifford D. Weiler <CWeiler@aalrr.com>
Sent: Thursday, May 24, 2018 1:47 PM
To: Felix Tinkov <felix@tinkovlaw.com>
Cc: 'Karl Mueller' <Karl.Mueller@coronadousd.net>; 'Rita Beyers' <Rita.Beyers@coronadousd.net>; 'Kami McElligott'
<Kami.McElligott@coronadousd.net>; Ashly McGlone <Ashly.McGlone@voiceofsandiego.org>
Subject: RE: Public Records Request ‐ Supplemental Response [AALRR‐Cerritos.005455.00252]

In response to your email:
Had the individual been disciplined, formally or informally, or if any of the allegations made against
him were determined to be well-founded or substantiated, then the information would have been
disclosed.

Clifford D. Weiler | Senior Counsel
Atkinson, Andelson, Loya, Ruud & Romo
4275 Executive Square, Suite 700, La Jolla, California 92037
Main (858) 485-9526 • Fax (858) 485-9412
cweiler@aalrr.com | website | subscribe

From: Felix Tinkov [mailto:felix@tinkovlaw.com]
Sent: Thursday, May 24, 2018 10:10 AM
To: Clifford D. Weiler; Ashly McGlone
Cc: 'Karl Mueller'; 'Rita Beyers'; 'Kami McElligott'
Subject: RE: Public Records Request - Supplemental Response [AALRR-Cerritos.005455.00252]

Dear Clifford,
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Thank you for your response. Can you please clarify whether the individual at issue was disciplined, formally
or informally, and whether any of the allegations made against him were determined to be well-founded or
substantiated?
Thank you,
Felix Tinkov

The information contained in this electronic mail transmission is confidential and intended to be sent only to
the stated recipient of the transmission. It may therefore be protected from unauthorized use or dissemination
by the attorney-client and/or attorney work-product privileges. If you are not the intended recipient or the
intended recipient's agent, you are hereby notified that any review, use, dissemination, distribution or copying
of this communication is strictly prohibited. You are also asked to notify us immediately by telephone and to
delete this transmission with any attachments and destroy all copies in any form. Thank you in advance for
your cooperation.
IRS CIRCULAR 230 DISCLOSURE: To ensure compliance with requirements imposed by the IRS, we
inform you that, to the extent this communication (or any attachment) addresses any tax matter, it was not
written to be (and may not be) relied upon to (i) avoid tax-related penalties under the Internal Revenue Code,
or (ii) promote, market or recommend to another party any transaction or matter addressed herein (or in any
such attachment).
On May 24, 2018 10:03:35 AM "Clifford D. Weiler" <CWeiler@aalrr.com> wrote:
It was requested I respond to your email inquiries of May 21, 2018:

The research resulted in what had been provided to you.
You ask why information about a particular “teacher/coach was left out,” and
you attach a link:
https://www.nbcsandiego.com/news/local/Legendary-Coronado-CoachSuspended-Allegations-of-Inappropriate-Behavior-446310883.html
Your request of November 21, 2017, asked for “all public records relating to any
substantiated claims….” The claims did not meet your requisite standard for
disclosure. That NBC story does not establish that any allegation was
substantiated, and included that teacher/coach indicated “It’s a ridiculous
allegation” and was a “total fabrication.” That story also includes a quote
explaining why the District took the action it did, and that action was not based
9

on the allegations having as yet then been substantiated to the degree relevant for
your requested Public Records Act disclosure. The relevant conclusion for
purposes of your request was and remains, the District was not able to
substantiate the allegations.
If you disagree, please let Superintendent Mueller and the other district
individuals in your email chain know (as well as copy me) so that the
teacher/coach may be informed and included in this discussion. Thank you.
(I note your email chain includes Mr. Tinkov. If there is a desire by you or by
him that I always communicate directly to him as to this matter, with him
presumingly forwarding my comments to you, rather than responding to you
directly, please let me know.)

Clifford D. Weiler | Senior Counsel
Atkinson, Andelson, Loya, Ruud & Romo
4275 Executive Square, Suite 700, La Jolla, California 92037
Main (858) 485-9526 • Fax (858) 485-9412
cweiler@aalrr.com | website | subscribe

From: Ashly McGlone [mailto:Ashly.McGlone@voiceofsandiego.org]
Sent: Monday, May 21, 2018 3:35 PM
To: 'Karl Mueller'
Cc: Clifford D. Weiler; 'Rita Beyers'; Felix Tinkov; 'Kami McElligott'
Subject: RE: Public Records Request - Supplemental Response

Hi Superintendent Mueller,
I received Kami’s out of office reply. Can someone else follow up on this this week?
Thank you,
Ashly
From: Ashly McGlone
Sent: Monday, May 21, 2018 3:32 PM
To: Kami McElligott <Kami.McElligott@coronadousd.net>
Cc: Clifford D. Weiler <CWeiler@aalrr.com>; fmt@lfap.com; Karl Mueller <Karl.Mueller@coronadousd.net>; Rita
Beyers <Rita.Beyers@coronadousd.net>
Subject: RE: Public Records Request ‐ Supplemental Response
Hi Kami,
In looking over the PRA files provided a few months ago, it appears only the following employees were identified in
the responsive documents:
Ramiro Vasquez (custodian)
Shawanda Turner (bus driver)
John Coolidge (maintenance worker)
Were no teacher records responsive for the last 10 years?
Is there a reason this teacher/coach was left out?
https://www.nbcsandiego.com/news/local/Legendary‐Coronado‐Coach‐Suspended‐Allegations‐of‐Inappropriate‐
Behavior‐446310883.html
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I could use some clarity.
Thank you,
Ashly
From: Kami McElligott <Kami.McElligott@coronadousd.net>
Sent: Wednesday, February 7, 2018 4:22 PM
To: Ashly McGlone <Ashly.McGlone@voiceofsandiego.org>
Cc: Clifford D. Weiler <CWeiler@aalrr.com>; fmt@lfap.com; Karl Mueller <Karl.Mueller@coronadousd.net>; Rita
Beyers <Rita.Beyers@coronadousd.net>
Subject: Public Records Request ‐ Supplemental Response
Hello Ms. McGlone,
Please see the attached supplemental response.
Respectfully,
Kami McElligott
Executive Assistant to the Superintendent/Board
Coronado Unified School District
201 Sixth Street, Coronado, CA 92118
(619) 522‐8900, ext. 1025
kmcelligott@coronadousd.net

TRUSTWORTHINESS ** RESPECT ** RESPONSIBILITY ** FAIRNESS ** CARING ** CITIZENSHIP *
Character is doing the right thing, even when no one is watching!
e‐mail disclaimer: This communication and any documents, files, or previous e‐mail messages attached to it constitute an electronic communication within the
scope of the Electronic Communication Privacy Act, 18 USCA 2510. This communication may contain non‐public, confidential, or legally privileged information
intended for the sole use of the designated recipient(s). The unlawful interception, use or disclosure of such information is strictly prohibited under 18 USCA 2511
and any applicable laws.
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July 20, 2018

VIA EMAIL
Felix Tinkov
225 Broadway, Suite 1900
San Diego, CA 92101
Re:

Coronado Unified School District: Gallegos and Burgess

Dear Mr. Tinkov:
Your email of July 20, 2018 at 10:50 a.m. is surprising, as well as disappointing. As I had
mentioned in my correspondence of July 18, 2018:
Thank you for your patience and understanding of the difficult
position school districts are in when there is a need to tread
carefully as the PRA obligations are considered along with the
employees' rights to privacy. Coronado Unified School District is
attempting to implement its legal obligations within the California
Public Records Act as it attempts to respect any alleged right to
Mr. Burgess's privacy in that context.
It is also surprising and disappointing that you jump to conclusions based upon allegations in a
petition, since as I presume you know as a litigator, allegations themselves are not necessarily
factually reliable or accurate and denials in pleadings often occur.
You also presume there are documents which should have been disclosed earlier. The District
representatives have at all times operated in good faith, attempting to properly discern its legal
obligations and prohibitions. As you are well aware, a public entity, especially given potentially
conflicting obligations, may provide the so-called "Marken" notice(s) to a subject employee. It
is within such a proceeding that the validity of the employee's perspective and arguments are
addressed, and the predicament of public entities' obligations/prohibitions resolved. To have
disclosed documents prematurely undoubtedly would have resulted in litigation and to what you
reference in your most recent email, i.e., "unnecessary expenditures of public funds and
litigation."

ATKINSON, ANDELSON, LOYA, RUUD & ROMO

Felix Tinkov
July 20, 2018
Page 2
As for any documents involving Mr. Burgess, upon considering the arguments asserted on Mr.
Burgess's behalf prohibiting disclosure, the District initially declined disclosure. When Mr.
Burgess and/or his representative was informed the issue of disclosure recently continued, he
exercised his legal right to pursue the Marken litigation.
The "bottom line" is the District looks forward to judicial guidance within the current Marken
litigation to resolve what are conflicting assertions of prohibition by Mr. Burgess and his
representatives and obligations argued by you. The ex parte hearing this coming Wednesday,
July 25, 2018 and its subsequent follow-ups within the Marken litigation are the most expedient
ways to obtain that judicial guidance. I therefore repeat, "Thank you for your patience and
understanding of the difficult position school districts are in when there is a need to tread
carefully as the PRA obligations are considered along with the employees' rights to privacy."
Your offer which "shall remain open until next Friday, July 27, 2018" is acknowledged. The ex
parte order, if any, following the hearing of Wednesday, July 25, 2018, may be instructive as to
whether the District can or cannot consider that offer.
Sincerely,
ATKINSON, AND ELSON, LOY A, RUUD & ROMO

Clifford D. Weiler
CDW:jlt
cc:

Ashly McGlone, Voice of San Diego
Email: Ashly.McGlone@voiceofsandiego.org
Karl Mueller, Superintendent
Rita Beyers, Assistant Superintendent

Exhibit L

Felix Tinkov
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:
Attachments:

Clifford D. Weiler <CWeiler@aalrr.com>
Tuesday, August 7, 2018 3:08 PM
Felix Tinkov
Coronado USD - PRA request, further dialogue [AALRR-Cerritos.005455.00252]
[Untitled].pdf; 12-5-16 ltr Shawanda Turner.pdf; 12-5-16 Ltr to J. Coolidge.pdf

Importance:

High

This is another response to your email of July 31, 2018, at 4:41 p.m. I recognize these
responses are “piecemeal,” but this method expedites constructively resolving these
issues. Rather than wait until a totally comprehensive response, I provide the following as
the District desires to comply with its obligations within the law, recognizing that there are
conflicting interpretations as to obligations and prohibitions especially relating to Mr.
Burgess.
Your email demands “the District redouble its efforts” to search for responsive
documents. Although the District believes it has done a comprehensive search within the
parameters of the Public Records Act request (and as you clarified) and complied with its
obligations and prohibitions, given your comments, without admitting or implying any prior
insufficiency, the District will engage your request. That representation is not an abstract
platitude; as you likely noted in the documents lodged by Attorney Herron, the District is not
adverse to reconsidering its legal position relating to disclosure of particular
documents. (Therefore, my prior email - see below - inquiring of the legal bases for some of
your assertions; the District really would consider your explanations and citations of legal
authorities as to contested issues.)
In the context of your email asking the District to “redouble its efforts and examine its papers
… and electronic files …”, you (and/or Voice of San Diego) evidently believe there was more
that the District did not disclose. I recognize you have no duty to respond to this request,
but, bluntly, what do you (including Voice of San Diego) have? Or more broadly, what do you
believe exists that we did not provide? The bluntness of that inquiry is prompted by (1) the
nature and verbiage of your email implies you and/or Voice of San Diego already possess
copies of other materials you believe are responsive; (2) a continuing attempt by the District
to mutually resolve these issues without the necessity of judicial intervention; (3) because of
the ten-year duration within the request, you may have been supplied documents from nonschool district sources which, for whatever reason (such as they were never received by the
District) are currently or were inaccessible as the District conducted its searches; (4) your
disclosing what you have would facilitate your demand and help the District engage in
further investigation; and (5) logically and most bluntly, if you already possess particular
document(s), why would we as attorneys for our respective clients both be engaging in
disputes as to whether or not you should receive a particular document that you already
have? I repeat, you are under no obligation to provide that information, but as the District
sincerely wishes to comply with its obligations within the law, hopefully common sense will
prevail over pre-litigation advocacy.
In that context, I also note that the order from Judge Hayes does not prevent disclosure of
documents relating to Mr. Burgess, by you or Voice of San Diego, to me or the District.
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Any factual information which you or Voice of San Diego possesses which would assist the
District in complying with your demand the District redouble its efforts and examine paper
and electronic files, will be sincerely appreciated. Thank you for your consideration.

Clifford D. Weiler | Senior Counsel
Atkinson, Andelson, Loya, Ruud & Romo
4275 Executive Square, Suite 700, La Jolla, California 92037
Main (858) 485-9526 • Fax (858) 485-9412
cweiler@aalrr.com | website | subscribe

From: Clifford D. Weiler
Sent: Friday, August 03, 2018 1:52 PM
To: 'Felix Tinkov'
Subject: RE: Non-Burgess related Records [AALRR-Cerritos.005455.00252]
Thank you for what I hope to be perceived as continuing constructive discussions as these difficult issues are addressed
and resolved. (And so as to not implicate violating Judge Hayes’s order, I avoid commenting about Burgess documents.)
First I address the Gallegos matter.
(1) There seems to be a presumption that Coronado Unified School District had received relevant complaint(s)
about him when he was employed in Coronado Unified School District, based upon a lawsuit filed against
Sweetwater Union High School District which also named Coronado Unified School District. As I believe I
mentioned in a prior email, when that lawsuit is analyzed as to Coronado Unified School District, it hopefully
becomes clear that there is no substance to the allegations against or involving Coronado Unified School District,
to the extent that Coronado Unified School District should not have been named in that litigation. That reality
became so clear that Coronado Unified School District was (or is being) dismissed from that lawsuit as per the
agreement of the parties, a copy of which is attached to this email. (See the above attachment labeled
“[Untitled].”)
(2) You had mentioned you might provide more specificity as to why your client believes there was a relevant
complaint which should have been disclosed. The District will consider that information if/when received.
Your comments in your July 31, 4:41 p.m. email will be considered. However, please elaborate on the legal basis for at
least the following issues, and your perspectives will be further considered:
You seem to assert that redactions could not be based on the fact that the matters redacted were not relating to
matters in the original request (as that PRA request was later clarified by you). I refer for example to your
comment, “… those items are subsumed by the agency’s requirement to divulge the totality of the record to the
public.” However, to the extent matters not responsive to the PRA request were redacted, such redactions would
seem to be appropriate given the right to privacy of others as to matters not involved with the PRA request. For
example (and hypothetically), what if a redaction involved personal information about a third party’s social life? If
you have litigated this issue already and received judicial direction such as within the context of this type of PRA
request which, I understand, was submitted to many other school districts, please let me know so that any local
judicial precedent can be considered as your comments in your email are considered. Even if there is no such
local judicial precedent, any citations of legal authorities supporting your assertion would be considered in an
effort to resolve these issues without litigation.
You ask, “Voice of San Diego requests the District provide legible copies of pages 3 and 4 of 7 in the January 31,
2018 record production, as it is very difficult to ascertain whether we completely understand the content
therein.” Copies are attached.
After the ex parte hearing on July 25, you and I privately discussed providing to you a “privilege log.” As I understood and
understand its purpose, the intent was to provide a basis by which your client would believe that Coronado Unified School
District had disclosed and provided everything responsive to the PRA request. (Thank you for sending me a copy of
another district’s submission of their privilege log.) If your client did not believe the Coronado Unified School District had
disclosed all the documents before, as I verbally pondered during our discussion why would your client believe otherwise
if Coronado Unified School District supplied a privilege log? That question remains, especially after considering the
2

efforts and costs of relating the detail of information which was contained in the example. From the District’s current
perspective, it has already provided the information which it considered responsive (and the redactions referenced in your
email of July 25 will be re-analyzed and explained ASAP – later so as not to delay the transmission of this email).
If I have not responded to any particular aspect of your email, that is not indicative of negativity, agreement, or
disagreement, but rather reflects my attempt to be as complete as possible in responding to you as soon as possible
without delaying responses to the remaining aspects.
Thank you.

Clifford D. Weiler | Senior Counsel
Atkinson, Andelson, Loya, Ruud & Romo
4275 Executive Square, Suite 700, La Jolla, California 92037
Main (858) 485-9526 • Fax (858) 485-9412
cweiler@aalrr.com | website | subscribe

From: Felix Tinkov [mailto:felix@tinkovlaw.com]
Sent: Tuesday, July 31, 2018 4:41 PM
To: Clifford D. Weiler
Subject: RE: Non-Burgess related Records [AALRR-Cerritos.005455.00259]

Hello Clifford,
In follow up to our discussion last week, I have reviewed the records produced by Coronado Unified School District in
response to Ms. McGlone’s November 21, 2017 California Public Records Act request for “All public records relating to
any substantiated claims of sexual misbehavior and related misconduct for any employee, official, contractor,
agent, or volunteer of the District arising within the last 10 years.” For your reference, we received (a) on January
23, 2018, four pages of redacted materials, along with a 3 page cover letter, referring to two incidents, one in 2013
and the other in 2016, (b) on January 31, 2018, four pages of redacted materials, along with a 3 page cover letter,
overlapping largely with the January 23, 2018 production, and (c) on February 7, 2018, 30 pages of largely
unredacted materials (the redactions seem to be solely as to the identities of complainant students), along with a
two page cover letter. For your convenience, I include all three responses to this message.

Having reviewed these responses more closely with my client, it appears we have several issues which need to be
resolved as follows:
1. We remain unclear on the basis for the redactions in the January 31, 2018 production as to the items listed
below and request the District consider disclose those items or explain why they will not:


“At that time, he presented concerns regarding your (redacted) actions during a conversation you had with
him on November 3, 2016 in the Maintenance Department break room. His concerns included: (Redacted)”



“I have interviewed Mr. Gonzalez and Mr. Costantino (sp?). These employees stated: …” Two bullet points
are redacted entirely.



“You acknowledged (redacted)”



“…the conversation by discussing how work space would be allocated when the new Lead Maintenance
Worker began employment. (redacted).”



“Your concerns included: (redacted)”



“These employees stated:” Two bullet points redacted entirely.
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“She acknowledged (redacted) touching you.”



“Ms. Turner also stated you initiated the conversation by discussing how work space would be allocated
when the new Lead Maintenance Worker began employment. (redacted).”



“I have concluded both parties have a clear understanding of appropriate workplace (redacted) behavior.”

Voice of San Diego requests the District provide legible copies of pages 3 and 4 of 7 in the January 31, 2018 record
production, as it is very difficult to ascertain whether we completely understand the content therein.
We understand that District has previously explained that certain items were redacted because they did not relate to
matters of sexual misconduct. If this remains the position of the District, we kindly remind you that the records at issue
are being released to us as part of Public Records Act request and unless there is a specific exemption claimed for any
redaction, those items are subsumed by the agency’s requirement to divulge the totality of the record to the public.
It appears that the District has released only a couple of documents relating to certain of the incidents described in the
production of records as opposed to sum total of all of the public records relating to these matters, as was requested by
Ms. McGlone on November 21, 2017. We must demand the District redouble its efforts and examine its paper (including
any held offsite in archive, or managed by a third party, such as an insurer or joint authority agency) and electronic files
(including, emails or other electronically prepared or delivered reports) to ensure a complete effort has been made.
Finally, Voice notes with great interest that the records provided seem to only relate to classified employees rather than
teachers. We have become aware of several complaints made against Mr. Burgess prior to the one which resulted in his
2017 suspension, and at least one complaint filed in late 2014 with regard to Mr. Gallegos – I hope to have more
information which I can share with you on these points in short order. From a statistical point of view, it is difficult to
believe that no other sexual misconduct complaints against teachers have been lodged, in the period between
November 2007 and November 2017, and where none of those allegations were determined to be substantiated. We
must, therefore, ask that the District redouble its efforts in ensuring that no responsive records were missed in its earlier
efforts. If the District determines that its first pass was, in fact, accurate, we must then ask if the District will affirm that
complaints and/or allegations of sexual misconduct have been made against its employees, agents, contractors and/or
volunteers, other than those about whom the District has already provided records to us, and for which the District
determined that those complaints and/or allegations were not well‐founded and that no disciplines was imposed. If we
can get a clear answer on this point and a privilege log as described in my earlier set of messages, it is my hope that we
can avoid litigation to untangle this situation.
Sincerely,
Felix
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The information contained in this electronic mail transmission is confidential and intended to be sent only to the stated recipient of the transmission. It may
therefore be protected from unauthorized use or dissemination by the attorney-client and/or attorney work-product privileges. If you are not the intended recipient
or the intended recipient's agent, you are hereby notified that any review, use, dissemination, distribution or copying of this communication is strictly prohibited.
You are also asked to notify us immediately by telephone and to delete this transmission with any attachments and destroy all copies in any form. Thank you in
advance for your cooperation.

IRS CIRCULAR 230 DISCLOSURE: To ensure compliance with requirements imposed by the IRS, we inform you that, to the extent this communication (or any
attachment) addresses any tax matter, it was not written to be (and may not be) relied upon to (i) avoid tax-related penalties under the Internal Revenue Code, or
(ii) promote, market or recommend to another party any transaction or matter addressed herein (or in any such attachment).

From: Clifford D. Weiler <CWeiler@aalrr.com>
Sent: Wednesday, July 25, 2018 2:52 PM
To: Felix Tinkov <felix@tinkovlaw.com>
Subject: RE: Non‐Burgess related Records [AALRR‐Cerritos.005455.00259]

Likewise, much appreciated. Thank you.
Clifford D. Weiler | Senior Counsel
Atkinson, Andelson, Loya, Ruud & Romo
4275 Executive Square, Suite 700, La Jolla, California 92037
Main (858) 485-9526 • Fax (858) 485-9412
cweiler@aalrr.com | website | subscribe

From: Felix Tinkov [mailto:felix@tinkovlaw.com]
Sent: Wednesday, July 25, 2018 2:50 PM
To: Clifford D. Weiler
Subject: RE: Non-Burgess related Records [AALRR-Cerritos.005455.00259]

Much appreciated.
In related news, I am attempting to secure information which I can relay to you regarding Gallegos. I understand that
there is at least one girl who filed a complaint (not sure of the formality of the complaint) with Coronado regarding
Gallegos’s sexual misconduct with her. No more details are available to share at this time, but will see what I can do.
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The information contained in this electronic mail transmission is confidential and intended to be sent only to the stated recipient of the transmission. It may
therefore be protected from unauthorized use or dissemination by the attorney-client and/or attorney work-product privileges. If you are not the intended recipient
or the intended recipient's agent, you are hereby notified that any review, use, dissemination, distribution or copying of this communication is strictly prohibited.
You are also asked to notify us immediately by telephone and to delete this transmission with any attachments and destroy all copies in any form. Thank you in
advance for your cooperation.

IRS CIRCULAR 230 DISCLOSURE: To ensure compliance with requirements imposed by the IRS, we inform you that, to the extent this communication (or any
attachment) addresses any tax matter, it was not written to be (and may not be) relied upon to (i) avoid tax-related penalties under the Internal Revenue Code, or
(ii) promote, market or recommend to another party any transaction or matter addressed herein (or in any such attachment).

From: Clifford D. Weiler <CWeiler@aalrr.com>
Sent: Wednesday, July 25, 2018 2:38 PM
To: Felix Tinkov <felix@tinkovlaw.com>
Subject: RE: Non‐Burgess related Records [AALRR‐Cerritos.005455.00259]

Thank you. After obtaining direction, I will let you know….
Clifford D. Weiler | Senior Counsel
Atkinson, Andelson, Loya, Ruud & Romo
4275 Executive Square, Suite 700, La Jolla, California 92037
Main (858) 485-9526 • Fax (858) 485-9412
cweiler@aalrr.com | website | subscribe

From: Felix Tinkov [mailto:felix@tinkovlaw.com]
Sent: Wednesday, July 25, 2018 11:12 AM
To: Clifford D. Weiler
Subject: Non-Burgess related Records

Dear Clifford,
It was a pleasure speaking with you after the TRO hearing this morning. In follow up to our discussion, I reiterate Voice
of San Diego’s request that the Coronado Unified School District prepare a complete and thorough privilege log of all
records responsive to Ashly McGlone’s November 21, 2017 California Public Records Act request. For your convenience,
I have provided an exemplar of a privilege log previously prepared by San Diego Unified School District in a CPRA case
with VOSD. VOSD requests that Coronado provide a complete accounting of all potentially responsive records, including
those already provided, defining the basis for withholding or redacting the records.
6

Given Judge Hayes’ order this morning, VOSD does not require that the privilege log include any records relating to
Randall Burgess.
In the interest of working this matter out amicably, we will extend the deadline previously given to the District from this
coming Friday, July 27, 2018, and instead ask that the District provide the privilege log by close of business on August 3,
2018. Thereafter, VOSD will review the log and return to you with any follow on requests to disclose withheld or
redacted records, along with a legal justification for doing so. Should we be able to resolve all claims for withholding or
redacting records to each of the parties’ satisfaction, VOSD believes we can avoid litigation between the parties as to
these public records.
In addition, I have asked VOSD to review the approximately 34 pages of redacted records Coronado previously provided
in response to the November 21, 2017 CPRA request, and to mark up those redactions where there may be some issue
as to the propriety of any claimed exemptions. My goal is to provide you with those comments next week.
If any of the above is unclear, please do not hesitate to contact me. I will stand by for your client’s determination on
how it wishes to proceed.
Sincerely,
Felix

The information contained in this electronic mail transmission is confidential and intended to be sent only to the stated recipient of the transmission. It may
therefore be protected from unauthorized use or dissemination by the attorney-client and/or attorney work-product privileges. If you are not the intended recipient
or the intended recipient's agent, you are hereby notified that any review, use, dissemination, distribution or copying of this communication is strictly prohibited.
You are also asked to notify us immediately by telephone and to delete this transmission with any attachments and destroy all copies in any form. Thank you in
advance for your cooperation.

IRS CIRCULAR 230 DISCLOSURE: To ensure compliance with requirements imposed by the IRS, we inform you that, to the extent this communication (or any
attachment) addresses any tax matter, it was not written to be (and may not be) relied upon to (i) avoid tax-related penalties under the Internal Revenue Code, or
(ii) promote, market or recommend to another party any transaction or matter addressed herein (or in any such attachment).
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Dear Mr. Coolidge;

This lettet· L-; in response to the concerns you expressed t.o me on November 7. 2016. During ow· meeting.. you
presented concerns regarding Shawanda Turner, .Bus Driver. The concerns per:tained to a conversation you had
with i\1s. Tume.r iqn l'{o~m.~r. ~ •.·7.JU9 ia, !l'le Maintt!naneeJ~.e.s . ··
·ak room. Your concerns int;iucted:

•
•

Ms. Tum.er hugged you even

During our cOU\ ersation, you .s1.ared thro 1he topic of conversation w;1s departtncnr work space and what ""'ould
happen to fl.fa. Tumer:s work space when the new Lead Maintenance Worker began employmenL You advised
that Ms. Turne; laret· apologized to you. You said Robert Gonzalez and Mario Costantino were both in the
room duri11g yoi.1r conversation with Ms. Turner.
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I have im<;rview.ed.Mr.

•

Q9~l~~ n~d

.

•--.:

~

Mr. Cost:amino.
_These
em loyecs stated:
.
·-

•
..

You later informed them Ms. Turner had apolC1g:iz.ed.

I also inter-viewed Ms. Turner. She ncknowledge<l
t-ou.ching you. She confirmed she did apologize to you. . urner ruso st.nfed you initiated tb~ conversation by
discussiqg
"'. ~vork:·. ~pqae
\~~~'? 111~ n.e~~-·~~g, Ma~oten ce Worker . · 1 employment.
. !,10_
,....,... ....wou!d.l?~
...
___!':ll<;i.~~!~
..___ .. -·
~

·-~- ·-

-~

After my conversations "".ith yqu an.d Ms. Turner', I bave c.oocluded both pa.'"tles have a cleai understwlding of
approprim:e workµlace
behavior. If you have additionnl concerns or ifthet'e al.'e ndditionru
iflc}d11nti;, please do net hesitate 10 contact me.

Il

Karen Carlson, Director. Ma.inrena.cne, Operati.ons. ~md T:-ansportati.on
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SETTLEMENT AGREEMENT ANO GENERAL RELEASE OF ALL CLAIMS

ARTICLE 1

This Settlement Agreement and General Release of A11 Claims(''Agreement") is made and
entered inlo between Plaintiff JANE ROE. an individual, and Defendant CORONADO UNIFIED
SCHOOL DISTRJCT, a public entity, (the "DISTRICT'). ROE and the DISTRICT arc sometimes
referred to as ''Party," individually, or collectively as the "Parties."
ARTICLE 2
RECITALS
2.1
ROE, fikd a Complaint in 2017 against the DISTRICT in the San Diego County
Superior Court, Central Division, entitled "Jane Roe v. Sweetwater Union High School District,
and Coronado Unified School District", Case No. 37-2017-00008091-CU-PO-CTL ("Lawsuit'').
2.2
ROE now wishes to release and discharge the DISTRICT from all claims asserted,
or which may have been asserted, in the Lawsuit, including all claims arising from the events
alleged in the Complaint, as well as all other claims or causes of action, whether known or
unknown. suspected or unsuspected. all on terms as set forth in this Agreement.
ARTICLE 3
AGREEMENT

NOW, THEREFORE, in consideration of the promises and agreements set forth , it is
agreed by and between the Parties as follows:
3.1

Consideralion compromise

3. 1.1 In exchange for a waiver of costs, including attorney's fees, ROE agrees to
dismiss the Lawsuit against Lhe DJSTRJCT and promises to deliver lo Defendant's counsel a
signed and confonned Request for Dismissal with Prejudice of the Lawsuit within Len (I 0) days
of execution of this Agreement.

ARTICLE 4
4.1. I

GENERAL RELEASE OF CLAIMS:

ROE for herself and for her heirs, assigns, executors, administrators. and successors.
forever release and discharge the DISTRICT and its employees, shareholders. principals, agents,
officers. directors, attorneys, servants, representatives, predecessors, successors in interest, and
assignees from all deman<ls, liens, assignments, contracts, covenants, actions, suits, causes of
action, obligations, costs, expenses, anomeys' fees, damages, losses. claims, controversies,
judgments, orders. and liabilities of whatever character, nature and kind. known or unknown,
suspected or unsuspected. and whether or not concealed or hidden, including, but not limited to,
any and all claims that were or may have been asserted in the Lawsuit or for all events up to the
date of this Agreement. or both. In furtherance of this release, ROE expressly, knowingly, and
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voluntarily waives all rights or benefits confen-ed upon her by the provisions of California Civil
Code section 1542 or any similar state or federal Jaw, or both. California Civil Code section 1542
provides as fo llows:

A GENERAL RELEASE DOES NOT EXTEND TO CLAIMS WHICH
THE CREDITOR DOES NOT KNOW OR SUS PECT TO EXIST IN HIS OR HER
FAVOR AT THE TIME OF EXECUTTNG THE RELEASE, WHICH JF KNO\VN
BY HIM OR HER MUST HAVE MATERJALL Y AFFECTED HIS OR HER
SETTLEMENT WITH THE DEBTOR.
ROE expressly waives Civil Code section 1542 and expressly agrees and consents that the Release
shall be given full force and effect in accordance with each and all of its express terms and
provisions, relating to known and unsuspected claims, demands, or causes of action in the past,
present, and future.
4.2
ROE agrees lo hold harmless and to indemnify the DISTRICT for and against any
claim, lien, or debt that has or may arise from the incidents or events described, including, but not
limited to, all medical liens.
ARTICLE 5
GENERAL PROVISIONS

This Agn::ement has been ful ly reviewed by the Parties and their respective counsel.
The Parties expressly waive any common law or statutory rule of construction that ambiguities
should be construed against the drafter of this Agreement.
5 .1

5.2
The Parties agree that this Agreement constitutes a compromise, an accord and
satisfaction of disputed claims, and shall not be treated as an admission of liability or fault by
either Party, for any purpose.
5.3
The Parties further declare and represent that this Agreement contains the entire
agreement between them and that the terms of this Agreement, including the RECJT ALS, are
contractual and not a mere recital.

5.4
No waiver by any Party of any breach of this Agreement by any other Party shall
operate or be construed as a waiver of any other or later breach. No waiver by any Party of any
breach of this Agreement by any other Party shall be effective unless it is in writing and signed by
the Party claimed to have waived such breach.

5.5

This Agreement may be amended only in a writing executed by the Parties.

5.6

The Parties represent and warrant that:

5.6.1 They have not assigned or transferred, or purported to assign or transfer, to
any person or entity, any right or claim being released, or any portion of it, or any interest therein;
and
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5.6.2 They arc the sole owners of each of the rights and claims that are alleged or
constitute the claims being released.
5.6.3 They are executing this agreement voluntarily, without undue influence or
coercion by any person or entity, with a full understanding of the tenns of this Agreement and by
advice of counsel.
5.6.4 Should any court, arbitrator, or tribunal of competent jurisdiction detennine
that any tenn or provision of this Agreement is unenforceable, such tcmi or provision shall be
deemed to be deleted as though it had never been a part of this Agreement, and the validity,
legality, and enforceability of the remaining tenns and provisions shall not be in any way affected
or imperiled.
5.6.5 This Agreement shall be construed in accordance with the laws of the State
of California. This Agreement shall not be construed against the Party preparing it but shall be
construed as if all Parties jointly prepared this Agreemenl. Any uncertainty or ambiguity shal J not
be interpreted against any one Party. Any action to enforce any of the provisions of this Agreement
will commence in a court of competent jurisdiction in San Diego County, California.

5.6.6 This Agreement shall be effective against any Party upon the facsimile
transmission by that Party of an executed copy of the Agreement and the placement in the U.S.
mail, postage prepaid, of an executed original.
5.6.7 This Agreement may be executed and delivered in two or more
counterparts, each of which shall be deemed an original , but all of which together shall constitute
one and the same instrument. facsimile signatures will suffice and be treated as originals.
5.6.8 By signing this Agreement, the Parties represent that they fully understand
their right to review all aspects of this Agreement with an attorney of their choice, that they have
had the opportunity to consult with an attorney of their choice, that they have carefully read and
fully understands all the provisions of this Agreement and that they freely, knowingly and
voluntarily enters into this Settlement Agreement and General Release of All Claims.

lThis space intentionally left black; signature page follows]
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IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the undersigned have executed the Agreement on the date

affixed by t11eir signature.
Date:

·1/1:?;,·c/
1;u .!__.'}

APPROVED AS TO FORM:
-,> ;<:: I"· ..
Dated: r - · 1- I CS
Signature:

.;:;,.,,.
. ..,, ...
- ,,, ...-·
.
_.,,,, ··~,//~.···-L. _~( ~~·· =----·- ~- . - -- - - .

.

~

Dated:

•I

_.,,.,,,.~·~

Jrwin t\1. Za~in. Esq.
Devin Sture'y, E.c;q
The Zalkin Law Firm, P.C.

Atto~ey

''·

~1· t.0· l-v

~
~ ~

Signature: .

fon~~OE
~
~

&.1~---:--Je_ffie...__y P. Wade Jr:, Es

...
Amir H. Azimzadeh q.
ARTIANO SHJNOFF
Attorneys for Coronado Unified Scbool

District
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Exhibit M

Felix Tinkov
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Felix Tinkov
Wednesday, August 8, 2018 5:22 PM
Clifford D. Weiler
RE: Coronado USD - PRA request, further dialogue [AALRR-Cerritos.005455.00252]

Hello Clifford,
Sorry to hear about the dental work. In light of this, I am willing to push back both deadlines posed in my email today to
next Friday, August 17 at 5 PM. Should you need additional time, upon confirming the District will follow through with
our requests, please let me know as soon as possible so that I can confer with my client.
Regards,
Felix

The information contained in this electronic mail transmission is confidential and intended to be sent only to the stated recipient of the transmission. It may
therefore be protected from unauthorized use or dissemination by the attorney-client and/or attorney work-product privileges. If you are not the intended recipient
or the intended recipient's agent, you are hereby notified that any review, use, dissemination, distribution or copying of this communication is strictly prohibited.
You are also asked to notify us immediately by telephone and to delete this transmission with any attachments and destroy all copies in any form. Thank you in
advance for your cooperation.

IRS CIRCULAR 230 DISCLOSURE: To ensure compliance with requirements imposed by the IRS, we inform you that, to the extent this communication (or any
attachment) addresses any tax matter, it was not written to be (and may not be) relied upon to (i) avoid tax-related penalties under the Internal Revenue Code, or
(ii) promote, market or recommend to another party any transaction or matter addressed herein (or in any such attachment).

From: Clifford D. Weiler <CWeiler@aalrr.com>
Sent: Wednesday, August 8, 2018 5:14 PM
To: Felix Tinkov <felix@tinkovlaw.com>
Subject: RE: Coronado USD ‐ PRA request, further dialogue [AALRR‐Cerritos.005455.00252]
Please be aware that the District has implemented the redoubling of efforts to discern if additional documents exist
which should be disclosed. Your comments in your email of August 8 @ 2:10 are helpful, appreciated, and will be
followed up.
1

As for your deadlines, without intending to reflect or imply any intention to delay, I need to be out of the county for a
Board meeting most of tomorrow, Thursday August 9 and am having three teeth removed at 1:00 Friday, August
9. Those realities will not allow for meeting your deadlines. (To assign these tasks to another attorney would not
successfully meet your desired deadlines.) Hopefully you understand that although the District will follow up on your
leads and will consider preparing a privilege log, those matters will take more time than you demand. I would suggest
a particular time frame but with having three teeth removed, I do not know when I will be functional; hopefully (and I
expect) I will be back by early next week. Thank you for any consideration you provide.

Clifford D. Weiler | Senior Counsel
Atkinson, Andelson, Loya, Ruud & Romo
4275 Executive Square, Suite 700, La Jolla, California 92037
Main (858) 485-9526 • Fax (858) 485-9412
cweiler@aalrr.com | website | subscribe

From: Felix Tinkov [mailto:felix@tinkovlaw.com]
Sent: Wednesday, August 08, 2018 2:10 PM
To: Clifford D. Weiler
Subject: RE: Coronado USD - PRA request, further dialogue [AALRR-Cerritos.005455.00252]

Clifford,
I respond to your August 3, 2018 and August 7, 2018 email messages in this correspondence.
Regarding Mr. Gallegos, Voice does not presume that there were complaints lodged against Mr. Gallegos while
employed by Coronado Unified School District based solely upon the filings in the lawsuit naming Sweetwater Union
High School District and your client. Rather, we have confirmed from complaining parties that there were actual
complaints alleging sexual misconduct by Mr. Gallegos while in your client’s employ. At this time, I am at liberty to
provide you with the name and approximate date of one such complaint filed on behalf of Megan Curtin by (or in
concert with) her mother, Christina Curtin, in late 2014, shortly before Mr. Gallegos separated from Coronado Unified
School District. It is our understanding that Megan Curtin alleges she was in the ROTC program when she was harassed
by Mr. Gallegos . I understand that my client has additional information about this matter, as well as other complaints
(and complainants) relating to Mr. Gallegos but we are not yet able to divulge this information. It is on this basis that
Voice has requested that your client redouble its efforts to ensure that it has not missed any responsive materials to Ms.
McGlone’s November 21, 2017 CPRA request. If the District is unable to track down this, or any other relevant
complaints and related materials, my client would like to know whether the records were destroyed or are otherwise
unavailable, and the reason behind this. Alternatively, if the District wishes to withhold responsive records in relation to
Mr. Gallegos, we must demand that your client provide the legal basis for doing so.
Regarding Mr. Burgess, Voice has been in contact with multiple parents and former students who claim to have lodged
formal complaints with your client. At this time, I am only able to divulge the identities of Valeria and Alana Teisner. In
2011 and 2012, the Teisners complained directly to Karl Mueller, then the principal of Coronado High School, of ongoing
sexual harassment by Mr. Burgess against Alana Teisner, then a student at the school. Again, we have more detail of the
alleged complaints, as well as the names of several other complainants who claim to have complained to school staff,
but are unable to release this information at this time. We understand Judge Hayes’ direction at our July 25, 2018
hearing restricts the District from releasing responsive documents to Voice of San Diego regarding Mr. Burgess until she
makes a ruling on the substance of Mr. Herron’s expected motion for preliminary injunction on September 28,
2018. Nevertheless, Voice must demand that the District more diligently review its records to confirm whether
responsive materials exist as to claims from parties other than the student which initiated the District’s suspension of
Mr. Burgess in 2017. As with our demand in regard to Mr. Gallegos, Voice must be informed whether the District no
longer has (actual or constructive) possession due to the records destruction or for any other enumerated reason, or if
the District is withholding such records based upon a legal exemption, which must be specified.
2

With regard to the issue of redactions, it is not the public’s duty to explain to your client why records must be
released. Rather the onus is on the agency to explain why it chooses not release records and to provide a specific legal
basis for doing so pursuant to Government Code section 6255. We see no legal basis for redacting portions of records
which are responsive to Ms. McGlone’s November 21, 2017 CPRA request, and expect the District to offer a legitimate,
and specific, exemption on which it relies to redact information included in a public record. As an example of this, I
direct you to review the Marken case where the Court specifically provides that the only acceptable redactions, in a case
similar to the ones at issue between our clients, were as to the names and personal information of the complainant and
witnesses identified in the documents, likely because those individuals were students and/or had an expectation of
privacy.
With regard to Voice’s request for a privilege log, it appears that the District delays its production and does so at its own
peril. We have now given the District two extensions to produce such a privilege log and note that if your client does
not have much in the way of responsive records, it should be a relatively easy task to prepare the document. As we
discussed, we can compel its production during the course of litigation and wish to avoid entering into litigation if this
matter can be resolved amicably. But time, and patience, are running out in that regard. The more the District delays
the production of a privilege log, the greater the suspicion that it is hiding responsible materials. Responding specifically
to your question of why Voice would believe your client’s privilege log if it is suspicious of the responses it has received
to date, the answer is quite simple. The privilege log is different from a response to a CPRA request in that it provides
specificity with respect to the District’s exemption claims as to the whole universe of potentially responsive records in
the agency’s possession. As you know, a CPRA response only provides a subset of responsive records to which no
exemptions are applied offering no understanding of what materials were left out, or the specific legal bases upon which
such materials were withheld or redacted. Without knowing what records the District holds back, and why, Voice is left
only with its own investigatory results to determine whether your client has been forthcoming. Given that my client has
found a number of individuals who have claimed acts of sexual misconduct against Messrs. Gallegos and Burgess, and
the District’s claims that no substantive records as to either are to be released, Voice wishes to understand what, if
anything, the District has held back, or failed to track down.
We appreciate your willingness to work with us in resolving this matter amicably, but this delay in producing responsive
records and the privilege log simply cannot be countenanced any longer. I have been given authority to file suit against
your client but wish to offer one final opportunity to avoid this. Voice expects that the District will produce the privilege
log no later than 5 PM on Friday, August 10, 2018. Given that we have patiently waited for its production for some time,
this appears to us to be a feasible deadline. If you disagree, please let me know why and when you expect to be able to
complete the task. Additionally, we expect the District to review its records more thoroughly with regard to the
complainants mentioned above as to Messrs. Gallegos and Burgess. Again, we also know that there were other
complaints alleged at each of these individuals by other parties and expect the District will ensure that it searches for all
such responsive materials. We can offer the District until 5 PM on Wednesday August 15, 2018 to complete this effort
and to provide us with a fulsome and transparent response as to the outcome of this search along with the responsive
records and explanations as to why any potentially responsive materials were withheld.
Voice wishes to make clear that it does not make these demands lightly, nor does it threaten suit under the CPRA
without consideration. My client has serious concerns about the District’s actions, policies and procedures, and wishes
to inform the public about matters of great concern, including those related to workplace sexual harassment at public
institutions, especially where those heinous actions may affect school children. I have no doubt that your client is
similarly interested in the protection of its students, and must counterbalance this interest against the risk incurred from
releasing such records. Nevertheless, as a government agency, your client is bound to follow the law. If that means the
agency must be exposed to risk, then that is an issue which it should take up with the Legislature. Alternatively, if the
District has failed to investigate the complaints made against these two men, and any others, that too must be exposed
so that the agency can rectify how it operates in a manner consistent with the law. This is not intended to be pedantic,
though it likely comes off this way. Rather, I wish to inform you that Voice will aggressively pursue stories which affect
its readership, especially where there is an understanding that a public agency has failed to adhere to the law, or has
otherwise made conditions more dangerous than they need be (whether through purposeful action, or inaction).
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I hope that your next response will provide what Voice has requested above so that we can put this matter to rest in
short order.
Sincerely,
Felix

The information contained in this electronic mail transmission is confidential and intended to be sent only to the stated recipient of the transmission. It may
therefore be protected from unauthorized use or dissemination by the attorney-client and/or attorney work-product privileges. If you are not the intended recipient
or the intended recipient's agent, you are hereby notified that any review, use, dissemination, distribution or copying of this communication is strictly prohibited.
You are also asked to notify us immediately by telephone and to delete this transmission with any attachments and destroy all copies in any form. Thank you in
advance for your cooperation.

IRS CIRCULAR 230 DISCLOSURE: To ensure compliance with requirements imposed by the IRS, we inform you that, to the extent this communication (or any
attachment) addresses any tax matter, it was not written to be (and may not be) relied upon to (i) avoid tax-related penalties under the Internal Revenue Code, or
(ii) promote, market or recommend to another party any transaction or matter addressed herein (or in any such attachment).

From: Clifford D. Weiler <CWeiler@aalrr.com>
Sent: Tuesday, August 7, 2018 3:08 PM
To: Felix Tinkov <felix@tinkovlaw.com>
Subject: Coronado USD ‐ PRA request, further dialogue [AALRR‐Cerritos.005455.00252]
Importance: High
This is another response to your email of July 31, 2018, at 4:41 p.m. I recognize these
responses are “piecemeal,” but this method expedites constructively resolving these
issues. Rather than wait until a totally comprehensive response, I provide the following as
the District desires to comply with its obligations within the law, recognizing that there are
conflicting interpretations as to obligations and prohibitions especially relating to Mr.
Burgess.
Your email demands “the District redouble its efforts” to search for responsive
documents. Although the District believes it has done a comprehensive search within the
parameters of the Public Records Act request (and as you clarified) and complied with its
obligations and prohibitions, given your comments, without admitting or implying any prior
insufficiency, the District will engage your request. That representation is not an abstract
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platitude; as you likely noted in the documents lodged by Attorney Herron, the District is not
adverse to reconsidering its legal position relating to disclosure of particular
documents. (Therefore, my prior email - see below - inquiring of the legal bases for some of
your assertions; the District really would consider your explanations and citations of legal
authorities as to contested issues.)
In the context of your email asking the District to “redouble its efforts and examine its papers
… and electronic files …”, you (and/or Voice of San Diego) evidently believe there was more
that the District did not disclose. I recognize you have no duty to respond to this request,
but, bluntly, what do you (including Voice of San Diego) have? Or more broadly, what do you
believe exists that we did not provide? The bluntness of that inquiry is prompted by (1) the
nature and verbiage of your email implies you and/or Voice of San Diego already possess
copies of other materials you believe are responsive; (2) a continuing attempt by the District
to mutually resolve these issues without the necessity of judicial intervention; (3) because of
the ten-year duration within the request, you may have been supplied documents from nonschool district sources which, for whatever reason (such as they were never received by the
District) are currently or were inaccessible as the District conducted its searches; (4) your
disclosing what you have would facilitate your demand and help the District engage in
further investigation; and (5) logically and most bluntly, if you already possess particular
document(s), why would we as attorneys for our respective clients both be engaging in
disputes as to whether or not you should receive a particular document that you already
have? I repeat, you are under no obligation to provide that information, but as the District
sincerely wishes to comply with its obligations within the law, hopefully common sense will
prevail over pre-litigation advocacy.
In that context, I also note that the order from Judge Hayes does not prevent disclosure of
documents relating to Mr. Burgess, by you or Voice of San Diego, to me or the District.
Any factual information which you or Voice of San Diego possesses which would assist the
District in complying with your demand the District redouble its efforts and examine paper
and electronic files, will be sincerely appreciated. Thank you for your consideration.

Clifford D. Weiler | Senior Counsel
Atkinson, Andelson, Loya, Ruud & Romo
4275 Executive Square, Suite 700, La Jolla, California 92037
Main (858) 485-9526 • Fax (858) 485-9412
cweiler@aalrr.com | website | subscribe

From: Clifford D. Weiler
Sent: Friday, August 03, 2018 1:52 PM
To: 'Felix Tinkov'
Subject: RE: Non-Burgess related Records [AALRR-Cerritos.005455.00252]
Thank you for what I hope to be perceived as continuing constructive discussions as these difficult issues are addressed
and resolved. (And so as to not implicate violating Judge Hayes’s order, I avoid commenting about Burgess documents.)
First I address the Gallegos matter.
(1) There seems to be a presumption that Coronado Unified School District had received relevant complaint(s)
about him when he was employed in Coronado Unified School District, based upon a lawsuit filed against
Sweetwater Union High School District which also named Coronado Unified School District. As I believe I
mentioned in a prior email, when that lawsuit is analyzed as to Coronado Unified School District, it hopefully
becomes clear that there is no substance to the allegations against or involving Coronado Unified School District,
to the extent that Coronado Unified School District should not have been named in that litigation. That reality
became so clear that Coronado Unified School District was (or is being) dismissed from that lawsuit as per the
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agreement of the parties, a copy of which is attached to this email. (See the above attachment labeled
“[Untitled].”)
(2) You had mentioned you might provide more specificity as to why your client believes there was a relevant
complaint which should have been disclosed. The District will consider that information if/when received.
Your comments in your July 31, 4:41 p.m. email will be considered. However, please elaborate on the legal basis for at
least the following issues, and your perspectives will be further considered:
You seem to assert that redactions could not be based on the fact that the matters redacted were not relating to
matters in the original request (as that PRA request was later clarified by you). I refer for example to your
comment, “… those items are subsumed by the agency’s requirement to divulge the totality of the record to the
public.” However, to the extent matters not responsive to the PRA request were redacted, such redactions would
seem to be appropriate given the right to privacy of others as to matters not involved with the PRA request. For
example (and hypothetically), what if a redaction involved personal information about a third party’s social life? If
you have litigated this issue already and received judicial direction such as within the context of this type of PRA
request which, I understand, was submitted to many other school districts, please let me know so that any local
judicial precedent can be considered as your comments in your email are considered. Even if there is no such
local judicial precedent, any citations of legal authorities supporting your assertion would be considered in an
effort to resolve these issues without litigation.
You ask, “Voice of San Diego requests the District provide legible copies of pages 3 and 4 of 7 in the January 31,

2018 record production, as it is very difficult to ascertain whether we completely understand the content
therein.” Copies are attached.
After the ex parte hearing on July 25, you and I privately discussed providing to you a “privilege log.” As I understood and
understand its purpose, the intent was to provide a basis by which your client would believe that Coronado Unified School
District had disclosed and provided everything responsive to the PRA request. (Thank you for sending me a copy of
another district’s submission of their privilege log.) If your client did not believe the Coronado Unified School District had
disclosed all the documents before, as I verbally pondered during our discussion why would your client believe otherwise
if Coronado Unified School District supplied a privilege log? That question remains, especially after considering the
efforts and costs of relating the detail of information which was contained in the example. From the District’s current
perspective, it has already provided the information which it considered responsive (and the redactions referenced in your
email of July 25 will be re-analyzed and explained ASAP – later so as not to delay the transmission of this email).
If I have not responded to any particular aspect of your email, that is not indicative of negativity, agreement, or
disagreement, but rather reflects my attempt to be as complete as possible in responding to you as soon as possible
without delaying responses to the remaining aspects.
Thank you.

Clifford D. Weiler | Senior Counsel
Atkinson, Andelson, Loya, Ruud & Romo
4275 Executive Square, Suite 700, La Jolla, California 92037
Main (858) 485-9526 • Fax (858) 485-9412
cweiler@aalrr.com | website | subscribe

From: Felix Tinkov [mailto:felix@tinkovlaw.com]
Sent: Tuesday, July 31, 2018 4:41 PM
To: Clifford D. Weiler
Subject: RE: Non-Burgess related Records [AALRR-Cerritos.005455.00259]

Hello Clifford,
In follow up to our discussion last week, I have reviewed the records produced by Coronado Unified School District in
response to Ms. McGlone’s November 21, 2017 California Public Records Act request for “All public records relating to
any substantiated claims of sexual misbehavior and related misconduct for any employee, official, contractor,
agent, or volunteer of the District arising within the last 10 years.” For your reference, we received (a) on January
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23, 2018, four pages of redacted materials, along with a 3 page cover letter, referring to two incidents, one in 2013
and the other in 2016, (b) on January 31, 2018, four pages of redacted materials, along with a 3 page cover letter,
overlapping largely with the January 23, 2018 production, and (c) on February 7, 2018, 30 pages of largely
unredacted materials (the redactions seem to be solely as to the identities of complainant students), along with a
two page cover letter. For your convenience, I include all three responses to this message.
Having reviewed these responses more closely with my client, it appears we have several issues which need to be
resolved as follows:
1. We remain unclear on the basis for the redactions in the January 31, 2018 production as to the items listed
below and request the District consider disclose those items or explain why they will not:


“At that time, he presented concerns regarding your (redacted) actions during a conversation you had with
him on November 3, 2016 in the Maintenance Department break room. His concerns included: (Redacted)”



“I have interviewed Mr. Gonzalez and Mr. Costantino (sp?). These employees stated: …” Two bullet points
are redacted entirely.



“You acknowledged (redacted)”



“…the conversation by discussing how work space would be allocated when the new Lead Maintenance
Worker began employment. (redacted).”



“Your concerns included: (redacted)”



“These employees stated:” Two bullet points redacted entirely.



“She acknowledged (redacted) touching you.”



“Ms. Turner also stated you initiated the conversation by discussing how work space would be allocated
when the new Lead Maintenance Worker began employment. (redacted).”



“I have concluded both parties have a clear understanding of appropriate workplace (redacted) behavior.”

Voice of San Diego requests the District provide legible copies of pages 3 and 4 of 7 in the January 31, 2018 record
production, as it is very difficult to ascertain whether we completely understand the content therein.
We understand that District has previously explained that certain items were redacted because they did not relate to
matters of sexual misconduct. If this remains the position of the District, we kindly remind you that the records at issue
are being released to us as part of Public Records Act request and unless there is a specific exemption claimed for any
redaction, those items are subsumed by the agency’s requirement to divulge the totality of the record to the public.
It appears that the District has released only a couple of documents relating to certain of the incidents described in the
production of records as opposed to sum total of all of the public records relating to these matters, as was requested by
Ms. McGlone on November 21, 2017. We must demand the District redouble its efforts and examine its paper (including
any held offsite in archive, or managed by a third party, such as an insurer or joint authority agency) and electronic files
(including, emails or other electronically prepared or delivered reports) to ensure a complete effort has been made.
Finally, Voice notes with great interest that the records provided seem to only relate to classified employees rather than
teachers. We have become aware of several complaints made against Mr. Burgess prior to the one which resulted in his
2017 suspension, and at least one complaint filed in late 2014 with regard to Mr. Gallegos – I hope to have more
information which I can share with you on these points in short order. From a statistical point of view, it is difficult to
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believe that no other sexual misconduct complaints against teachers have been lodged, in the period between
November 2007 and November 2017, and where none of those allegations were determined to be substantiated. We
must, therefore, ask that the District redouble its efforts in ensuring that no responsive records were missed in its earlier
efforts. If the District determines that its first pass was, in fact, accurate, we must then ask if the District will affirm that
complaints and/or allegations of sexual misconduct have been made against its employees, agents, contractors and/or
volunteers, other than those about whom the District has already provided records to us, and for which the District
determined that those complaints and/or allegations were not well‐founded and that no disciplines was imposed. If we
can get a clear answer on this point and a privilege log as described in my earlier set of messages, it is my hope that we
can avoid litigation to untangle this situation.
Sincerely,
Felix

The information contained in this electronic mail transmission is confidential and intended to be sent only to the stated recipient of the transmission. It may
therefore be protected from unauthorized use or dissemination by the attorney-client and/or attorney work-product privileges. If you are not the intended recipient
or the intended recipient's agent, you are hereby notified that any review, use, dissemination, distribution or copying of this communication is strictly prohibited.
You are also asked to notify us immediately by telephone and to delete this transmission with any attachments and destroy all copies in any form. Thank you in
advance for your cooperation.

IRS CIRCULAR 230 DISCLOSURE: To ensure compliance with requirements imposed by the IRS, we inform you that, to the extent this communication (or any
attachment) addresses any tax matter, it was not written to be (and may not be) relied upon to (i) avoid tax-related penalties under the Internal Revenue Code, or
(ii) promote, market or recommend to another party any transaction or matter addressed herein (or in any such attachment).

From: Clifford D. Weiler <CWeiler@aalrr.com>
Sent: Wednesday, July 25, 2018 2:52 PM
To: Felix Tinkov <felix@tinkovlaw.com>
Subject: RE: Non‐Burgess related Records [AALRR‐Cerritos.005455.00259]

Likewise, much appreciated. Thank you.
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Clifford D. Weiler | Senior Counsel
Atkinson, Andelson, Loya, Ruud & Romo
4275 Executive Square, Suite 700, La Jolla, California 92037
Main (858) 485-9526 • Fax (858) 485-9412
cweiler@aalrr.com | website | subscribe

From: Felix Tinkov [mailto:felix@tinkovlaw.com]
Sent: Wednesday, July 25, 2018 2:50 PM
To: Clifford D. Weiler
Subject: RE: Non-Burgess related Records [AALRR-Cerritos.005455.00259]

Much appreciated.
In related news, I am attempting to secure information which I can relay to you regarding Gallegos. I understand that
there is at least one girl who filed a complaint (not sure of the formality of the complaint) with Coronado regarding
Gallegos’s sexual misconduct with her. No more details are available to share at this time, but will see what I can do.

The information contained in this electronic mail transmission is confidential and intended to be sent only to the stated recipient of the transmission. It may
therefore be protected from unauthorized use or dissemination by the attorney-client and/or attorney work-product privileges. If you are not the intended recipient
or the intended recipient's agent, you are hereby notified that any review, use, dissemination, distribution or copying of this communication is strictly prohibited.
You are also asked to notify us immediately by telephone and to delete this transmission with any attachments and destroy all copies in any form. Thank you in
advance for your cooperation.

IRS CIRCULAR 230 DISCLOSURE: To ensure compliance with requirements imposed by the IRS, we inform you that, to the extent this communication (or any
attachment) addresses any tax matter, it was not written to be (and may not be) relied upon to (i) avoid tax-related penalties under the Internal Revenue Code, or
(ii) promote, market or recommend to another party any transaction or matter addressed herein (or in any such attachment).

From: Clifford D. Weiler <CWeiler@aalrr.com>
Sent: Wednesday, July 25, 2018 2:38 PM
To: Felix Tinkov <felix@tinkovlaw.com>
Subject: RE: Non‐Burgess related Records [AALRR‐Cerritos.005455.00259]

Thank you. After obtaining direction, I will let you know….
Clifford D. Weiler | Senior Counsel
Atkinson, Andelson, Loya, Ruud & Romo
4275 Executive Square, Suite 700, La Jolla, California 92037
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Main (858) 485-9526 • Fax (858) 485-9412
cweiler@aalrr.com | website | subscribe

From: Felix Tinkov [mailto:felix@tinkovlaw.com]
Sent: Wednesday, July 25, 2018 11:12 AM
To: Clifford D. Weiler
Subject: Non-Burgess related Records

Dear Clifford,
It was a pleasure speaking with you after the TRO hearing this morning. In follow up to our discussion, I reiterate Voice
of San Diego’s request that the Coronado Unified School District prepare a complete and thorough privilege log of all
records responsive to Ashly McGlone’s November 21, 2017 California Public Records Act request. For your convenience,
I have provided an exemplar of a privilege log previously prepared by San Diego Unified School District in a CPRA case
with VOSD. VOSD requests that Coronado provide a complete accounting of all potentially responsive records, including
those already provided, defining the basis for withholding or redacting the records.
Given Judge Hayes’ order this morning, VOSD does not require that the privilege log include any records relating to
Randall Burgess.
In the interest of working this matter out amicably, we will extend the deadline previously given to the District from this
coming Friday, July 27, 2018, and instead ask that the District provide the privilege log by close of business on August 3,
2018. Thereafter, VOSD will review the log and return to you with any follow on requests to disclose withheld or
redacted records, along with a legal justification for doing so. Should we be able to resolve all claims for withholding or
redacting records to each of the parties’ satisfaction, VOSD believes we can avoid litigation between the parties as to
these public records.
In addition, I have asked VOSD to review the approximately 34 pages of redacted records Coronado previously provided
in response to the November 21, 2017 CPRA request, and to mark up those redactions where there may be some issue
as to the propriety of any claimed exemptions. My goal is to provide you with those comments next week.
If any of the above is unclear, please do not hesitate to contact me. I will stand by for your client’s determination on
how it wishes to proceed.
Sincerely,
Felix
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The information contained in this electronic mail transmission is confidential and intended to be sent only to the stated recipient of the transmission. It may
therefore be protected from unauthorized use or dissemination by the attorney-client and/or attorney work-product privileges. If you are not the intended recipient
or the intended recipient's agent, you are hereby notified that any review, use, dissemination, distribution or copying of this communication is strictly prohibited.
You are also asked to notify us immediately by telephone and to delete this transmission with any attachments and destroy all copies in any form. Thank you in
advance for your cooperation.

IRS CIRCULAR 230 DISCLOSURE: To ensure compliance with requirements imposed by the IRS, we inform you that, to the extent this communication (or any
attachment) addresses any tax matter, it was not written to be (and may not be) relied upon to (i) avoid tax-related penalties under the Internal Revenue Code, or
(ii) promote, market or recommend to another party any transaction or matter addressed herein (or in any such attachment).
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Exhibit N

Felix Tinkov
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Clifford D. Weiler <CWeiler@aalrr.com>
Friday, September 21, 2018 6:45 PM
Felix Tinkov
RE: Burgess v. Coronado Unified School District [AALRR-Cerritos.005455.00259]

Given the arguments and potential arguments as I mentioned, I would rather not place me or my client at risk of a new
lawsuit from them. Thank you for whatever tolerance you have regarding my approach in this litigation.
I have been “distracted” (especially the preparation of filings in the Marken lawsuit) but intend to get back to the PRA
request and the redoubling this coming week.
Thank you.
Clifford D. Weiler | Senior Counsel
Atkinson, Andelson, Loya, Ruud & Romo
4275 Executive Square, Suite 700, La Jolla, California 92037
Main (858) 485-9526 • Fax (858) 485-9412
cweiler@aalrr.com | website | subscribe

From: Felix Tinkov [mailto:felix@tinkovlaw.com]
Sent: Friday, September 21, 2018 4:12 PM
To: Clifford D. Weiler
Subject: Re: Burgess v. Coronado Unified School District [AALRR-Cerritos.005455.00259]

Clifford,
While I understand taking precautions, this position appears extreme. It is highly unusual to file an entire brief
under seal, where only certain materials are potentially confidential, specifically the records at issue. I find it
hard to believe the court will take the briefs under seal. But do what you feel you must.
I will also remind you that we have patiently waited for the District's renewed search regarding the Gallegos
materials. Today was the latest self-imposed deadline set by the District for its production. My hope is that this
is not further delayed.
Felix
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The information contained in this electronic mail transmission is confidential and intended to be sent only to the
stated recipient of the transmission. It may therefore be protected from unauthorized use or dissemination by the
attorney-client and/or attorney work-product privileges. If you are not the intended recipient or the intended
recipient's agent, you are hereby notified that any review, use, dissemination, distribution or copying of this
communication is strictly prohibited. You are also asked to notify us immediately by telephone and to delete
this transmission with any attachments and destroy all copies in any form. Thank you in advance for your
cooperation.
IRS CIRCULAR 230 DISCLOSURE: To ensure compliance with requirements imposed by the IRS, we inform
you that, to the extent this communication (or any attachment) addresses any tax matter, it was not written to be
(and may not be) relied upon to (i) avoid tax-related penalties under the Internal Revenue Code, or (ii) promote,
market or recommend to another party any transaction or matter addressed herein (or in any such attachment).
On September 21, 2018 6:36:13 PM "Clifford D. Weiler" <CWeiler@aalrr.com> wrote:
As I near completion of my pleadings and the supporting documents, and consider the implications of what you
undoubtedly know to be the recent court filing by Mr. Burgess/Mr. Herron relating to libel, I am likely to not commit what
they (or the Judge) might consider my violating the literal terms of the prohibitions against me as stated in the attached
Minute Orders – not to disclose “anything” or “any information” “relating to Mr. Burgess” “other than to Burgess or his
counsel”…. which may literally mean not providing you anything as I file all my pleadings and supporting documents
under conditional seal as a result of that language in the Orders. I apologize for that change in my approach, but I do not
desire to expose me (or my client) to any argument (or ruling) that I violated the literal Orders of the Judge. Hopefully
sometime soon you will receive the full packet, presuming the Judge allows unsealing as she rules against the petition
for the writ.

Clifford D. Weiler | Senior Counsel
Atkinson, Andelson, Loya, Ruud & Romo
4275 Executive Square, Suite 700, La Jolla, California 92037
Main (858) 485-9526 • Fax (858) 485-9412
cweiler@aalrr.com | website | subscribe

From: Clifford D. Weiler
Sent: Thursday, September 20, 2018 9:27 AM
To: 'Felix Tinkov'
Subject: RE: Burgess v. Coronado Unified School District [AALRR-Cerritos.005455.00259]
Thank you for your offer re services. I apologize for the delay in responding.
Service from and to you via email or e-service in this current proceeding case # 37-2018-00035086 –CU-WM-CTL is
mutually acceptable as to you/Voice of San Diego and AALRR/me on behalf of Respondent Coronado Unified School
District.
FYI – I am considering what you should receive in terms of service at this stage of the proceeding, given that you are not
yet officially included, Mr. Herron may likely strictly interpret the Court’s minute orders (see attached), especially in the
context of his claims of retaliation. Since public filings would be accessible to you, such as declarations involving the
flow of documents without anything specific to Mr. Burgess, and since Mr. Herron served you with some pleadings, I am
inclined to serve you with copies of my pleadings except those that would be submitted under seal. The latter are
currently intended to address the facts as to why the documents at issue in this proceeding should be
discloseable. Hopefully if/when you are permitted to see/read them (presuming the Writ and injunction are denied), you
will concur that we did at least a good job asserting the right of VofSD to access the records at issue in this matter.
Clifford D. Weiler | Senior Counsel
Atkinson, Andelson, Loya, Ruud & Romo
4275 Executive Square, Suite 700, La Jolla, California 92037
Main (858) 485-9526 • Fax (858) 485-9412
cweiler@aalrr.com | website | subscribe
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From: Felix Tinkov [mailto:felix@tinkovlaw.com]
Sent: Thursday, September 13, 2018 2:27 PM
To: Matthew Herron
Cc: Tammy Dos Santos; Ken Lau; Clifford D. Weiler
Subject: Burgess v. Coronado Unified School District

Dear Mr. Herron:
We are in receipt of your motion for preliminary injunction and the ancillary filings thereto. Thank you.
For future reference, we will accept email and/or e‐service going forward so that your client may avoid incurring the
expense of couriers. We would appreciate your confirmation that you will similarly accept service via email and/or e‐
service. Our offer to accept service in this manner extends to the Coronado Unified School District – Mr. Weiler is
copied on this message – and we expect confirmation that the same courtesy will be returned.
Regards,
Felix

The information contained in this electronic mail transmission is confidential and intended to be sent only to the stated recipient of the transmission. It may
therefore be protected from unauthorized use or dissemination by the attorney-client and/or attorney work-product privileges. If you are not the intended recipient
or the intended recipient's agent, you are hereby notified that any review, use, dissemination, distribution or copying of this communication is strictly prohibited.
You are also asked to notify us immediately by telephone and to delete this transmission with any attachments and destroy all copies in any form. Thank you in
advance for your cooperation.

IRS CIRCULAR 230 DISCLOSURE: To ensure compliance with requirements imposed by the IRS, we inform you that, to the extent this communication (or any
attachment) addresses any tax matter, it was not written to be (and may not be) relied upon to (i) avoid tax-related penalties under the Internal Revenue Code, or
(ii) promote, market or recommend to another party any transaction or matter addressed herein (or in any such attachment).
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Exhibit O

Felix Tinkov
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:
Attachments:

Clifford D. Weiler <CWeiler@aalrr.com>
Tuesday, October 9, 2018 4:31 PM
Felix Tinkov
Burgess v. Coronado Unified School District & PRA Requests #1 & #2 [AALRR-Cerritos.005455.00259]
Coron Burgess pages 6-27.pdf

Importance:

High

Your email of Friday, October 5, 2018 requested copies of certain bates-stamped documents. More specifically,
“Pursuant to the Court’s order and direction this morning, VOSD demands the District immediately produce: 1.
Pages stamped #6-27 of the records at issue in this litigation.” They are provided with this email, but not because
of any agreement with your interpretations nor your demand. There was no order to disclose them, but rather
allowing for their disclosure. (The Court Minute Order: “However, the District is not enjoined from disclosing
documents 006-027.”) The Court Minute Order even seemed to indicate they need not be disclosed because they
were not responsive to the PRA request; for example, the Court Minute Order included, in part, “Documents 006027 do not appear to be responsive at all.” Regardless of your interpretation, as a courtesy and without creating
any precedent, interpretation, or practice, copies are included. I presume forwarding these materials to you rather
than directly to VOSD is sufficient; if not, please let me know and they will be forwarded directly to VOSD.
Your email also demands you be immediately provided “Pursuant to the Court’s order and direction this
morning”… “2. A completely unredacted copy of the District’s filings with the Court in this litigation.” My
recollection and review of the transcript does not confirm your understanding, such Order is not provided in the
Court’s Minute Order, and the rationales and bases for not providing you copies were related to you in the
unredacted portions of my previously submitted memoranda on behalf of Respondent Coronado Unified School
District. Your threat of seeking sanctions given those rationales, and especially since you were not a party at the
time and you have cited no court rule requiring you be served as a non-party, appears to be an overly aggressive
threat. Regardless, threats such as that will not modify the District’s good faith attempt to fulfill its obligations
within the California Public Records Act.
You also threaten litigation claiming in your email “the District has repeatedly obstructed the production of
records which were the subject of VOSD’s November 21, 2017, as evidenced by the communications presented
by Mr. Burgess, and in [your] possession…” Please be reminded that what you emphasized during the court
hearing — the District’s January 2018 indication that the District would attempt to not disclose the documents at
issue — wound up being the correct approach as confirmed by the Court’s ruling. The documents were not
subject to disclosure. Please note especially the comments in the Tentative Ruling and the resulting Minute Order,
“the Court finds documents 001-005 do not relate to allegations of a ‘substantial nature.’” Additionally,
“Documents 001-005 are not responsive to this request.”
At the tail end of the hearing, Judge Hayes indicated that Mr. Herron and I should meet and confer regarding
whether a second petition needs to be filed. The Court Minute Order also mentions, in its concluding sentence,
“The parties are ordered to meet and confer as to whether a 2nd petition should be filed.” (The hearing clarified
the “parties” means Mr. Herron and me.) I am currently attempting to implement a meet and confer with Mr.
Herron, with the hope that such can be concluded within the currently applicable time frame for the District’s
response to the second Public Records Act request of August 7, 2018. As this is forwarded to you, I am awaiting
his response for scheduling.

1

Meanwhile, in that regard, your comments during the hearing were enlightening. Extrapolating upon those
comments, it appears you expected a broader range of documents to be supplied as a result of Ms. McGlone’s
request of November 21, 2017. She asked for “any substantiated claims …”. On December 4, 2017, your
clarification referred to asking “that the District look for complaints, and related records …”. The focus of that
first Public Records Act request was substantiated claims which were clarified to mean complaints and related
records. The second, more recent request from Ms. McGlone, of August 7, 2018, involved different concepts of
documents, i.e., “all letters, emails, and other correspondence …”. Your demands relating to the threat of
litigation would appear premature as they are related not to the first Public Records Act request but, even from
your perspective, the second request, which theoretically is broader in scope as to documents.
The District is continuing to assess and analyze that second request, which will hopefully result as soon as possible
in meeting and conferring with Mr. Herron and, especially if he does not engage, another Marken notice with
documents. It is in that context, which Coronado Unified School District fully concurs, supports, and will
participate within what the Court ordered, “The parties are ordered to meet and confer as to whether a 2nd petition
should be filed.”
My failure to respond to other elements of your email of October 5, 2018, at 1:25 p.m., such as but not limited to,
your references to the District’s “evasiveness, hedging, or stonewalling,” is not to be an admission directly or
impliedly of any accuracy of your interpretations or accusations.

Clifford D. Weiler | Senior Counsel
Atkinson, Andelson, Loya, Ruud & Romo
4275 Executive Square, Suite 700, La Jolla, California 92037
Main (858) 485-9526 • Fax (858) 485-9412
cweiler@aalrr.com | website | subscribe

From: Felix Tinkov [mailto:felix@tinkovlaw.com]
Sent: Friday, October 05, 2018 1:25 PM
To: Clifford D. Weiler
Subject: Burgess v. Coronado Unified School District

Clifford,
Pursuant to the Court’s order and direction this morning, VOSD demands the District immediately produce:
1. Pages stamped #6‐27 of the records at issue in this litigation; and
2. A completely unredacted copy of the District’s filings with the Court in this litigation.
Should you not provide the filings by 5 PM (PST) on Tuesday October 9, 2018, or sooner, VOSD will pursue a motion for
sanctions against you and your client for failing to abide by CRC Rule 2.550, as Judge Hayes directed, in sealing a court
record without leave of the Court.
Finally, we understand the Court directed you and Mr. Herron to meet an confer on the records relating to the
accusations of sexual misconduct made against Mr. Burgess. It is VOSD’s intent to file suit against the District for the
production of those records, under the California Public Records Act, by October 12, 2018. This can be avoided if the
District produces the records before then.
Having recognized that the District has repeatedly obstructed the production of records which were the subject of
VOSD’s November 21, 2017, as evidenced by the communications presented by Mr. Burgess, and in our possession, it
would behoove the District to clear this entire matter up without further evasiveness, hedging or stonewalling. If the
District produces a complete set of its responsive records with regard to Mr. Burgess by October 12, 2018, VOSD will not
pursue reimbursement of its attorneys’ fees and costs to date – which amount is nearly $30,000 at this early stage. If, on
2

the other hand, the District continues to act as it has, feigning and sowing confusion so as to delay the process further,
the recovery is likely to be significantly higher. We live it to you to decide which course will be taken.

Sincerely,
Felix

The information contained in this electronic mail transmission is confidential and intended to be sent only to the stated recipient of the transmission. It may
therefore be protected from unauthorized use or dissemination by the attorney-client and/or attorney work-product privileges. If you are not the intended recipient
or the intended recipient's agent, you are hereby notified that any review, use, dissemination, distribution or copying of this communication is strictly prohibited.
You are also asked to notify us immediately by telephone and to delete this transmission with any attachments and destroy all copies in any form. Thank you in
advance for your cooperation.

IRS CIRCULAR 230 DISCLOSURE: To ensure compliance with requirements imposed by the IRS, we inform you that, to the extent this communication (or any
attachment) addresses any tax matter, it was not written to be (and may not be) relied upon to (i) avoid tax-related penalties under the Internal Revenue Code, or
(ii) promote, market or recommend to another party any transaction or matter addressed herein (or in any such attachment).
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YOU ARE BSNG SUED BY PLAINTIFF:
(LO ESTA DEMANDANOO E!. OEMANDANTE}:

RANDALL BURGESS
~IOTICE!

You have been sued. The court may decide against you without your bel~ heard unles<s you iespond within 30 da~. Read the information
below.
You have 30 CALENDAR DAYS after this summons and legal papers are served on you to file a written resp[!nse at this court and have a copy
served on Iha ptainliff. A lettsr or phone call wlll not pf't)lect you. Your written response must be in proper legal fonn if you want lhe court lo hear your
case. There may be a court fonn that you can use for'your response. You can find these court forms and more fnfonnatlon at the Callfomla Courts
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There are o!hei' legal requirements. You may want to caP an attomey right away. If you do not lcnow an atlamey, you may want to call an attorney
refamll servlca. lfyou cannot afford an allomey, you ~y be ellgiDle for free legsi servlc;e,sfrom a nonprofit legal servi.ces program. You can locate
these nonprofit groups at lhe Calilbmla Legal Services Web site (wwwJawhefpcaJiromta.orgJ, the Califomla Courts Online Self-Help Cenlsr
lwwV1.caurtinfa.ca.gov/selfhefp). or by contacling your local court or caunty bar aSStJciaUon. MOTC: The i:olllt has a stab.rtory llen for waived fees and
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pager el {lf2vamen de la c:olta antes de qua la corte pue.da de5echa'el caso.
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The m;;me end address of the·court is:
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Superior Court of the State of California

C...S! NUMBER:
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37-2017-000225SS.CU-WM..(;TL
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Matthew V. Herron. herronlaw, ape, 350 Tenth Avenue, Suite 880, San Diego, CA 92101
DATE:
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1 MATTHEW V. HERRON #71193
2 herronlaw, ape
Diamond View Tower
3 350 Tenth Avenue, Suite 880
4 San Diego, California 92101
Telephone: (619) 233-4122
5 Facsimile: (619) 233-3709·
6 Attorneys for Petitioner RANDAIL BURGESS
7
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1 A.

JURISDICTION AND PARTIES

2

1.

This court has jurisdiction over these proceeding pursuant to sections 1085 and

3 1094.5 of the California Code of Civil Procedure.

4
5

2.

Petitioner Randall Burgess is a resident ofSan Diego County and is a credentialed

teacher and a permanent employee of the Respondent Coronado Unified School District.

6

3.

Respondent Coronado Unified School District ("District") is a government agency

7 which is charged with operating the public schools in the City of Coronado.
·g B.

RELIEF SOUGHT

9

4.

Petitioner requests the comt order the District to end Petitioner's illegal and

10 indefinite suspension which the District imposed and continues to enforce withoµt following the
11

mandatory procedures provided by the collective bargaining agreement or Education Code.

12

5.

Petitioner requests this relief without prejudice to the District seeking to impose

13 a new suspension in the manner required by the collective bargaining agreement or provisions
14 of the Education Code.
15 C.

PETITIONER'S EMPLOYMENT HISTORY WITH DISTRICT .AND CLUB

16

OPERATIONS

17

6.

Petitioner graduated from University of California Santa Barbara in June, 1981.

18 with a degree in physical education and accepted a position as the coach of the water polo and
19 swimming teams at Coronado High School in August, 1981.

20

7.

In June 1982, Petitioner started what was known as the Coronado Islan~ Water

21 Polo Club, now known as Corona4o Aquatics Club {''Club"), which has been in continuous
22 operation since then. Petitioner has always been and currently is the Executive Director ofthe
23

24

Club.
8.

In September, 1982, Petitioner began working at Coronado Middle School

25 teaching a government funded health program.
26

9.

Petitioner obtained a Master's Degree in Education while coaching the Mesa

27 College water polo and swim teams in 1985 and 1986.
28 Ill
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1

10.

Petitioner became a full time teacher and the head aquatics coach at Coronado

2 High School in August 1987. Petitioner remained in those p9sitions continuously from 1987
3 until November, 2015, when he resigned the head coachingposition to mentor his replacements.

4 Petitioner retained his full-time teaching position and his position as Executive Director ofthe
5 Club.

6

11.

In November, 2016, Petitioner was named as a "Coaching Legend" by the San

7 Diego Hall of Champions. This honor was based on Petitioaer's highly-acclaimed 33-:year
8 coaching career in which the athletes he coached enjoyed great success both in the sports he
9 coachedand in-the classroom. Among other accomplishments, Petitioner coached threestudentS

IO who went on to distinguish ¢.emselves as members of the Olympic Men's Water Polo team,

11 playing in the Athens, Beijing, and London Games. Many ofPetitioner's athletes were admitted
12 to, and had successful athletic and academic careers, at the most selective colleges and

13 universities in the count:Iy.

14

12.

The Club has been in continuous operation since 1982 and serves more than 100

15 members in a year-round program. The Club is currently under contract with the District to use
16 the pool at the school facilities and has a full slate ofplanned activities for this Summer of2017,

17 including dailypracti.ce, games, tournaments both at the facility and at other locations. The Chlb
18

19

sponsors trips to local and national tournaments.
13.

As Executive Director, Petitioner supervis~ a coaching staffofapproximately l 0

20 people, and plans all training and competition schedules. Petitioner also personally evaluates
21

each staffmember as well as the athletes (100+) during the summer season, the highest point in

22 activity for the calendar year. The summer season includes significant travel, the hosting of
23 domestic and intemational teams and players, running multi-day camps, and preparing for the
24 National Age-Groop Championships. Most ofthis activity occurs at the school facilities under
25_ contract with the Cltlb.
26

14.

Petitioner~

also served as the Head and.Assistant Coach for the USA National

27 Junior Team. has led the USA Water Polo coaching education programs, and has served as
28

Co-Director for the United States Naval Academy Water Polo Camp for·more than 25 years.
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1 D.

LEGAL SUSPENSION PROCEDURES UNDER EDUCATION CODE AND

2

THE COLLECTIVE BARGAINING AGREEMENT

3

15.

The ·retention, discipline, suspension and dismissal of credentialed teachers is

4 governed, in part, by the Education Code and, in part, by any collective bargaining agreement
5 which might be in place at the time relevant to the action.

6

16.

Pursuant to Govemment Code section 3543.2, a school district and the

7 ·representative of teachers, such as a union, may bargain for certain ofthe terms of employment,

8 including a provision for a suspension of up to fifteen (15) days without the school district

9 resorting to the suspension and termination provisions of the Education Code.
17.

10

Unless it invokes the 15-day suspension as part :of a collective bargaining

11 agreement, the school district must follow Education Code sectipn 44932(b) et seq. to suspend
12 a teacher. This statutory procedure requires, among other things, a written accusation by the
13

school board (section 44934) and the opportunity for the teacher to have the suspension

14 immediately reviewed by an administrative law judge under section 44939. The only exception
15 to this procedure is Education Code section 44940(a), which requires the school district to

16 suspend a teacher "when charged [with certain offenses] by complaint, information, or
17 indictment filed in a court of competent jnrisdictio:p.." There is no such charge here.
18

18.

In this instance, the District and the Coronado Teachers Association

19 ('Association") entered into a collective bargaining agreement ("Agreement") which contains
20 a 15-day suspension provision authorized by Government Code section 3543.2.
21

19.

Article XXIV of the Agreement entitled "Just Cause Discipline" provides a

22 detailed procedure for the District to impose the 15-daystisp.eosion starting with advance notice
23 to the teacher approved by four ofthe five members.of the School Board followed by a detailed
24 statement of the basis for the proposed suspension. Petitioner's suspension, if imposed under
25 this Article, would have ended no later than April 18, 2017.
26 Ill
27 Ill

28 Ill
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1

20.

As more fully described in the following section, the District suspended Petitioner

2 on April 3, 2017, and has continuedthe suspension to the present. The suspension violates both
3 the Education Code and Article XXVI of the Agreement Petitioner seeks court intervention as

4 bis only available remedy to end this illegal suspension and the irreparable damage it has caused
5 and will continue to cause.

6 E.

DISTRICT'S CONTINUlNG ILLEGAL SUSPENSION

7

21.

On April 3, 2017, without any prior notice, Rita Beyer, the Assistant

8 Superintendent ofthe District, removedPetitionerfrombis classroom, confiscated his keys and
9

computers and ordered him off school proper.ty.

10
11

22.

The Dis1rict did not provide Petitioner any written notice of the grounds for this

suspension, the duration of the suspensfon, or how Petitioner might have it reviewed or

12 terminated. The District violated, and continues to violate, Article XXIV of the Agreement and
13 the Education Code in imposing this involuntary and open-ended suspension.
14

23.

Instead ofproviding notice ofthe suspension and its terms, the District invented

15 what it labeled as "conditions" as it went along, including reprimanding Petitioner.for sending
16 an email to the Coronado High School Principal, Jenny Moore, pleading with her to return to the

17 classroom, and later threatening further discipline for texting students congratulating them for

18 a successful swim season. The District continuously threatened Petitioner with tennination if
19 he did not comply with the District's (unstated) demands and "conditions" of his suspension.
20

24.

The illegal suspension came at a critical juncture for Petitioner's students given

21 the curriculum and the end-of-the year testing. Yet, given the so-called "conditions" imposed
22 by the District, Petitioner could not even communicate with a substitute teacher to attempt to
23 mitigate his unannounced rem.oval from the classroom. The District threatened Petitioner with
24 termination if he communicated with anyone at the school, including his fellow teachers.
25. The DiStrict continued its illegal suspension and threats oftermination through the
25
26 end ofthe school year. The suspen.Sion remains indefinite.
27

Ill

28
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1

26.

. Knowing the summer Club program was scheduled to start on June 19, 2017,

2 Petitioner sought to clarify that the suspension and its unstated "conditions" would not apply to

3 the activities of this Club scheduled to start after the end of the school year pursuant to the
4 contract between the Club and District.

5

27.

Instead of confirming that Petitioner could proceed with his normal duties on

6 behalf of the Club after the school year had concluded, the District, through its counsel, Sam
7 Sherman, and later through Ms. Heyen;, instructed Petitioner - again under another threat of
8 termination - that he could not be present at the pool for any Ieason, including the Club
9

activities.

I0

28.

The latest version ofthis instruction and threat came in an email sent on June 1'8,

11 2017, at &58 p.m. :from Ms. Beye;rs, the night before the Club program was set to begin the
12 following-morning at 5:00 am. Because ofthe threat oftermination, Petitioner did not enter the
13 pool facilities.

14 F.

THE DISTRICT WILL NOT REMOVE TBE ILLEGAL SUSPENSION

15

29.

On June 19, 2017, Petitioner, through counsel, demanded that the District remove

16 this suspension andrestore Petitioner to his regular duties as a teacher and no longer exclude him

17 from performing his role with the Clup. The District has refused the demand for reinstatement.
18

30.

Absent court intervention, this illegal suspension and the ongoing threatS of

19 termination, will continue through the Smnmer and into, and possibly throu~ the 2017-18
20 school year and beyond, causing continuing irreparable harm to Petitioner, his students, and the
21

members of the Club.

22 Ill
23 Ill

24 111·
25 Ill

26 Ill
27 Ill
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1 G.

PRAYERFORRELIEF

2

WHEREFORE, Petitioner requests the court issue a writ ofmandate to order the District

3 to terminate the su&pension and restore Petitioner to his regular duties as a teacher at Coronado
4 High School, without prejudice to the District following Article XXIV ofthe Agreement should
5 it seek a new suspension, and to cease interfering with Petitioner's duties as a teacher and as the

6 Executive Director of the Club. Petitioner also requests an award of attorney's fees and costs
7 and such other and further relief as the court may find appropriate.
8 Dated:
9
10

June21, 2017

herronlaw,apc

B:I/A~ Vt.LliA.8t->
Matthew V. Herr~n

11

Attorneys for Petitioner RANDALL
BURGESS

12
13

14
15
16
17

18

19

20

21
22
23

24
25
26

27
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VERIFICATION
2
3
4

5
6

7
8
9

10
11

I, Randall Burgess, declare and state:
I am the Petitioner herein. I have read the foregoing Petition for Writ of Mandate and

know its contents. The facts alleged in the Petition are within my own knowledge and I know
these facts to be true.
I declare under penalty of perjury that the foregoing is true and correct and that this
Verification was executed on June 21, 2017, at San Diego, California.

~

12

13

14
15

16
17

18

19

20
21
22

23
24
25
26

27
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SUPERIOR COURT OF C.ALIFOR~IA, COUNTY OF SAN DIEGO
STllEET AllDRESS:

330WSro:>dw.ty

l.IA!UNG ~DRESS:

330 WStmd....y.

CITY AND 21P COOE:
BRANCH NAME:

S:mOlllgo. CA921DI~

Cln:r;J

'IUEPHONE HUMBER: {619)~60-7067

PlAlNTIFF(S)/ PETITIONER(S):

Randall Burgess

OEFENDANT(S} I RESPONDENT(S}: Coronado Unified School District

RANDALL BURGESS VS CORONADO UNIFIED SCHOOL DISTRICT [IMAGED]
NOTICE OF CASE ASSIGNMENT

CASE NUMBER:

and CASE MANAGEMENT CONFERENCE

37,.2017--00022539-CU-WM·CTL

CASE ASSIGNMENT

Judge: Eddie C Sturgeon
COMP!...~f.l'i/PETITlOH

Department: C-67

FILED: 06121/2017

TYPE OF HE..b.FJNG SCHEDULED

DATE

TIME

DEPT

JUDGE

A case management slstement must be.completed by counsel for all ~rtles or self.represented litlgants and timely flied with the court
at least 15 days prior to the initial case management conference. (San Diego Local Rules, Division JI, CRC Rule 3.725).

All counsefof record or parties in pro per shall appear at the Case Management Conference, be familiar with the case, and be fUlly
prepared to par1Iclpate effectively in the hearing, including discussions·of ADR- options.

IT IS THE DUTY OF EACH PLAINTIFF (ANO CROSS..COMPLAINANn TO SERVE A COPY OF THIS NOTICE WITH THE
COMPLAINT (AND CROSS.COMPLAINT), THE ALTERNATIVE DISPUTE RESOLUTION CAOR) INFORMATIOM FORM (SDSC
FORM #ClVR730), A STIPULATION TO USE ALTERNATNE DISPUTE RESOLUTIOJll (AD~) (SbSC FORM #CIV-359), AND OTHER
DOCUMENTS MS SET OUT IN SDSC LOCAL RULE 2.1.5.
ALL COUNSEL WILL ee EXPECTED TO BE FAMILIAR WITH SUPERIOR COURT RULES WHICH HAVE BEEN PUBLISHED AS
DIVISION II, ANO WILL BE STRIC'll.Y ENFORCED.
TIME STANDARDS: The following timeframes apply to general civil cases and must be adhered to unless you have requested and
been granted an extension cf tJme. General clvi1 cases.consist of all civil cases except: small claims proceedings,
civil pe1ltions. unlawful detainer proceedings, probate, guardianship, conservatorshlp, jwenlle, parking citation
appeals, and family law proceedl.ngs.
COMPLAINTS: Complaints and all other documents fisted in SOSC local Rule 2.1.5 must be served on all named defendants.
DEFENDANT'S APPEARAMCE: Defendant must generally appear within 30 days of service of the complaint (Plaintiff may
stipulate to no more than 15 day extension which must be In wriUng and filed with the Court.) (SDSC L.Ocal Rule 2.1.6)
JURY FEES: ·In order to preserve the right to a jury biaf, one pai:fy for each side demanding a jury trial shalf psy an advance jury fee In
the amount of one hundred fifty dollars ($'f50) on or before the date scheduled for the initial case management conference in
the acUon.

COUP.T P.EPORTERS: Court report&ra are not provid!<l by the Court in Civil cases. See pol cy regarding normal availability and
unavallabirity or official court reporter.; at www.sdcourt.ca.gov.
•ALTERNATIVE DISPUTE RESOLUTION {ADR): THE COURT ENCOURAGES YOU TO CONSIDER UTILIZING VARIOUS
ALTERNATIVES TO TRIAL. INCLUDlfllG MEDIATION AND ARBITRATION, PRIOR TO THE CASE MANAGEMENT CONFERENCE.
PARTIES MAY FILE THE ATTACHED STIPULATION TO USE ALTERNATIVE DISPUTE RESOLUTlON (SDSC FORM #CIV-359).

SDSC Cl'!-721 (Rev. 01-17)
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Superior Court of California
County of San Diego
NOTICE OF ELIGIBILITY TO eFILE
AND ASSIGmIBNT TO IMAGING DEPARTMENT
This case is eligible for eFiling. Shoula you prefer to electronically file documents, refer to

General Order in re procedures regarding electronically imaged court records, ele.ctrQnic filing,
and access to electronic court records in civil and probate cases for rules and procedures or

contact the Court's eFiling vendor atwww.onelegaLcom for information.
This case has been assigned to an Im.aging Department and original documents attached to
pleadings filed With the court will be imaged and destroyed. Original documents should not be
filed with pleadings. If necessary, they should be lodged with the court under California Rules of

Court, rule 3.1302(b).
On August I., 2011 the San Diego Superior Court began the Electronic Filing and Imaging Pilot
Program ("Program''). As ofAugllSt 1, 2011 in all new cases assigned to an Imaging Department all
filings will be imaged electronically and the electronic version ofthe document will be the official
court :file. The official court file will be electronic and accessible at one of the kiosks located in the
Civil Business Office and on the Internet through the court's website.

You should be aware that the electronic copy of the filed document(s) will be the official court
record pursuant to Government C.ode section 68150. The paper :filiD,g will be imaged and held for
30 days. After that time it will be destroyed and recycled. Thus, you should not attach any
original documents to pleadings filed with the San Diego Superior Court. Original documents
filed with the court will be imaged and destroyed except those documents specified in
California Rules of Court, rule 3.1806. Any original documents necessary for a motion hearing or.
trial shall be lodged in advance ofthe hearing J,Jursuant to California Rules of Court, rule 3.1302(b).
It is the duty of each plaintiff, cross-complainant or petitioner to serve a copy of this notice with
the comp~int, cross-complaint or petition on all parties in the action.
On all pleadings filed after the initial case originating filing, all parties must, to the extent it is
feasible to do so, place the words "IMAGED FILE" in all caps immediately under the title of the
pleading on all subsequent pleadings filed in the action.
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SUPERIOR COURT OF CALIFORNIA, COUNTY OF SAN DIEGO
ALTERNATIVE DISPUTE RESOLUTION (ADR) INFORMATJON

CASE NUMBER: 37-2017-00022539-CU-WM·CTL

CASE TITLE: Randall Burgess vs Coronado Unified School District [IMAC:

NOTICE: All plaintiffs/cross-complainants in a general civil case are required to serve a copy of the folloWing
three forms on each defendant/cross-defendant, together with the complaint/cross-complaint:
(1) this Alternative D~spute Resolution (ADR) Information form (SOSC form #CIV-730),
(2) the Stlpulatlon to Use Alternative Dispute Resolution (AOR) form (SDSC form #CIV-359), and
(3) the Notice of Case Assignment form (SDSC form #CIV-721).
Most civil disputes are resolved without filing a lawsult, and most clvil lawsuits are resolved without a trial. The courts,
community organizations, and private providers offer a variety of Alternative Dispute Resolution (ADR) processes to help
people resolve disputes without a trial. The San Diego Superior Court expects that litigants wlO utilize some fonn of ADR
as a mechanism for case settlement before trial, and It may be beneficial to do this early .in the case.
Below is some information about the pot~ntial advantages and disadvantages of ADR, the most common types of ADR,
and how to find a local ADR program or neutral. A fonn for agreeing to use ADR is attached (SDSC fonn #CIV-359).
Potentlal Advantages and Disadvantages of ADR
ADR may have a variety of advantages or disadvantages over a trial, depending on the type of ADR process used and the
particular case:

Potentlal Advantages
• Saves tltne
• Saves money
• GiVes parties more control over the dispute
resolution process and outcome
• Preserves or Improves relationships

Potential Disadvantages
.
• May take more time and money If ADR does not
resolve the dispute
• Procedures to learn about the othi:r side's case (discovery),
jury trial, appeal, and other court protections may be limited
or unavailable

Most Common !y,pes of ADR
Ypu can read more infonnation about these ADR processes and watch videos that demonstrate them on the court's ADR

webpage at http:Uwww.sdcourt.ca.gov/adr.
Mediation: A neutral person called a "mediate~· helps the parties communicate In an effective.and constructive manner
so they can try to settl!i: their dispute. The mediator does not decide the outcome, but helps the parties to do so.
Mediation is usually confidential, and tnay be particularly useful when parties want or need to have an ongoing
relationship, such as in disputes between family members, neigbbors, co-workers, or business partners, or when parties
want to discuss non-legal concerns or creative resolutions that could not be ordered at a trial.

Settlement Conference: A judge or another neutral person called a "settfement officer" helps the parties to uncferstand
the strengths and weaknesses of their case and to discuss settlement The judge or settlement officer does not make a
decision In the case but helps the parties to negotiate a settlement. Settlement confe~nces may be particularly helpfUI
when the-parties have very different ideas about the likely outcome of a trial and would like an experienced neutral to help
guide them toward a resolution.
Arbitration: A neutral person called an "arbitrator" considers arguments and evidence presented by each side and then
decides the outcome of the dispute. Arbitration ls less formal than a trial, and the rules of evidence are usually relaxed. If
the parties agree to binding arbitration, they waive their right to a 1rial and agree to accept the arbitrator's declsion as final.
With nonbinding arbitratloJJ, any party ma.y reject the arbitrator's decision and request a trial. Arbitration may be
appropriate when the parties want another person to decide the outcome of their dispute but would like to avoid the
fonnallty, time, and expense of a trial.
ALTERNATIVE DISPUTE RESOLUTION (ADR) INFORMATION
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Other AOR Processes: There are several other types of ADR which are not offered through the court but which may be
obtained privately, Including neutral evaluation, conciliation, fact finding, mlnl-trrals, and summary jury trials. Sometimes
parties wm try a combination of ADR processes. The important thing is to try to find the type or types of ADR that are
most likely to resolve your dispute. Be sure to learn about the rules of any ADR program and the qualifications of any
neutral you are considering, and about their fees.
Loi:al ADR Programs for Civil Cases

Mediation: The San·Diego Superior Court maintains a Civil Mediation Panel of approved mediators who have met
certain minimum qualifications and have agreed to charge $150 per hour for each the fi~t two (2) hours Of mediation
and their regular hourly rate thereafter in court-referred me<fialions.

of

On-line mec!iator. search and selection: Go to the court's ADR webpage at www..sdcourt.ca.gov/adr and click on the
"Mediator Search• to review individual mediator profiles contalning detailed information about·each mediator including
their dispute resolution training, relevant experience, AORspecialty, education and employment history, mediation style,
and fees and to submit an on-fin~ Mediator Selection Fonn (SOSO fonn #.CIV~005). The Civil Mediation Panel List, the
Available Mediator List, individual Mediator Profiles, and Mediator Selection Form (CIV~OOS) can also be printed from the
court's ADR webpage and are available at the Mediation Program Office or Civn Business Office at each court location.
Settlement Conference: The judge may order your case to a mandatory settlement confe~nce, or voluntary settlement
conferences·may be requested from the court If the parties certify that: (1) settlement negotiations between the parties
have been pursued, demands and offers have been tendered in good faith, and resolution has failed; (2) a judfciaHy
6Upervised settlement conference presents a substantial opportunity for settlement; and (3) the case has developed to a
point where all parties are legally and facttlally prepared to present the issues for settlement consideration and further
discovery for settlement purposes is not required. Refer to SDSC Local Rule 2.2..1 for more lnfonnation. To schedule a
settlement conference, contact the department to which your case Is assigned.

Arbitration: The San Diego Superior Court maintains a panel of approved judicial arbltrators who have practiced JaW .for
a minimum of five years and wtto have a certain amount of trial andfor arb.itratlon experience. Refer to SDSC Local
· Rules Division II. Chapter Ill and Code Civ. Proc. § 1141.10 et seq or contact the Arbitration Program Office at (619)
450-7300 for more infonnation.
More intomiation about court-connected ADR: Visit the court's ADR webpage at www.sdcourt.ca.gov/adr or contact the
court's Mediation/Arbitration Office at (619) 450-7300.
Dispute Resolution Programs Act (DRPA) funded ADR Programs: The following community dispute resolution
programs are funded under ORPA {Bus. and Prof. Code §§ 465 et seq.):
Jn Central, East, and South San Diego County, contact the National Conflict Resolution Center (NCRC) at
www.ncrconline.com or (619) 238-2400.
In North San Diego County, contact North Couno/ Lifeline, Inc. at W\W{.ncl!re!ine.org or (760) 72~900.
Private ADf(; To find a private ADR program or neutral, search the Internet, your local telephone or business directory,
or legal newspaper for dispute resolution, medlaUon, settlement. or arbitration services.

Legal Representation and Advice

To participate effectively In ADR, it Is generally important to understand your legal rights and responsibilities and the
likely outcomes ff you went to trial. ADR neutrals are not allowed to represent or to give legal advice to the participants in
the ADR process. If you do not already have an attorney, the Califomla State Bar or your local County Bar Association
can assist you in finding an attorney. Information about obtaining free and low cost legal assistance Is also available on
the California courts website at WWJIJ.courlinfo.ca.qov!selfhelpRowcqst.

SD9C CIV·730 (Rev t:Z-.10)
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SUP.ERJOR COURT OF CAUFORNll\ COUNTY OF SAN DIEGO

FQR COIJllTU~ONLY

330 West BroaclWay

STRl:ETADD/IE;SS:

330 West Broadway
c!TY, mTE.&ZJPCOOE: San Diego, CA ll210M!B27
MAILING l.DORESS;

Central

BRANCH NAME:

Pl.AINTIFF(S):

Randall Bursess

OEFENDANT(S)~ Coronado Unified School Dls1rfct

SHORT TITLE:

AANDAll. BURGESS VS CORONADO UNIFlED SCHOOL DISTRICT pMAGED)
CASE NUMBER:

STIPULATION TO USE AL:TERNATIVE
DISPUTE RESOLUTION {AOR)

37-2017-00022539-CU-WM-CTL

Judge: Eddie C Slurgeon

Department: C.67

The parties end their attorneys sUpulate that the matter is at Issue and the claims In this action shall be submitted to the fellowing
alternative dispute resolutfon {ADR} process. Selection of any of ihese optfCll\s wWnot delay any case management tlmellnes.

0
0

D
0
0
0

MediaUon (court-connected)

Mediation (private)

0

Voluntary settlement conference (private)

D

N11111ral evaluaUon (private)

0

other(spoclfye.g., private mini-his!, privatejudge,

Non-binding private albiltallon

Binding private arbl1111tion
Non-binding judli:lal ari>ltraUon (dls~very unlll 15 days before tri11I)
Non-blndlng Judicial arbltraUon (dbcovery unlll 30 days before trial)

etc.):----------- -------------

It ls also stipulated tJ1a1.tfle following shall serve as art>llralor, mediator or other neutral: (Name)

Allemale neutral (for court CiVll Mediation Program and arbitraUon only): - - - --

- --

- - - - --

- -- -- --

-

Dale: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ __

Neme of PlalnUlf

Name of Derendanl

Signature

Signal!Jre

Name of Plaintiff's Attorney

Name ofDefendant's Attorney

Signature

Signillure

lffhere·are more parties and/orattonieys, please at1aoh add!Uonal completed and fully ei<eouted sheets.
It Ir; the dutv of the P.l!_rtles to ncUfy the c:ourt of any sclilelllenl. puni\lllnt to caL Rules of Court, Nie 3.1385. Upon nolilicaUon of Iha setllement,

the court Will place Vlis matter on a '4~ay dismissal ~lenaar.

•

No new parties may be added without leave of court.

rT IS SO ORDERED.
Datsd: 06/2112017

JUDGE OF THE SUPERIOR COURT

STIPULATION TO USE OF ALTERNATIVE DISPUTE RESOLUTION

s
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Matthew V:Hcrron, ~~1119
beaonlaW, ape
350TcllfhAveoue, Suite 880
San Diego, CA 92101
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619-2334122
FAXNO.: 619-233-3709
Petitioner. Randall Bureess
SUPERIOR COURT OF CALIFORNIA, COUNTY OF SAN DIEGO
STREET~ 330 West Broadway
l~ADDRESS: 330WestBroadway
cnvAHD21PcocE1 San Di~o. CA 92101
TB..EPllONENO.!

Am>RNEYRm'(NomoJ:

BAANCll NAME:

Central

CASE NAME:
Randall B~ss v. Coronado Unified School

CML CASE COVER SHEET

[l]

Unllmlted

(Amount

I

D

demanded

exceeds $25,000)

;-. , ··:,.; i:oum~
........ ' . • . ...,, , v
Lr .••..
SAN B!;i!.$ ~UUHTY. GA
~)\ ,\

~,

.!ii;

District

Complex Case Deslgnaf.lcn

Umited

(Amount
demanded Is
$25,000 or less)

D Counter D Jolndar
Flied with "first appearance by defendant
• (Cal. Rules of court, rafe..3i4QZl

.ltlDGE:
aa>T:

Items 1-6 below must be cotr//Jfeted (.sea lnstructJomron p~a 21. ·

1. Check one box below fOr the case type that best describes this ~e:
AUla Tort

Contract
Sreac:t> of conftadlwarranb' {OS)
Rule 3.740 ccllectlons (OB)
Other collectfons (09)

D

B

Au\o (22)
Unlnsutad matori&t (46}
Other Pl/PD/Wt> (Personal lnjury1Prope11Y
Dam~elWrongful Death} Tort
Asb0$los (04)
Praduct llabllity (24}
Medlcalmalprar:Uce{45)

D
D
D fn;uranc:e ccwomgo (18)
D O\hercontract(37)
Real Property
D Emtnentdomalllllnvarsa

D
D
D
D

Olher Pl/PD/WO (23)

D

Non·PllPDIWD (Other) Tort
B~ tori/unfair buslnms pracllce (07)

D
D

0

D

0 CM! rights (OS)
llefamaUon (13)
D Fraud (16)
D lntaRectual pn:ipeey {19)
D Professional negTigence (25)
D Othernon-PIJPD/WD lart (35)
Employment
D Wrongful tennfnallan (36)
D Olharemp!ayment{15)

condamnalian (14)
Wrongful eviction (33)
Other real pccperty (28)

Unlawful Dotainer

D
D

Commm:lal (31)

Provisionally Complu Clvll Lltlgalon
(cat. Rules af Court, rutBS 3,401>-\5~3)

0
D
0
D
0

D

AnUtrusVTrada rvgu!atlon (03}
Construc1!on defect(10)

Mass tort (40)
Sacuri11es m1gat1on <zs>
&MnmmenlaVTollic tort (30)

lnsurance'COYorage claims arising from 1he
abova llsted proVfslonaDy comp~ case
typas{41}
Enfort11ment of Judgment
EnforcementofJudgment(20}
Mb1:ellaneous Clvll Complalnt

D

D rucoc2n
D Other complaint (not 8Pecffiedabove) (42)
MlsClllfancoll$ CMI Potlllon
D Parlnarshfp and corporate gowmance (21)
0 Olher petilion (not specified above} (43)

ResCdcntial (32)
Drugs (38)

Judtclel Review
Assetrorteilt.tre (05)
•
0 Palll!on re: :ubllralion award (11)
Writ ofmarulalll (02)
CCP §§ 1085 and 1094.5
Otheriudlc:lal n!Ylawl39l
2. This case LJ is
lLJ Is not comjJ!eic un"der rule 3.400 of the California Rules cf Court. If the case is complex, mark the
factors requiring excepUonal Judie/al management:
a.
Large numberofseparatelyrepresented parties
.d. D Large number of witnesses
b.
Edensive moUon pracllce raising dlffic:uft or novel e.
Coordina!l.on with related aciions pending In one or more courts
Issues that wiU be tim~nsuming to resolve
In other countJes, lltates, or countries, or In a federal court
c. D Substantlal amount of documentary evidence
f.
Substanlial posljudgment}udiclal supervision

D

D

n

D
D

D

a.O

D
b.0 nonmonetaty; declaratoiy or lnjUncUve relief

3. Remedies sought {check aU fhat epply):
monetary
4. Numbefof causes of action (:spaoify): One
5. This case D Is 0 ls not a clsss action suit.
6. If there are any known related cases, fife and seive a notice of rela~ted
case. ~ may use form CM..()15.)

Date~ June 21, 2017
Matthew V. Herron

~

ITYPEoRPRINfM-~•

,{)

c.

D

punitive

V , ll 'kL//142:>( ·

~~JiATrONtEYl'Ol\PARTY)

NOlll>t::

• Plaintiffmust file this cover sheet with the first papetflled in the action or proceeding (excephimall clalmc case1> or oases filed
under1he Probate Code, FamHy Code. or Welfare and lnslltullons Code). (Cal. Rul~ cf Court, rule 3.220.) Failure to me may result
In sanctions.
• File this cover sheet in addition to any cover sheet required by locBI court rule.
• If this case Is complex under rule 3AOO et seq. of the Ca!ifomla Rules of Court. you must serve a copy of this cover sheet on all
other parties to the aeHon or proceedlrJg.
" Unless this ls a collections case under rule 3.7'40 or a compl&Jt case, this cover sheet will be used fer statistical purposes on~._ 1 ar

2

""j'JJ:=":=::e
C/,i.ofOll!av• .!Ay1,.2.QCJ1]

CIVIL CASE COVERSHEET
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1

SAM G. SHERMAN, ESQ. (Bar Na. 228673)
Sam(a),TencerSherman.com

2

PHILLIP G. SIMPLER ESQ. (Bar No. 292486)

3

TENCERSHEIUvIAN,LLP

PhilS@,TencerSbennan.com

5

12520 High Bluff Drive, Suite 240
San Diego, CA 92130
TEL: 858.408.6900
FAX: 858.754.1260

6

Attorneys for Respondent

4

7

CORONADO UNIFI.ED SCHOOL DISTRICT
IS A PUBLIC EN17TY
F!LING FEES WAIVED PURSUANT TO
GOVERNMENT CODE§ 6103

CORONADO UNIFIED SCHOOL DISTRICT
SUPERIOR COUl'lT OF CALIFORNIA, COUNTY OF SAN DIEGO

8

CENTRAL JUSTICE CENTER

9

10
11

RANDALL BURGESS,
Petitioner,

12
13
14

v.
CORONADO UNIFIED SCHOOL
DISTRICT

15

CASE NO. 37-2017-00022539-CU-WM-WTL
VERIFIED ANSWER TO PETITION FOR
WRIT OF MANDATE

BEARING:
TIME:
DEPT:

8:30 a.m.

JUDGE:

Hon. Eddie C. Sturgeon

October 20, 2017
C-67

Respondent
PETITION FILED: June 21, 2017

16
17
18

Respondent CORONADO UNIFIED SCHOOL DISTRICT ("CUSD") respectfully submits

19

the following Verified Answer to Petitioner, RANDALL BURGESS' ("Burgess"), Petition for Writ

20

of Mandate ("Petition"').

21

A.

22

JURlSDICTION AND PARTIES
1.

To the extent paragraph 1 ofthe Petition calls for legal conclusions, Petitioner is not

23

required to respond. CUSD denies that the Court has jurisdiction over the proceeding pursuant to

24

CCP § 1094.5. CUSD lacks sufficient information to admir or deny if the Coun has jurisdiction

25

over the proceeding pursuant to CCP § 1085.

26
27
28

2.

CUSD admits on information and belief the allegations contained in Paragraph 2 of

the Petition.
3.

CUSD admits on information and belief the allegations. contained in Paragraph 3 of

CORONADO UNIFIED SCHOOL DISTRICT'S OPPOsmoN TO RANDALL BURGESS' EX PARTE
APPUCATlON
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1

the Petition.

2

B.

4.

3

4

RELIEF SOUGHT

CUSD denies that Burgess is entitled to the relief sought in Paragraph 4 of the

Petitjon.

5

5.

The allegations set forth in Paragraph 5 of the Petition are a request for relief and,

6

as such, requires·no response by CUSD.

7

c.

8

OPERATIONS

9

6.

10

11
12
13

14
15

PETITIONER'S EMPLOYMENT filSTORY WITH THE DISTRICT AND CLUB

CUSD admits on infonnation and belief the allegations contained in Paragraph 6 of

the Petition.

7.

CU.SD lacks .sufficient information to admit or deny the allegations contaiiled in

Paragraph 7 ofthe Petition.

8.

CUSD admits on information and belief the allegations contained in Paragraph 8 of

the Petition.

9.

The allegations contained in Paragraph 9 of the Petition are irrelevant and do not

16

require a response. In good firith, CUSD lacks sufficient information to admit or deny the

17

allegations contained in Paragraph 9 ofthe Petition.

18

10.

CUSD generally admits on information and belief the allegations contained in

19

Paragraph 10 of the Petition related to Burgess' employment with the district. CUSD lacks

20

sufficient information to admit or deny the remaining allegations in Paragraph 10 of the Petition.

21

11.

The allegations contained in Paragraph 11 of the Petition are irrelevant and do not

22

require a response. In good faith, CUSD lacks sufficient .information to admit or deny the

23

allegations contain,ed in Paragraph 12 ofthe Petition.

24

12.

The allegations contained in Paraguq>h 12 of the Petition are irrele~ant and do not
lac~ sufficient information to admit or deny the

25

require a response. In good faith. CUSD

26

allegations contained in Paragraph 12 ofthe Petition.

27
28

13.

The allegations contained in Paragraph 13 of the Petition are irrelevant and do not

require a Tesponse. In good faith, CUSD lacks sufficient information to admit or deny the
2
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1

allegations contained in Paragraph 13 ofth~ Petition.

2

14.

The allegations contained in Paragraph 14 C?f the Petition ~ irrelevant and do not

3

require a response. In good faith, CUSD lacks sufficient information to admit or deny the

4

allegations contained in Paragraph 14 of the Petition.

5 D.

LEGAL SUSPENSION PROCEDURES UNDER EDUCATION CODE AND THE

6

COLLECTIVE BARGAINING AGREEMENT

7

15.

8

therefore, cio not require a response from CUSD.

9

10

The allegations in Paragraph 15 of the Petition contain a legal conclusion, and

16.

The allegations in Paragraph 16 of the Petition contain a legal conclusion, and

therefore, do notiequire a response from CUSD.

11

17.

To the extent that the allegations in Paragraph 17 of the Petition contam a legal

12.

conclusion, CUSD is not required to respond. CUSD denies the remaining allegations in Paragraph

13

17 ofth.e Petition.

14

18.

To the extent that the allegations in Paragraph 18 of the Petition contain a legal

15

conclusion, CUSD is not required to respond. CUSD admits that it entered into a Collective

16

Bargaining Agreement.

19.

17
18

conclusion, CUSD is not required to respond. CUSD denies the remaining allegations.

19

20
21

To the extent that the allegations in Paragraph 19 of the Petition contain a legal

20.

E.

CUSD denies the allegations contained in Paragraph 20 ofthe Petition.

DISTRICT'S CONTINUING U,LEGAL SUSPENSION
21.

In response to the allegations in Paragraph 21 of the Petition, CUSD admits that

22

Burgess was placed on paid administrative leave on or about April 3, 2017. CUSD denies the

23

characterization of the events set forth in Paragraph 21 of the Petition.

24

22.

CUSD denies the allegations contained in P~aph 22 of the Petition.

25

23.

CUSD denies the allegations contained in Paragraph 23 qf the Petition.

26

24.

CUSD denies the allegations contained in Paragraph 24 of the Petition.

27

25.

CUSD denies the allegations contained in Paragraph 25 ofthe Petition.

28

26.

The allegations in Paragraph 26 of the Petition are irrelevant and require no
3
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1

response. CUSD admits on information and beliefthe allegations contained.inParagraph26 ofthe

2

Petition.

3

27.

CUSD del,li.es the characterization of the events as set forth in Paragraph 27 of the

4

Petition. CUSD admits that Burgess is not permitted on school property during the pendency ofhis

5

paid administrative leave.

6

28.

CUSP denies the characterization of the events as set forth in Paragraph 28 of the

7

Petition. CUSD admits that Burgess is not permitted on school property during the pendency of bis

8

paid administrative leave.

9

F.

10
11

29.

CUSD denies the allegations in Paragr:aph29 ofthe Petition related to Burgess being

suspended. CUSD admits that Burgess was on paid administrative leave as of June 19, 2017.

12
13

THE DISTRICT'WaL NOT REMOVE THE ILLEGAL SUSPENSION

30.
G.

CUSD denies the allegations in Paragraph 30 ofthe Petition.

PRAYER FOR RELIEF

14

The allegations set forth beginning on page 6 of the Petition, lines 2-7, are requests for relief

15

and, as. such, require no response by CUSD. However, to the extent a response may be required,

16

CUSD submits that Burgess is not entitled to the relief sought.

17

AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSES
Without waiving or excusing the burden of proof of Burgess, or admitting that CUSD bas

18
19

any burden of proof. CUSD asserts the following affumative defenses:
FIRST AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSE

20

21

As a separate and distinct ~ative defense, CUSD alleges that the Petition fails to state

22

facts sufficient to constitute a cause of action upon which writ relief can be granted, including

23

pursuantto CCP § 1085and1094.5.
SECOND AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSE

24
25

As a separate and distinct affirmative defense, CUSD alleges that the Petition is .barred in

26

whole or in part by the equitable doctrines of laches, unclean hands, waiver, res judicata and/or

27

estoppel

28

\\\
4
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1
2
3

THIRD AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSE
As a separate and distinct affirmative defense, CUSD alleges. that all or portions ofthe
Petition are barred by any and all applicable statute of limitations.

4

FOURTH AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSE

5

As a separate and distinct afiitmative defense, CUSD alleges that Burgess failed to exhaust

6

bis administrative remedies, includmg but not limited to a.dm.i.nistrative remedies pursuant Title 49

7

of the Code ofFederal Regulations and Califomia Govemment Code section 900, et seq.

8
9

10

FIE'l'H.AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSE
As a separate and distinct affirmative defense, CUSD alleges on information and beliefthat
Burgess has waived any and all claims asserted against CUSD.

11
12

13

SIXTH AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSE
As a separate and distinct affirmative defense, CUSD alleges that the causes ofaction in the
:Petition are uncertain and ambiguous.

14

SEVENTH AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSE

15

As a separate and distinct affinnative defense, CUSD contends that Burgess is not entitled

16

to writ relief because none of CUSD's alleged conduct was arbitrary, capricious or lacking in

17

evidentiary support.

18

19
20

EIGHTH AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSE
As a separate and distinct affinnative defense, CUSD contends that Burgess is not entitled
to 'writ relief because none of CUSD's alleged conduct constitutes a 'ministerial act.,

21

NINTH AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSE

22

As a separate and distinct affinnative defense, CUSD contends that Burgess is not entitled

23

to writ relief because CUSD does not have a legal duty to perform the act sought to be compelled

24

by the writ

25

TENTH AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSE

26

As a separate and distinct affinnative defense, CUSD contends that Burgess is not entitled

27

to writ reliefpursuant to CCP § 1094.S because the Petition does not challenge a final administrative

28

adjudicatory order or decision that was made as the result of a hearing required by law at which
5
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1

evidence was taken to detexmine certain relevant facts, and the determination of those facts.

2

ELEVENTH AFFmMATIVE DEFENSE

3

As a separate and distinct affumative defense, CUSD contends that Burgess is not entitled

4

to writ relief because Burgess does not have a clear and beneficial right io perfonnance of the act

5

sought to be compelled by the Petition.

6

TWELTH AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSE
As a separate and distinct affumative defense, CUSD contends that Burgess is not eptitled

7
8·

to writ relief because CUSD's alleged conduct was justified.

9

THIRTEENTH AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSE
As a separate and distinct affirmative defense, CUSD contends that Burgess is not entitled

10
11

to writ relief because CUSD's alleged conduct does not ·constitute a clear abuse of discretion.

12

ADDITIONAL DEFENSES

13

Because the Petition only alleges conclusions offact and law, CUSD cannot fully anticipate

14

all affirmative defenses that may be applicable to this action. Accordingly, CUSD expressly

15

reserves the right to amend this Answer should CUSD later discover a basis for additional

16

affirmative defenses.
WHEREFORE, CUSD prays for judgment from this Court as follows:

17

18

1.

That the petition for writ ofmandate be denied;

19

2.

That Burgess take nothing by virtue of the Petition;

20

3.

That the Court dismiss the Petition with prejudice;

21

4.

That CUSD be awarded their attorneys' fees and costs of suit herein to the extent permitted

22

under applicable law; and

23

5.

Such other and further relief as the Court deems appropriate and proper.

24
25

26

27
28

DATED: July 21, 2017

TENCERSHERMAN,LLP

~?u/Jil_.

By:

v:r- --SAM G. SHERMAN, ESQ.

PHILLIP G. SIMPLE~ ESQ.
Attorneys for Respondent
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1

VERIFICATION

2

I, RlTA BEYERS, am the Assistant. Superintendent and an authorized representative of

3

Respondent, CORONADO UNIFIED SCHOOL DISTRICT, and I have read the foregoing

4

Verified Answer to Petition for· Writ of Mandate and know its contents. The matters stated in

5

the Verified Answer are true based on my own knowledge, except as to those matters stated on

6

information and belief: and as to those matters I believe them to be true.

7

8
9

I declare Wlder penalty of perjury under the laws ofthe State ofCalifornia that the foregoing

is true and correct Executed

o~July, 2017, at S~~----

f'4f"mA s/

10

11
12
13

14
15
16

17
18
19

20

21
22

23

24
25

26

27
28
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